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'.. i ' INTRODUCTION _"" " "
The Workshopon Fuzzy ControlSystemsand Space Station Aj)plicationslw_ held on.
• : : " Now_nber 14 and 15, 1990 in room 209A of the McDonnellDouglas Space Systems -:'_
' _. _:- Company(MDSSC)Space StationBuilding 17 in Huntington]3_ach,california. The:
" " w(nkshop was cO-SlXmSOr_by MDSSC-SSD andNASA Ames R(_.axch_Ccnt_n". The
panicipamsincludedrepresentativesfromacad_ industryandgc)vemmcnt.
. Theseproceedings_t the materialdiscussedin an orderwhich closely approximates
the actualsequenceof theworkshop. In addition,theseproceedingscontainpapersby Dr.
Ban Kosko on Fuzzy Logic and concluding remar_ from Mark Gersh, Bob Brown,
DennisLawlex,Bob LeaandHamid Be_nji.
Thisdocumentis organizedin thefollowingorder:.
1. Biographiesof the fuzzylogiccontrolpanel;
2. OpeningremarkshumDaveWensley,
3. Presentationsby MarkGersh,MasakiTogai,MichioSugeno,JackAldridgc,Hamid
Ben:njiandXiwen Ma;
4. Paperson FuzzyLogictheoryby Ban Kosko;
e 5. All MDSSC-SSDpresentationsincludingquestionand answersessions;and
6. Concludingremarks. :_
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j) Worksh0pon Fu.zzy.ControlSystemsand SpaceStatmnApphcations
Biographical Information
Hamid R. Berenji,Ph.D.,received fundamentalcontributionstothefield
hisB.S.degreefromthe University of FuzzyEstimationTheory. He is
of ScienceandTechnology,Iranand ManagingEditorof the Springer-
M.S. and Ph.D. degreesfromthe Verlagmonographseries,Lecture
Universityof SouthernCaliforniain Notesin NeuralComputing,and is
1980 and 1986 in Systems AssociateEditorofNeuralNetworks,
Engineering.From1984to1986,he IEEE Transactions on Neural
was an instructorat Universityof Networks,Journalof Mathematical
SouthernCalifornia,Los Angeles. Biology, and Lecture Notes in
Since1986, he has workedin the Biomathematics.
Artificial Intelligence Research
Branchof NASA Ames Research A muchsoughtafter lecturer,Dr.
Centerin MoffettField,California. Koskois an electedgovemorof the
He is currentlya seniorresearch InternationalNeuralNetworkSociety
scientist with Sterling Federal anda USCShellOilFacultyFellow.
Systemsanda principalinvestigator Hewasprogramco-chairmanof the
ofthe researchprojectonintelligent Summer 1990 InternationalJoint
control. He is a memberof the ConferenceonNeuralNetworksand
Operation Research Society of ProgramChairman of the 1990
e America (ORSA), Operation InternationalFuzzyLogicandNeural
• ResearchHonor Society (Omega Networks Conference in lizuka,
Rho), American Associationfor Japan. He wasProgramChairman
ArtificialIntelligence(AAAI), and of the 1988 IEEE International
Instituteof ElectricalandElectronic Conferenceon Neural Networks
Engineers(IEEE). He is a program (ICNN-88) and Program and
committee member of several OrganizingChairman of the first
conferencesuchas the 1991IEEE IEEEICNN-87.
International Symposium on
Intelligent Control and is the Dr. Kosko receivedhis master's
chairmanand the organizerof the degreein appliedmathematicsfrom
intelligentcontrolsessionat the1990 the Universityof California,San
ControlandDecisionConferencein Diego and his Ph.D. from the
....... Hawaii. His current researchis UniversityofCalifornia,Irvine.
focusedon intelligentcontrolas it
relates to neural networks, Dennis Lawler receivedhis B.S.
approximatereasoningand fuzzy degreeinMathematicalPhysicsfrom
control,anduncertaintymanagement State Universityof New York in
inAl. 1980, B.S. degree in Computer
Scienceat theUniversityof Houston
Bart Kosko, Ph.D.,is an Assistant and is presently pursuing an
Professor,of ElectricalEngineering advanceddegree in Mathematics.
at the University of Southern Mr.Lawler'sworkexperienceinthe
J/I Califomia.He is bestknownforhis areaofAdvancedAutomationbegan
e Workshop on FuzyControlSystems Nmmmbef14-15,19g01
e at McDonnell Douglas Corporation MichioSugeno, Ph.D. Lsa professor
where hewas a majorcontributorto in the Department of Systems _,
the Space Steti_n Freedom Sciences at the Tokyo Institute of
advancedautomati_€_,.-oncepts.His Technology. He has authoredmore
J_ specialityis model based reasoning than 50 papers and several books.
and as FunctionalArea Managerfor His award winning book on Fuzzy
Advanced Automation he has been Controlwas a best seller in Japan.
instrumentalin the development of He is an advisortothe Laboratoryfor
+ key advanced automation International Fuzzy Engineering
applications includingthe Thermal Research. He is an advisorto the
Advanced Automation Project, Science and Technology Agency
Failure EnvironmentAnalysisTool, under the Office of the Prime
AutomatedNetworkMonitoring,Fault Minister. His current work includes
Analysis PropulsionSystem andthe the developmentof the fuzzycontrol
development of Advanced systemsforan unmannedhelicopter.
Automation Methodology for the
Space Station. Masaki Togai, Ph.D. received his
M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in electrical
Robert Lea, Ph.D. receivedhisB.S. engineering in 1977 and 1982,
and M.S. degrees in Mathematics respectively,from Duke University.
from Louisiana State University in He is president and chief executive
1960 and 1962 respectively,and his officerof Togai InfraLogic,Inc. Dr.
Ph.D. fromthe Universityof Houston Togai has spent the last 10 years
+ in 1972. He joined NASA/JSC in leading fuzzy logic development
.... 1962 and hascontributedto allof the groupsat DukeUniversity,AT&T Bell --
major space programs. His Laboratories, and Rockwell
e associationwith fuzzy logic began in International. He is best known in1985. During this time he has the industry for developing the
authored and co-authored over 30 world'sfirst fuzzy microchipfor real-
papers in this field. He was timeapproximatereasoning. He is a
instrumental in organizingthe first memberof the board of directorsof
and second InternationalWorkshops the North American Fuzzy
on Neural Networks, and Fuzzy Information Processing Society
Logic held at the JSC in 1988 and (NAFIPS), a member of the
1990 and the joint video American Association of Artificial
demonstration sessions between Intelligence, IEEE, International
KyushuInstituteandJSC, as part oI Fuzzy Systems Association(IFSA),
the IFSA Workshopon Fuzzy Logic and Sigma)<3.In addition,Dr. Togai
and Neural Nc'_vorksheld in 1990. is the editor-in-chief of the Japan
He frequently participates in ArtificiallntelligenceNewsletter;and
technical conferences and is an associate editor for the
symposiumsas an invitedspeakeror Information Sciences, and the
organizer of ._pecialsessions. Dr. Joumal of ApproximateReasoning.
Lea's specificinterestshave recently He is an author of two books:
been in the development and "Intelligent Robotic Systems', and
applicationof new technologysuch "Approximate Reasoning in Expert
as fuzzy logic,neuralnetworks,and Systems'. He has authored and
DempsterShafertheory, coauthoredmorethat 30 papers.
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"l ¸ , . '+y" •P J_ L A. Zadeh, Ph.D., received hisV B.S.E.E. from the University of
Teheran, Iran, in 1942; M.S.E.E. q.from the MassachusettsInstituteof +:'
Technology (MIT), Cambridge,
Massachusetts,in 1946; and Ph.D.
fromColumbiaUniversity,NewYork,
New York, in 1949. He has been a
professor of electrical engineering
and computer sciences at the
University of California, Berkeley, •
California, since 1959. Dr. Zadeh
was an instructor in electrical
engineeringat Columbia University
from 1946 to 1950, assistant
professor from 1950 to 1953,
associate professor from 1953 to
1957, and professor from 1957 to
1959. He hasbeena memberof the
Institute for Advanced Study,
Princeton,New Jersey, since 1956;
was a visitingprofessorof electrical
engineering at MIT in 1962 and
1968; was a visitingscientist at the
D IBM Research Laboratory in SanJose, Califomia, in 1968, 1973, and.dh
!P 1977; and was a visitingscholarat
the ArtificialIntelligenceCenter, SRI
International, in Menlo Park,
Califomia,in 1981.
Wei Xu, received his B.S. in
Management Sciences in 1983 and
his M.S. in Statisticsin 1985, from
Beijing University. From 1987 to
1988 he was involved in research
and development work on Fuzzy
theoryand applications.In 1988 Mr.
Xu formed APT Instruments in
Japan,wherethe firstprogrammable
fuzzycontrollerwas developed. APT
moved its operationsto the United
States in 1989 and went on to
develop the first multi-taskingfuzzy
programmablecontroller. Mr.Xu isa
reviewer of "Fuzzy Sets and
Systems'.
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p OPENING REMARKS - Dave Wensley
Dave Wcnsley, Vice Preaident - Deputy General Manager Strategic DcvcloPmcm for _ell _-
Douglas Space Systems Company-Space Station Division (MDSSC-SSD)welcomed the .
:: participantsof the Workshopon Fuzzy Control Systems andSpace Statiml Applications'with
introductory remarks expressing hopes for a successful workshop. Mr Wen.cloy emphasized that
McDonnellDouglasis committedto theutilizationofadvancedtechnologyon theSpaceStation ,
FreedomProgram(SSFP).
Mr.Wenslcy first discussed the backgroundof the SSFP'sstaresanddevelopmentenvironment,
includingthe currentbudgetclimateandthe technicaldevelopment. He exl_ess_l" high
expectationsfortheworkshopsinceitprovidedanexcellentforumfortheL_'hni_iinteax:bangeof
ideasbetweentheexpertsintheFuzzyLogicfieldandengineersfacedwiththetasksofproducing
viablesolutionsforvariedcontrolapplicationsoperatingwithinhostileenvirommnts.
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F_Y CONTROL/SPACE STATION
AUTOMATION
by _
Mark Gersh
NASA Headquarters
14 November 1990
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SPA CE STATION FREEDOM ,_oo,_
Objectives
• Provide a permanently mannedpresencein space
• Enhancecapabilitiesforspacescienceand applications
• Stimulateadvancedtechnologies
• PromoteInternationalcooperation
• Encourageprivatesectorparticipationand utilization
• Provideoptionsfor futureendeavorsin space
'\
tSPACE STATION FREEDOM _oo,,
Evolution --_-_
• Freedomis a permanentfacility:
- Upgradesandconfigurationchangeswill take place
on-orbit
= • Duringthe operationallife of the SpaceStation:
- Nationalprioritieswill change
- Userneedsand missionrequirsmentswill change
- Technologywill evolveandcomponentswill become
obsolete
\ ' ! _
FREED _)4/
SPACE STATION FREEDOM ._-'-..
EVOLUTION FOR HUMAN EXPLORATION -=-"-_._-=
°
Lunar & Mars Operations
Lunar Vehicle Operations
Assembly Complete oss..GN
10O111o111
SPA CE STATION FREEDOM _oo,,
Factors Pointing to .___/-----
• Space Station has a 30 year operational life
- Operations costs, reliability are Importantconcerns
- Incorporationof newtechnologyessential
• Crew is most scarce resource
- Productivity is crucial in meeting assembly, user, and servicing
requirements
• Evolution mission scenarios are crew-intensive
- Science missions will grow and increase demand for crew time
- On-orbit assembly, checkout, launch of Lunar/Mars vehicles
SPA CE STATION FREEDOM ,_,,o,,
The A&R Promise -m---/_Z
• IncreasedMissionSafety,Reliability
- Managesystemcomplexity
- Trendanalysis,faultdetection,Isolation,and reconfiguration
- ReduceEVArequired
• IncreasedMissionProductivity,Services
-- - Reduce"housekeeping"overhead1 o,
- Reduce experiment overhead
• IncreasedProbabilityof MissionSuccessi
- Re-planningfor contingencies,reactivescience
• ReducedOperationsCosts
- Training,softwaremaintenance,sustainingengineering
F---
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SPACE STATION FREEDOM .._oo,,
,d_'_ ,
Astronaut Office Inputs __.--_/__-
Concerning.A&R _--
o Regarding Advanced Automation
- Simple,standardizedhumanInterface(idiotproof)
- Provide flexible operations capability
- User (versus technology developer) oriented
-_ - Develop and Implement easier applications first it
- Help the user do the job easier (don't make it harder)
- Include "What if?" Capability (In-line simulation)
,, - BackupmodeofoperationJ
- System must be able to explain conclusions and actions
• Automate tedious and repetitive tasks, time dependent tasks, I
calibrationand alignment tasks, robotic set-up for EVA i
• 0 •
SPACE STATION FREEDOM ,_,,o,,
_--,,
AstronautOfficeInputs .__--------/__--____--
....... " --- ,,mr- .......... Concerning A&R __-,mi.,,
i
• Applications supported by crew for Improving productivity:
- Automatedrecordkeepingand documentation(100%)
- AutomatedInventorymanagement(96%)
_, - AutomatedFDIR(93%)
- Improvedhuman-computerInterfaces(92%)
- Roboticconstruction(92%)
- Exceptionreportingand alarmfiltering(88%)
- Externalcameraand lightpointing(87%)
- Roboticexternalrepairs(85%)
- Automatedtrendanalysis(incipi,_ntfailure detect!on)(85%)
- Checklistautomation(85%)
• O, •
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Z--___
Astronaut Office Inputs _---,r_-_--
........................ Concerning A&R _--
\
• Applicationssupportedbycrewfor Improvingproductivity:
- SystemsMonitoringand Control(82%)
- EVAretrieverrobotics(81%) ,,;
- Payload-specific automation (79%) I
- On-boardtrainingsystems(72%) !
- Internalcameraand lightingpointing(58%)
- SpeechRecognition(56%)
- SpeechSynthesis(54%)
- On.boardscheduling/re-schedulingcapability(52%)
- IVA rack robot (50%)
- IVA housekeepingrobot(46%)
SPACE STATION FREEDOM _oo,,
AdvancedDevelopmentProgram --_-/'--'--_"
• Objectives
- EnhancedbaselineSpaceStationFreedomcapabilities
.. - Improveproductivityand reliability
•-. Reduceoperationscosts
" - Preventtechnologicalobsolescence
- EnableSpaceStationFreedomevolutlon
• Products
/
" "Engineering"fidelitydemonstrations,evaluations
- Detailedrequirements,performancespecifications
- Maturetechnology,tools,applications
i
,I-
iSPACE STATION FREEDOM _oo,, i
z-'--_ 1Flight SystemAutomation .m---,e_--
..... and......Ground Operations Applications "K_-- -I
• FocusedonAutomatedStatusMonitoring,FaultDetection,
Isolat!on,and Recovery(FDIR)using Knowledge-BasedSystem
(KBS)techniques
• Understanddesignaccommodations("hooksand scars")
- Instrumentation,controlredundancy,interfaces
• IdentifyKBSlmplementationIssuesEZ
- integrationwith conventlonaltechniques
- Processing,datastorage,communlcatlonrequlrements
- Softwaredevelopment,testing, maintenance
- Boundariesof KBStechnology(performance,scale,
brittleness)
• ApplicationsunderdevelopmentforThermal,Power,Life Support,
DataManagement,MissionControl
SPACE STATION FREEDOM _oo,,
._-------!---_--Transition Definition Program A_"_
Advanced Development - FY 1990 -'_7IL .............
l I
• Flight Systems and Ground Operations Automation Tasks
- Focused on automated status monitoring, fault detection,Isolation,
and recovery(FDIR)using Knowledge-BasedSystem(KBS)
techniques
- FDIRKBSapplicationsunderdevelopmentfo,"the ThermalControl
System,PowerManagementand Distribution/ControlSystems,
EnvironmentalControland LifeSupportSystem,DataManagement
System,OperationsManagementSystem,MissionControlCenter
, (MCC),andthe SpaceStationControlCenter(SSCC)
- MCCapplicationswerejointly developedwithOASTand OSF and
havesupportr.,dSTS-26,STS-29,STS-30,STS-28,STS-34and
STS-32;all will be transitionedto SSCC
SPACE STATION FREEDOM _.o,,
Advanced Automation L"_--
__-/__--SoftwareTools --_
,._- _ ,
• Focused on providing programming tools to enable
development of Integrated KBS epplicationswithinthe Software
SupportEnvironment(SSE)
- KBSprogrammingtools whichproduceAda codeare under
developmentand evaluation
u
• Developand demonstrateadvancedprogrammingtools whichi !
, reducethe costof softwaredevelopmentand maintenancefor
I
, _ flight andgroundsystems
t "
L
- "ProgrammersAssistant"that usesKBStechniquesto aid
_ programmersin Adasoftwarere-useunderevaluation
- Programmingenvironmentfor IntelligentComputer-Aided
Training(ICAT)applicationsunderdevelopment
LUNAR/MARS TRANSPORTATION NODE
OSSl"_22K
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SPACE STATION FREEDOM .._o..
_--_
Some General Thoughts on _--_/---Technolo Transition
• In an ideal world, technology transition happens when...
- The user is interestedand involvedin applicationdevelopment
- The applicationand technologyare consistentwith operations
concepts,procedures,anddoctrine
- ImplementationIs compatiblewith existinghardwareand
softwareand Isolated("firewalled")duringinitialevaluation
period
- "Success" metricsare definedearlyand guaranteedat some
minimallevel
- "Bottomsup" and "top down" pressureis simultaneousand
consistent
- Postdeployment"care andfeeding" issuesare addressedearly
SPACE STA "IION FREEDOM ,_oo,,
Some Gene;alThoughtson _---,t_--
Technology Transition _--
_1 ur • ......
• It's not an Idealworld...
.o
- Organizational structure creates, encourages Insular and myopic
view of technology insertion opportunitiesand operationalrealities _
- Egoandfear of the unknowntendsto reinforcestatusquo
\
- Personnelandfinancialresourcesare limitingfactors
'_ - Riskand schedulepressureare harsh realities
\
\
(SPACE STATION FREEDOM
, Summary
--- •r -- 1[_ ..............
II
/
// • Automationisa keyelementin meetingSpaceStationFreedom
; baselineandevolutionrequirements
'\,/
\\
' • Automationtechnologyissufficientlymatureto warrantearlyuse
within the P_mm
• Scopeand paceof automationapplications will bedetermined,by:
- Success of earlytestbed prototypes
\ - Supportandacceptanceof managersandusers , . .:.,,.
",. - Consistentimplementationmethodologyandtools "- -
,.' • "Technologytransferisa bodycontactsport.". JohnMumtore,JSC
, - Peoplearea keyfactorinaffectingor preventingtechnology
transfer and utilization
e;
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Masaki Togai •;=
Togai InfraLogic, Inc
Fuzzy Logic Workshop
14 November 1990 ,
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Fuzzy Logic
D
Is Well Suited For Handling
\
_, Non-Linear,Time-Varying,and/or Ill-DefinedProblems
\
\
'\\ •
\
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ARTIFICIALINTELLIGENCEONA CHIP
JapaneseCompaniesEmployingFuzzy
|
Canon SIR camerafocusing p MltsublshlHeavy Air-conditioningsystems P
8toppercontrol p Matsushlta(Panasonic) Temperature,_ntrollam P
Cask) Cleanroomtamp& NlssanMotorCompany Aut,_tatictransmlssicn D
humiditycontrol P ABSbrakingsystem D
OMden Gascoolingplant P NuclearPowerCarp NucP_rpowerplantcontrol O
FuJIEl_-trlc Chemicalmixer P Omron Factorycontrollers P
Wasteburningplant P Roboticcontmllam D
Hitachi SendalSubwaycontrol P CameraMablllzem D
Elevatorcontrol P Rlcoh • Camerafocusing D
} Moo Izuml GaAscrystalgrowth O VoiceRecognition D
IshldaInstruments Automaticmeasuring P Sanyo CameraMs control PLeonAutoMachinery Foodprocessing p Selko Oeslgnoxpartsystem D
NipponSteel Ironmillcontrol P Subaru Automatictnmsmlsslon P
Mamman Gallclubselection P Toshiba Elevatorcontrol P
Mycom Roboticcontrollers D ProductdesignexpertsyMem D
Melden-aha Dredgingcontrol p YsmatchlSecurltln Stocktrading P
Machinecontrol P YokogawaElectdc Digitalmeasurement systems P
. Mlnolta Camerafocusing D
/ MltsublahlCh4anicat Cementkilncontrol P
/ MltsublshlElectric Elevatorcontrol P
PlasmaEtching P
P. Production
, D - Development
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SUITABI E APPLICATION AREA
OF FUZZYTHEORY
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r SUITABLEPROBLEMS • "_
Man-Machine Time-varying Classification
Interface Problem dynamlcslnon-Ilnearproblem problem
I
Problems of .Difficult to express .Plant dynamics .Action to be taken
conventional control obJecitides vary$ in time Is not clear
approach numerlally .Plant is non-linear .Cannot describe
•Evaluate the oontrol _ all solutions for
f_ result by human overshoot poss!bl patternsfeeling oscillatlom e_
speed/hardware
limitations
i i
Apl)lloatlon$ Sendal subway Temperture control Auto-lris/auto-fo©uo
of A/C, plant, etc.
' Suspension control Hand-written
Position control of character recognition
Crane control a hard-disk head
Automatic
Automatic Aut o.cru iae transmission
transmission !
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CHARACTERISTICS OF FUZZY CONTROL
OBJ 1
OBJ N
OBJ 2
VARIABLES
...
TOGAZ ZNFRALOGZC', INC.
KYOTO-l
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CHARACTERISTICS OF FUZZY CONTROL
L ............................... i .......... ','. i
o PARALLEL/DISTRIBUTED CONTROL
• PRODUCTION RULES (IF-THEN)
- SIMPLE KNOWLEDGE REP]_ESENTATION
- MIXED PREMISE EVALUATION
- EXCEPTION HANDLING
• QUALITATIVE EXPRESSIONS
O
2N.QU._LITY & ROBUSTNESS
TOGAZ INFRALOGIC,'INC. '
K¥OTO- 1
FUZZY CLOSED-LOOP CONTROLLER
--- u
II I
!
CONTROLLER " PROCESS "
SV V MV PV
Ii.
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Mitsubishi Heavy Air Conditioner
t
April 1988 First, Design
Simulation by Summer
t_
ProductionOctober1989
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Mitsubishi HeavyAir Conditioner
/ Room Heating a_ndCoolingTimes Reducedby 5X
i
/ Temperature Stability Increasedby 2X
/
Overall Power Savingsof 24%
Reduced the RequiredNumberof Sensors
i
I_ 1 T°gai InfraL°gic'Inc'ARTIFIC|AL INTELLIGENCEON A CHIP
FUZZY INVERTER
AIR CONDITIONERSYSTEM
m
.t,OM,. H tSENSOR TEMP. CHANGE INFERENCE FREQ.
"]" COMP. o)/ VALVE
• 50 RULES (HEATING&A/C)
II_EMB_=-RSHIP-_FAN SPEED)• 'MAX-PRODUCT INFERENCING FUN(,.'TION5
• DEFUZZIFICATION:
CENTROID METHOD
e
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vut tLl O·
adopud In eli.. hydraurlC Ioco-no«itft QPIl'ItId In....
_worfcs. and uying labor Ifld sacurlng safety wet't reaIiDd.
In the 1V7O'I, the ATe dl'licn WIN Clad In many IU~
way em MId uhidfl of IU\ mittel ~i6ewrt uansporu-
•tion systIlIII. r d rr.any Itnpnw met'U..,. medI.
RIeen..,:' resain:h on applic4t.Jon of fuzzy .491 to"
automWc opera I I ovbwrt'"cara ..1Ut••••• ~\11UI
IIrvici of ttl '.,.., 1lnI of SendII II Jnic:lp ITr.~
tion BUrIIU WIS stlmd In .July, 1S187, ... smOoth ..s
accurate IU10rnatic op.ratlc", has bien rearlUd by employ-
Ing ATO cIfticII bald on fuzzy control
,
Introdu~ on \
Rrgular resutdI of th. autemation of train opera':"n '
~rr'jn around 1960 in Japan. and various tI1tl with
real ~rs wtrI JI'ICIuaed for confmninll function.: of ballc
elemcn wct-. I constant IPIed IUtolmtic cprrtion
err • trai, artornatlc nopcomrol at pred...rmined
location. and~ intln'a1 control
In the lilt half of the 1960"1. ATO dlVi" I Wire applied
to the tlSt an. for the !II. 'nkansen bulle train and the
monotail vthida for the 1970 World &.. lition held
in Osaka.J~ I
• Surting from 1968. ATO devices f~ r.molt conml Wire
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PREDICTIVE FUZZY CONTROL
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CONTROL __'_ LRULES J
PURP;E, /OBJECT IVE CONTROL ACTUAL
\. , DIFFERENCE; _y FOMMAN_ STATE
11 ;
OBJECTIVES
PREDICTION _," i '_
SEND_%X SUBWAY CONTROLLER
e
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\ The SendaiSubwaySystem
'\
t_
Xd _ _:_ Safety [----
-_
H(t) Comfort _ CSC ___ NPC:CSC controlcomma )Control to be selected I
xlt) -_Energy !" I
- -_ Savtng _Chotceofthe _PN
Total Control
) _ Xotch BN
Vt __Traceabllity-- 1
v(t)-- RunntngTfme NPT:TASCcontrolcoma
Control . to be selected
.. Xt ----- StopGap .
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The Sendai Subway System °
First Proposed to the Government 1978
Granted Permission ;o Operate After:
3,000 Empty Subway Runs
300,000Simulations
BeganOperation in 1986 "
HitachiGrantedContractsfor TokyoSubway1991
.... j
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The Sendai SubwaySystem, •
Performance Improvements
Improvement in Stop Gap by 3X
Reduction in Power Settings by 2X
Overal! Reduction in Power by 10%
• , • •
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" The Sendai SubwaySystem 0
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Limited Speed : Performance index
_S_ <Running Time_ ,
.... _ C._EnergyConsumption_
, ..... :
_ / _ TraceaDl''tYSIA_tomatic T[_inX(_C°mf°r t)
I .....y-"_'_.'e",,'""\ Target
I ) \ Position
! . _ __ _pGap)
I_o_onI _• PSI PS'2[StationI Distance
CSC Position TASC Position
Marker Marker
.... Outlineof automatictrainoperation
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, The SendaiSubwaySystem/ •
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/, ATC Wayside System ATS System
/ (Automatic
/ (Automatic _' \Train Control) Train Supervision)
' " "Train detection T _--L--_ ' ] Supervisory
, and Signaling Command
_.,
ATO Onboard Traction
--- !System _ Controller
.." =.. Cab Siqnal
ATC Onboard L__/ Brake
System / )Controller
_" _\ Distance' Puls<__":" _,.. Tacho' [." Generator,
_" Track Circuit
Position Marker
,' • o
:,, _ Typical configurationof ATO
p.
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The Sendal Subway System
_', Table 1 S>_bols
.- t : _ime (sec)
x(t) : location of train (m)
v(t) : velocity of train (km/h)
N(t) : control commandnotch
X(t) : target position of next station (m)
Vt : target speed (km/h)
Tt : predicted running time (sec)
Xd : forward location where the maximumspeed limit is lower (m)
ts : time to reach Xd point (sec)
Xk : ending location of coasting (m)
Xz(v) : beginning point of TASCzone (m)
tz = (Xz(v)-x(t))/v(t): timeto TASCzone(sec)
tc : elapsedtlmefrom lastnotchchange(sec)
Nc : degreeof lastchangednotch
Np : controlcommandnotchto be selected
Vp(Np) : predictedspeedwhen Np notcfis selected(km/h)
Ve : velocityallowancerange(km/h) - "
Xp(Np) : predlctedstoppositlonIf Np notchis selected(m)
Xe : allowanceof stop.gap(m)
v_
F',
\
• • •
TheSendalSubwaySystem •
Subwayacceleration _Computer controlledn
__-_,_. -'-"- Humancontrolled _-!
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Fig.1 Outlineof automaticuain Ol_rition by PlD €onuol
Fig.2 Outlineof sutomati¢t_in opqtrationby _zzy control
Theoryof Fuzz:ness&FuzzyContol
The theory of fuZzineSSwas first WOlfed in 1965 by _ and the braking fon:e of roiling stock. Tl_mfore,
professorI_A. Zade'i of the Uni_rdty of California et to follow the targetSi_ltld.it Is _ to Nnd nt_.l
Berkeley. commandsfreq_ntly for accslerl'Jonandbrake appian.
The theoryof fl zzimmdr,._lswithasetwith ambiguous tio_ As a result,_ooth opmltlon is apt to becomedif-
boundaryinsteadof _1 o_;nary _I1L.In the €_qm_ionlll ticult, and ridingcomfort is likely to be d_Fed_. Morn-
Booleanset €omJris;ng"0" and ,,!- t..e b_ndery of o_, In aCCmlCyof train stop_ng It pnlde_rminedIota-
an individualset ran 134c0)arly 'is anguished,but the tions of stationscannotbe detltrmlnedthroughthe logi€
fuzzy set is chan_bed by the "1t that t'_e boundary of the control system.AccordinglydlSl_r_on shouldI_
betweenthe insideandoutsideof th. setisnot obvious, ch_.ked by computersimulation_r testsusingrail c_
The fuzzy €ontrol is basedon thefuzzyNt t"_ which This kind of problm _ becau_ "hetriIn ol.eratlon
e wasdevtlol_d for €'_mmintngthe €lU_tthi of subj_'thm ch_'tarlstlc_ as • contrail• I lystm_am not will ed_pt_K!• fuzzinessof humanbeingand for me,.'ngoil)"_ e_l"h_l_ to its controlsystem.The dll_ctm.iiti_ of runningtrain
tion of the "nz.imm possible,and thereby •_n _lting vary€omplicatedlyandnon4inmutyin mpon_ to
fuzzy portionsasm ch_ po_:l_, in the rrternal situation. In the €ormmtlo_l €ontrol
In the con_ntio_l automatic ol_r4tio_ hs'en, method,complicat_ €ont_lled sy_[_nk w_lnldealt with
train operationis Ix'dorm_ ' y a €_,rol _ or , I _) aPlXOxirrming then to S;ml:lelin_er models,and only
Control (Pro;:x_ionalIntegra. d ,nd Diffenmtid Contm') th_ follow-up to pr_ate mined s.xleclr_rmrn was ",_k_n
sothat targetspeedl:_zam_.L tarminedfor eachOl_'at- into a¢€_Jr_in 1_ evaluatiorrllmd to €ontrol.That is,
ing section can be foUow . I, thiscom_ntional Ire'o- the €onwntionalcontrolwas unableto pmpedy mpond
rustic train Ol_ration. accur_eoperationcan be_ t3 chang_ inthesituation.
in a mannerof followingthe predetermimldspeedpittem. ." • thl other h_nd, In the fuzzy €ontrol. the llsults of
Howe_r. in actual IxKtice, thera m many kindsof _.ertatnrunni% ._er_t_ombeing€orn;dared•re pr_lic'_l
changesof running cc_diions such as gredler_err.. of i i adwmceas the ,me as _ decisionsmade by
,, ,'/-'I _, ". vmm_Inm_e_lm_'.
o ,
•4O --3S 0 3S 9O
Fill.3 Comparlsoof_ _sultsbetw_m_ €ontrolnndPID
(stop accuracyandnumber-f t;mes€on1_'ol€omm_ndchanges)
e t 1 54I t ..,
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The Sendai Subway System •
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Stop-GapandPowerSettings
"ELECTRONICS REVIEW
COUlD IT BE mE FIRS" WllIIle transmission In NIlan', ,•• 300
ZX be '" ... ptoduc:tIon C* to be CIOIfthd '" lay Iogla
, "'Jr I - ..' f. ;po.~, • .. . ~'_VO.L.?~ NO. 15:. . ,;., ,~,;:,,~~'~. : ":,: SEPTEMBER,1990 .. '. :. .: . '" $2:50
Nissan Close To Introducing Fuzzy Logic
Transmission Controller
.,AHDWSADI _ ... ,-.au._1tO'.
S--III tho IICllI JUt 01'IO-N....... Itart .....lal can prOlu•••d
w1t1l a _. atn -.It truI-
",Iuln cOltrol, 'o~:::.
~ .. faz1101lC-
tioIlI tIIIl ItIfcIC_ll"I~_
troIloIIo will ..., 01 H......
300 zx. tho~ prnaIer
pel10rallnec cu. ucI perPpI
00 Ita Inftnlll o-u IaDr7ICdat1.
la~.ltr, AIII,I' ROler
Stedak, s.. Joel, CA, repoited
........ Nuda IN MIbIIlr,... tho -mil
tcduIIqltc. He predicted • two-
to three-rcar'" rr- for tIlII
tobppal. ....
lJb s.ba!W..appIJ
r.a, laP: 10 tnIl..' '.-
troL N..... II_",It 1Df..,.,u.
atloa ..~~11)'1­
..... la Nuda.. cae, Stedat
apacted ... lead tIaIe, u
...... lcII J'CIft, .... IepI
IIlIIfVftIIIIilIIti .,.... d ....
qiolrc cxtcaalte lcItJnc.
HlrosIll Tlbhuhl, racardI
cnaI_.1 Hiaan', Cadral Ea-
tlolccrina lAboratories, YotoR-
iI.I.,u.1IicI Honda ucIl1l1Zl1
In wodlfta 011 (uap loP; f«
.ul_1n II.CI,OfIIc _'roll
u wen. I!n&IIII cnnlrol. _ltIl III
~, Iff F/lllY Leek.,. IZ
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Automatic Transmission
Objectives:
Smoother Ride
Increased Fuel Savings
Less Wear
,i
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Automatic Transmission
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NissanPatents 'Fuzzy Logic' ABS,Gearbox
ByANGELAG. KING
/-ff_ROY, Mich. -- Wtssan MotorCo.
a h., u.s. FUZZYLOGICCONTROLLEDABS
- JL on an anti-lock brake system
and • transmission that incorporate
"fu=y logic" computer programming,
Designed to automate huma_t re.a;
so.ring,fuzzylogic programming offers
various possible solutions, using grad-
ed or qualified statementa, to • prob-
;cm rather than the precise _ts.or-no
solution of strict logic widely used in
the electronics industry, according to
bofti A. gadeh, whofirst developedthe
concept of tm_y reasoning in the mid-1960S.
Mr. Zadeh is currently • Professor
of ComputerScience in the Electrical
--_.... EngineeringandComputerScience de-
partment at the University of CaJilor-
rfiaat Berkeley.
A Nissan slmktsmahsaidengineers
are still developing the brake and
transmissions systems, and no intro-
duction dates have been telNissan
f' has developed • fuzedlogic program
_- and is ncm"looking to see ff it can be
applied to its patentedtrt_on smm:msm
_ - and brake system designs, he ex- Ah'THROPOMOKPHIC:h-tssan*s _' logic progra_ i$ dcsil_-'d to :pplpla_.._. Fuzzy logic p,'ogramnd_ ac-
cording to the company, would en. human t'ta._tting e.haracttristics to the co .trol moduleof itsp_tntcd ._._
hanee brake and transmission system design.
performance with improved control
flexibility-, cision on wbeth_ to shift gettz, bUe engine €ontrti. said lbh'. Zadeh.
l_ssar_ b developing an automatic Where cmmmtional ABS_ Japan In particuhur has shown
tn."amission in which ftr_y logiccom- sensors that detect vehicle and wheel great deal o£ interest im fuz_" logic
put_ prog:'a:nmu-4Jis usedto electron- speed, the Nissan system's (patent Research is being € r._ in Jap:
" icall)"shiftgears in • manner similarnumber 4,142,342)controlunitmea- in the applicatio_ e( this _-stern :
to a driver who weighs different fac- sures these variables in additimtto de- such areas as w.h_-.'e tmutrol at
to.'-sto manuallyshiftgears, rivatives of wheel speedwithreslmCt TokyoInstituteof Tectmok_"s Suger
to time and derivatives of vehicle Laboratc_..,amdrobotcoatrolat Hos_
WITHA CON'VE.'¢TIONALautomatic speedwith respect to time. As in the Univerti_"s .Hirota Lahtratory.
transmission, electronicsensors detect transmission, certain signals in the In ]'_uT,h,.'--_apan'-.Ministry of Into.-
vehicle speed andthrottleopening,and brake system are assigned weighted national Tr'a'de and Imlustry eta2:
ge.zrs areshiftedbased on the prede-valuesthat determinethefr_immeyof Erdz_the_tm-y far Interrmtio.*.:
te:minedvalue_ thesefactm.s.Ac- ABS brakeactuation. Fu_7 EngineeringResearch(LIFE.
a ID'Oupthat€oat_z d _ mem_
_rd_ to _is_n, this type o_wstem In • paper entitled"_ Commt-
incapable of always pr_'iding saris- ers Think Like People" Mr. Zadeh ex- Japanese firms, _
factory con_'ol performanceto • d-iv- plained that ftm7 logic allows _mlmt. A fm_ system dev_doped_, Hit;
er because it providesat most only eas to haml]e such imprecise homan chi, also • member of _e nest-LIF:
about three differentshift patterns, ctmeepts,as "'stnltl .... big." "'_t_' org/tni_tiot_, is _ _ tO ¢On'--_But the Nissan fuzzy control trans- and "old by des_bing them i= rang- subway thins in Samhd. Japan.
mission, (patent nmnber 4,841,Ir_), is es ofnuml_ Iratead of czact terms. Fuj_Heavy l_es XAd.,them_
more flexible and provides • driver " er of S_mru cars. is developing
wi_ more control performance be- DEVELOPMF..h'TOF FL'ZZ_"logic in advanced form of electrmd¢ €omi.-.-
cause it is operated by semo_ that the early 19"fireby Ebrakim Mamda_ .oust" variable tnmmi.ss_ called _-
assi_ _-alues to numerous variables, • conO'olengineer at Quee_Mar)- Col- E_,_-IL that also uses fat_.."eone'o!:
,"-" Lneludingvehiclespeed, throttle open- le_e in London,and Seto Assilian, Mr. The ECVT-II is not in imxluction no
lng, acceleration and the rate of MamdanPs student at that time, has and is notexpected to appear m
led to _ interestinthem_ of automobilebefore model year 1991._:._ cl'._ngeof the throttle opening.Each
value is given • weight, and the this theory in such applicationsas in- cording to • spokesman at Subaru :
O weights are _lculated to make the de- dustrial process control and amtomo- America, Caerry _ I';_.D
FUZZY LOGIC-BASED COMMAND
SYSTEM FOR ABS
i I
8UPPLEMENTARY| COMMAND
HYDRAULICj PRESSURE
FUZZY _OSea.D(FEED-FORWARD) J WHEEL VEHICLE
LOGIC ,kszsz' VELOCITy /_ VELOCITY _ VELOCZT_
___ / ,i !_ __CO ,'.AND REGULATOR HYDRAULI C -
MODULE I r-_ I_.JsEavO _ _
J J . ._DRAULICiPXSSSUSE (U.K.OW.) '_
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CURum PROJE.CtS I:N FUZZY COM1fROL
by
Mlchlo Sugeno
Tokyo Institute of Technology
Fuzzy Logic Workshop
14 November 1990
: .
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PURPOSES OF THIS TALK
MCDONNELLDOUGLAS
• Briefly review control history- how do ideas "fit together"
' s • Establish terminology of control theory and fuzzy logic to
promote useful discussions
• Establish basic concepts_n both areas for the same purpose
t'"
I
CONTROLSYSTEMS
H£BONNELL B0tl6Lfl$
• A meansbywhicha variablequantityora setof variable
quantitiesis madetoconformto aprescribednormor tovary ina
prescribedway
• May be operatedby electricalmeans, mechanicalmeans,
hydraulicmeans, pneumaticmeans, or a combination
CONTROL
• Open Loop Control • Closed Loop Control
• Servomechanism
IPhysiealSystem, Output Control Input Output
Input iControlledProcess Input ... { |
IorPlant Controlled ProcessCompensator I I Physical System,IT'
or ' [or Plant
Err FeedbackProcessor
CONTROL THEORY WAS FORMULATED IN THREE PHASES
m_Z MCDONNELL DOUGLAS
Primitive Classical
Modem
Industrial 990
Revolution
FrequencyDomainMethodsfrom
I_ Communication
Formulations Fuzzy
FormulationOfControl ApplicationTechniques DynamicalBasis of Control
;NonlinearS
O • •
ISSUES IN THE DESIGN OF A CONTROL SYSTEM
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS
Stability and Transient Response
Response Time or Bandwidth
Observability
Controllability
Continuous or Sampled Data
Single or Multiple Control Loops
Optimizing or "Near-Optimar' Control
Fixed,Adaptive, or Learning Control
0 _ • •
EXAMPLES: INVERTED PENDULUM
MCDONNELLDOUGLAS
m
Control Problem: i
Determine a control
force, f, applied to the
cart (pivot point) to keep
pendulum at fixed angle
I z
M
f
STATESPACECONTROLFOR INVERTEDPENDULUM
MCDONNELLDOUGLR$
:ms
Equations of Motion State z
V
(M.m) z'+ _osee- m_-e 2ine= f e]
m_cose i".m_-=g - mg_sin e= O. -_-
,StateSpace Descriptionof DynamicalSystem
Z=V
v = m,_2sin E) - mnco_E),_in1_ + f
M+ m sin 2e _ m sin2 0 M+ m sin 2 e
i
= gsinO(M, m) - m_:_inE) _) f cos
_M.msin2 0) M,ms,n 2 I_+m _ 2e
mSpam_ml
• • •
LINEARIZEDSTATESPACE
MCDONNELLDOUGLAS
Q
Z=V
v = f__ - mge_
M M
= (M+m)a,9 f_J_II
i.._. a_
_ P.,INIIIla
DYNAMICALSYSTEMMODELFOR
INVERTEDPENDULUMON A CART
MCDONNELLDOUGLAS
Ill
.!.
I_.=l
(_+_,)9/r,,I;F
u Q_ • ......• ....
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PROPORTIONAL-INTEGRAL-DERIVATIVE(PID)
CONTROLLER
MCOONNELLDOUGLAS _ _ - ........i i L
Kpe(t) 0
t ult)e(t) KI J'e(t)dt _
Kdde/dt
_ Proportionalcomponentreduceserror
Integral component reduces steady state offset
Derivativecomponentanticipatesandreducesovershoots
PIOOONIR0tLIR
/i
i
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' ADVANTAGES OF USING CONVENTIONAL CONTROL
_" _ MCDONNELLDOUGLAS '.................. _...... " "_------ I
?,%/.'
• ,:..,.
,!
' W
.... • Technologyis ell established
:{i • Many control problems are well approximated by linear plants
._--_: :, or can be handled with adaptive systems that perturb controller
_ parameters
7 t-::i ;,
"_ i"/ .'," "' •
..?,,.:,__ Technology is mathematicallybasedallowing general properties,",,_;, of controllers to be explored by a theoretical approach
?_'. t'L,: "£
i/';'
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PROBLEMS WITH STATE SPACE CONTROL?
MCDONNELLDOUGLAS _.. -.----
• Modelbuilding stage is elaborate, iterative, error-prone, and
/ timeconsuming{
J
l
• A performanceIndex that can be usedfor optlmizatlon must
be formulated
• Actuatorsmaybe nonlinear
• Complexequipment may bc _oorly described by systems of
differentialequations but may be best described from
experimentaldata or heuristics (rules of thumb or experience).
• Heuristicsmay be partof the operatingprocedureand may
bebasedon mentalmodelsotherthanthe physicalmodels
FUZZYCONTROLLEROVERVIEW
MCDONNELLDOUGLAS '_........................ _-_-"_'_---"_ "_' '
r-=_o=,m_=
DESIGNER-SUPPUED
Fuzzy INFORMATION IS UNDERLINED
Set
Membership Defuzzifie[
Functions IF...THEN... Rules Techniques
MAX
xI "-'--___--- IFxlisZO Centroid
=- THEN ul is NS
THEN ul is PB _ _ u2
x3 IF x2 is Small _ F U3
AND x4 is Large
Sensor Control
Inputs Fuzzifier Rule Processing Defuzzifier Outputs
€_J_iS/_ MISSION SUPPORTDIRECTORATE JSC L
APPROACH (CONT.)
_f FUZZYPROCESSING
MIN MAX/
NB NM NS ZO PS PM PB
INPUT
PHI = 4.5 pt
-180 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 S 180
NB NM NS ZO PS PM PB
INPUT
PHI DOT = 0.1 p:t
-180 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 S 180
RULE: IF(PHI EQ PB AND PHI DOT EQZ0) THEN ACCELERATIONISNS
MIN (pl, p2)ISAPPLIED"1"_NS FUNCTIONIN ACCELERATION
" MAX
, MIN
! " NM NS ZO PS PM
OUTPUT
ACCEL
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5
_.__ , SPACECRAFTSOFTWARE DIVISION "
',.I,_ _f ,
• .O • ,
J
RULEBASEFOR FORCEON INVERTEDPENDULUMCART '
, _ MCDONNELLDOUGLAS
Angle
NB NS 20 PS PB
m 2£) PB PB PB
t_ orj
=. NB ZO PS PB
_ NB NS 2D PBtD
O_
• _ NB NB NB 2£)
ExampleRule: IF Angle is PSAND Angle Rate is NSTHENForce is ZO
* J 0 •
o.
' ' _J_._ MISSION SUPPORTDIRECTORATE JSC
' APPROACH (CONT.)FUZZYPROCESSI G
MIN MAX
NB NM NS ZO PS PM PB
INPUT p1
PHI
-180 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 S 180
NB NM NS ZO PS PM PB
INPUT p2
PHI DOT
m P3
//
-180 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 180
TWO RULESFIRE: 1. IFPHIIS PB AND PHI DOT IS PS THEN ACCEL IS NS
2. IFPHIIS PB AND PHImDOT IS PM THEN ACCEL IS NM
MIN " MAX
NM NS ZO PS PM
ACCELISOUTPUT
VIA CENTROID
METHOD
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5
, SPACECRAFT SOFTWARE DIVISION
FUZZY RULE PROCESSING
MCDONNELLDOUGLAS
USEMAXIMUM FOR LOGICAL OR
IF ... THEN u is NS .3 I NB NS 2£) PS PB
IF ... THEN u is ZO .8 I _/_ /_ /_ /IF ... THEN u is PS .1 /,,X x., v,IF ... THEN u is PB .3
USE MINIMUM FOR LOGICAL AND
Rule: IF xl is NS AND x2 is ZO Other options exist for
THEN u is PS combining logical
connectives but these
Facts: preserve all results
xl is NS 0.2 from normal set theory
x2 is ZO 0.8 => u is PS 0.2 except exclusion law:
A AND NOT A = o
DEFUZZIFlCATION "
MCDONNELLDOUGLAS
MAX Procedure
\
\
\
Uo "1
1 ICentroidProcedure /_ ! uF U du
, _ Uo = IUdu
_. _ Jo"_ - ,, =_
,,,. illl
Indexed MAX,,,orCentroid Procedure
Same as above except use only points > threshold value
,o
FUZZYCONTROLLERADVANTAGES
i_u MCDONNELLDOUGLAS [] _ _ ..= _-..........
• Can exploit heuristic knowledgeof operation of controlled
systems.This includes physical intuition.
• Can accomodatesmall changes in system or controller•
parameters.This are the aging effect and nonlinear effects such
as flexibility of beams
• Experiencehas been that these techniques seem to handle
nonlinearitywell
• Tools have been developedto assist in studying and building
fuzzy controllersin short times
• The developmentof fuzzy chips has provided computationally
capable platformson which to build the controller, independent of
general purposecomputers usedfor spacecraft control
" t
i
REMAINING ISSUES FOR FUZZY CONTROL
MCDOf,_INELLDOUGLAS
o,
• Issuessuch as stability, observiability,and controllability
raisedin servomechanismand state space control are not yet in
comparablestate of developmerii.This may limit initial -
applicabilityto noncriticalapplications
= • Definitionof membershipfunctions is arbitrary and controller
designerdependent.
• Proceduresfor selectingmembershipfunctions and defuzzifier
optionsare not firmly established in the control communityJ
• There are limitedsources for fuzzy control chips
r¢o_€,==l=
.f
0
o
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" iNASA/ARCProposedTraining .=
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intelligentControl .,,,.
=B
, Hamid R. Berenji
Sterling Federal Systems
Artificial Intelligence Research Branch
NASA Ames Research Center
MoffettField, CA
Workshop on Fuzzy Control Systems
and Space Station Applications, Nov. 14-15,1990 '_ _
HuntingtonBeach,CA _
Outline
1- General courses:
- Intelligent Control:
- Fuzzy Logic in Control
- Neural Networks in Control
- Artificial Intelligence in control
- Hybrid Approaches
- Uncertainty Management in Artificial Intelligence
2- Hands on Experience
- Experimentswith robot arm (simulated and real hardware)
- Cart-pole Balancing
3- Ames Associate Programs
- Spending time at Ames
4- Collaborative work on development of fuzzy controllers
I
intelligent Control Course
(Fuzzy Logic Control)
- The basicsof FuzzySet Theory
- FuzzySets Operations
- Architectureof Fuzzy Logic Controllers
- Codingthe inputs
- Setting up the control knowledgebase
- Conflictresolutionand decisionmaking
- Decodingthe outputs
- Successfulapplications
- Lab Prototypes
- Commercialapplications
- Advantagesand disadvantages '
L• • •
Intelligent Control Course
(Neurocontrol)
- The basics of artificial neural networks
- Artificial NeuralNetworks:
-Interactive ActivationModel
-General Error B_ck-PropagationMethod
- ADALINEand LMSAlgorithm
-Cerebellar ModelArithmeticComputer(CMAC) Model
-Competitive LearningMo;lels
- Advantagesand disadvantagesof Neurocontrol
- Applications
lnteiligent Control Course
(Al-basedApproaches)
- The basicsof QualitativeReasoning
- The basicsof rule-basedcontrol
- Applications
- Advantagesand Disadvantages
.. IntelligentControlCourse
.... (Hybrid Approaches)
, - NeuroFuzzyControl
: - CompetitiveLearning
- FuzzyControlwithreinforcementlearning
- Hierarchical control models
.. --
't !
L
"\
!
l
Handson Experience
- Control experiments with
- A simulated model of the robotics arm
- The PUMA robot
- A simulated model of the cart-pole balancing
- The laboratory cart-pole balancing hardware system
- The rendezvous-docking simulator for the Space Shuttle
- Computing facilities to use the fuzzy computer chips
- interfaced with a SUN work station
Ames AssociateProgram
- Interested participants can spend time at Ames
- Have to donate their time
- Can utilize the Ames facilities
- From two months to a year
.4
.....................................................'0 ..............................
! .)
Issues for the Panel Discussion
- Is Fuzzy LogicControlappropriatefor this domain?
- Doesananalyticalmathematicalmodel.existfor this problem
or can it be developedwithin a reasonaDmume-_
- Whoare the expertsin this domain?howcan their knowledge
be modeled?
" - What steps(beyondthe generalmethodology)haveto be taken
in orderto developa fuzzy logiccontrollerfor thinproblem?
\" - HowImportantare the stabilityissues?howcan wevalidatethe
controller?
\
"\

OVERVIEW OF FUZZY LOGIC :'_,
.¢0
p,,.t
by _
Xiwen Ma '_
APT Instruments
\ _ 14-15 November 1990
Fuzzy Logic Workshop
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• .++ O._ •
Method,Physics, etc Knowledge,
! ii Experience, etc
MATHMETICALMODEL through special
dev lopm nt
I Engineering, ate environment
" I I IEQUATIONSF FUZZY RULESEXPECTEDCONTROLi
Msthmetlcs._, FUZZY LOGICO
i MATHMETICAL I
SOLUTIONS
NumericalAnalysis, etc ,, +
I ........ iNUMERICAL CALCULATION ALGORITHMi
FUZZY
Conventional lControl IMPLEMENTATION _. Control
System System
Apt +
\
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DESCRIBE CONTROL FACTORS:
SPEED: stopped/very slowlslowlfastlvery fast
Distance to DESTINATION:at/very nearlnearlfarlvery far
ACTIONS:
BRAKE: nolslightlmedlumlfull
THROTTLE: nolslightlmedlumlfull
l
RULES:
1. if SPEED is slow and DESTINATION is very near
there, mediumBRAKE
2. If SPEED is very slow and DESTINATION is very near
i then medium BRAKE
3. if SPEED is very slow and DESTINATION is at
• then full BRAKE
, 10. if SPEED is slow and DESTINATION is very far
then mediumTHROTTLE
J
Apt
Overview of FUZZY Logic
very 8low
slow fast very fast
1.0
10 20 30 40 50 o
SPEED
t i
if I-- SPEED is slow and I 90%
25%
t._ ,
, 1i
1
then _ 25% /
I
t(p & Q) = min(t(P), t(Q) )
FUZZY logic: CombiningConditions
Apt
0 0 0
/
, !I
i !
, /
1. If ........ then medium BRAKE 75%
2. _ If ........ then medium BRAKE I 10%
i,m nl
-- i ............. || moo,umB.AK_I 75%
..... ---- F-- - ..........
t(A)= max(t (A), t (A))
R1 R2
FUZZY logic: CombiningActions
1. if ............. mediumBRAKE 75%
2. if .............mediumBRAKE 10%
10. if ............ no BRAKE 50%
slight BRAKE
FUZZY logic: defuzzification averaging
.... "......... "........ Ant
_- Overview of FUZZY Logic
switch off 75%
switch on 10%
I
switch off
OI
=
FUZZY logic: defuzzification .... most likely
Apt
' ".....Overview of FUZZY Logic
/INFERENCE, t
I I I-- i i
CONTROL DIAGNOSTIC pEClSION-MAKINGI
SYSTEMS SYSTEMS _ SYSTEMS _..)
l
FUZZY Inference is a general method
i
1
q
Apt
I 0 '
I 1_ L ! I r _ _ ............... I I Ill .........
Example of FUZZY diagnostic system
• °
AIRCRAFT ENGINE-FAULT DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM (CHINA)
€ 12 subsystems
= € 800 factors
¢1
€ 600 faults
€ 89% successful in 3000 test cases
€ 5 minutes computation
'r
- Apt ?
, Overview of FUZZY Logic
1_% DI.EC_MP'E.ENT^,ON
EASYTO DESIGN
i i,,= m _1
EASYTO ADJUST !
POSSIBLETO ON-UNEEDIT _ Ettectlve _nd I
' user-friendly
i Development
INCOMPLETE KNOWLEDGE _
INCOMPATABLERULES _ _ _ z I Environment, .
g
I
i f
MAKE COMPLICATEDSYSTEMS
EASIERAND
SOLVE OPEN PROBLEMS
Applicationareaa:
• Alrlgroundtrafflo control
• Multl-varlate dlagnoatloe
• ChemicalEngineering
Ant
" • ..................................• •
, .....O_verview of FUZZY Logic
: _M'"'M'ZAT'O"--'I
i |MAXIMIZATION|
L, AVERAGING J
'! I
WITH HIGH /
COSTIPERFORMANCE / /
ARCHITECTURE J t
I J I
t-.o. "1 jr" STAND-ALONE - '_
/ GENERAL-PURPOSE CHIPI I FUZZY CONTROLLER |
CONTROLLER / (added to host computer)/ / (with CPU, linked /
very low cost L hlghperformance _ L Into network) J
• Laundry machlnes ), Automoblles • Manufacturlng
• Air condltloners • Tralns centers
• Vldeo cameras • Robots
• Servo motors • Assembly lines • Diagnostic
• Smart bombs systems
Simplicity of Computation
Apt '"-
I
!
€_ Ovorviewof_UZZ¥,ogio -_ '
I
_'r UNIFIED FRAMEWORK
_, / FOR /
/ I CONVENTIONAL (BINARY) LOGIC J
' _, / ANO /
FUZZ','LOGm _.J
I EASYTO ADD
PROTECTIVE RULES
(TO AVOID FATAL SITUATIONS)
Apt
' o ¸ •\/
Overview of FUZZY Logic
AN ALTERNATIVETO
, CONVENTIONAL
NUMERIC METHODS
"t i
/ " ZZY VERSIONS OF:j,
INTERPOLATION
' FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
.\
_ LINEAR/NON-LINEAR
"\_ PROGRAMMING/
, APPLICATIONS:
L € COMPUTERGRAPHICS
",, ¢ GRAPHICSPRINTERS
€ CIVILENGINEERING i
/
I
Apt F_
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CASE STUDY - SENDAl SUBWAY SYSTEM
MAXIMUMSAFE,SPEED
Speed _ _ime/Station_
_.powerUsage_
_ _co_,or,
', _J ',LOQTYOF THE TRAIN
"\ LU
,\
%%%
" %%%%%% I
%%%%%%%%%%%
, _.%_%%% Precision
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
DISTANCE
Ant
CASE STUDY......_ - SENDAl SUBWAY SYSTEM /
' t
" _" 8.1 20 "-
, _ 0. 16.0
.o go o" =10cm
o
" I FUZZY o
CONTROL _ 10--PIDCONTROL ,_
r,-
o 6.6/:
o
o" =28 cm 7 z
o
/ °
-50 25 0 •25 50 PID FUZZY
Precisionof Stopat station t
Evaluation of precision and comfort
• ............. '_ -- r= lira= =' "' " ' ._..
Apt '.,..
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by _
Bart Kosko
University of Southern California
Fuzzy Logic Workshop
14 November 1990
i
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• " Kosko, B., NEURALA_Pa'TI%_3RKSAND FUZZYSYSTBB, Volumq I, Prentice-Hall, 1991$
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CHAPTER 1 _
. NEURAL NETWORKS AND FUZZY
SYSTEMS
From causes which appear similar, we expect similar effects. This is the sum
total of all our e_--perimentd conclusions.
.. DavidHume
An Inquiry Concerning Human
Understanding
e
A learning machine is any device whoseadions are influenced by past experi-
en_.
NilsNilsson
LearningMachines
Man is a species that invents its own responses. It is out of this unique ability
to invent, to improvise, his responsesthat cultures are born.
Ashley Montagu
Culture and the Evolutionof Man
e 1213
J
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NEURAL AND FUZZY MACHINE INTELLIGENCE
This bookexamincshowadaptivesystemsrespondto stimuli. Systems map inputs
to outputs, stimulito responses.Adaptationor learningdescribeshowdata changesthe
sy-tem,howsampledata changessystemparameters,howtrainingchangesbehavior.
Neural Pre-Attentive and Attentive Processing
The humanvisualsystembehavesas an adaptivesystem.Considerholyit respondsto
i.
What do wesee whenwelook at the Kaniz._[t976]square? We seea squarewith
bright interior.We _e illusoryboundaries. Or dowe? We recognizea brightsquare.
Technicallywedonot seeit, becauseit is not there.
The Kanizs,xsquareexistsin our brain,not =outthere"in physicalrealityon tl_epage.
Out thereonly foursymmetricink patternsstain the page.
Inthe terminologyo[eighteenth-centuryphilosopherImmanuelKant[1783-87],the four
ink stains are noaraena,=thingsin themselves-_Lightphotonsbounceoff the noumena
and stimulateour surfacereceptors,retinal neuronsin this case. The noumena-induced
sensationproducesthe Kanizsa-squarephenomenonor perceptionin our brain. There
wouldbe no Kaniz.sasquares in the spacetimecontinuumwithout brainsor brainlike
systemsto perceivethem.
\
L ............. - ................
O Todaywe understandmanyof theneuralmechanismsof perccptioi_that Kant could I
only gue_ at. The realtimeinteractionof millionsof competingandcooperatingneurons
producestile Kanizsasquareillusion[Grossberg,1987],and everythingwe_see."
We take for grantedour high-speed,distributed,nonlinear,massivelyparallelpre-
attentive processing. Inour visualprocessingwepay no attention to howwesegment
images,enhancecontrasts,or discountbackgroundluminosity.When we proce_ sound
wepay no attention to howour cochleasfilterout high-frequencysignals[Mead,1989]or
howour auditorycortexbreakscontinuouspeechinto syllablesand words,compensates
forrhythmicchangesin speechduration,anddetectsandoftencorrectserrors in pronun-
ciation,grammar,and meaning. Welikewiseignoreour realtimepre-attentiveprocessing
in the othersensemodalities,in smell,taste, touch,and balance.
Weexperiencethesepre-attentivephenomena,but weignorethemandcannotcontrol
or completelyexplainthem. Naturalselectionhas ensuredonly that we performthem,
ceaselesslyand fast.
Attention precedesrecognition.We recognizesegmentedimage piecesand parsed
speechunits. Anemergent"searchlight,"perhapsgroundedin thalamicneurons[Crick,
1984],seems to sdectivelyfocusattentionin as fewas 70 to 100milliseconds.Welook,
O see, pay attention,then recognize.
Neuralnetworktheorystudiesbothpre-attentiveand attentive processingo.fstimuli.
This leavesunaddressedthe highercognitivefunctionsinvolvedin reasoning,decisionmak- -°
ing, planning,andcontrol.Theasynchronous,nonlinearneuronsandsynapsesinour brain
performthesefunctionsunderuncertainty:Wereasonwithscantevidence,vagueconcepts,.
heuristicsyllogisms,tentativefacts,rulesof thumb,principlesshot throughwithexcep-
tions, and an inarticulablepantheonof inexactintuitions,hunches,suspicions,beliefs,
i estimates,guesses,and the like.
Naturalselectionevolvedthis uncertaincognitivecalculus. Ourculturalconditioning
helps refineit. A fashionabletrendin the Westhas been to denigratethis uncertain-
ty calculusas illogical,unscientific,and nonrigorous.Weevencall it _fuzzyreasoning"
or "fuzzythinking."Modernphilosophers[Churchland,1981]often denigratethe entire
cognitiveframeworkas _folkpsycholo_-*
?
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e Yet we continue to use our fuzzy calculus. With it we run our lives, families, careers,
industries, hospitals, courts, armies, and governments. In all these fields we employ the
products of exact science, but as tools and decision aids. The final control remains fuzzy.
FUZZINESS AS MULTIVALUEDNESS
Fuzzy theory holds that all things are matters of degree. It mechanizes much of our
"folk psychology." Fuzzy theory also reduces black-white logic and mathematics to special
limiting cases of gray rclationships. Along the way it violates black-white "hws of logic.,"
in particular tile law of noncontradiction nol-(A and not-A) and the law ofexduded middle
either A or not-A, and yet resolves the paradoxes or antinornies [Kline, 1980] that these
laws generate. Does the speaker tell the truth when he says he lie__?Is set A a member
of itself if A equals the set of all sets that are not member_ of themselves? Fuzziness also
provides a fresh, and deterministic, interpretation of probability and randomness.
i Mathematically fuzziness means multivaluedness [Rosser, 1952; Rescher, 1969] and
stems from the Heisenberg position-momentum uncertainty principle in quaatmn
e ies [Birkhoff, 1936]. Three-valued fuzziness correspondstotruth, falu_hood, and indetermi-
nacy, or to presence, absence, and ambiguity. Multivalued fuzziness corresponds to degrees
of indeterminancy or ambiguity, partial occurrence of events or relations-
Bivalent Paradoxes as Fuzzy Midpoints
Consider the bivalentparadoxesgain. A Californiabumpersti-ckerreads TRUST ME-
Suppose instead a bumperstickerreadsDON'TTRUST ME;.Should we trust the driver?
If we do, then, as the bumperstickerinstructs,wedo not. But if wedon't trust the driver,
then, again in accord with the bumpersticker,wedo trust the driver. The classical liar
paradoxhas the same form. Does the liar fromCrete lie whenhe says that all Cretansare
liars? If he lies, he tells the truth. Ifhe tells the truth, he lies. Russell's barberis a man
(
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O in a town whose advertises his services with tile logo _Ishave all, and only, tho_ men who (. _.1/
don't shave themselves, m Who shaves the barber? if he shaves himself, then according to
his logo he does not. if he does not, then according to his logo hc does. Consider the card
that says on one side _The sentence on the other side is true," and says on the other side
_The sentence on the other side is false."
The _paradoxesmhave the same form. A statement S and its negation not-S have the
same truth-va/.e t(S):
,(s) = t(not.S) (x)
The twostatements are both TRUE(1) or both FALSE(0). This violatesthe lawsof
noncontradictionand excludedmiddle.Forbivalent ruth tablesremindus that negation
reversestruth value:
i
I(not-S) = 1 - I(S) (2)
..
So (1) reducesto
t(S) = 1 - t($ _. (3)
O If S is true, if f(S) = 1, then 1 - 0. Z(S) - 0 also implies the contradiction 1 = 0.
The fuzzy or multivalued interpretation accepts the logical relation (3) and, instead of
insisting that t(S) = 0 or t(S) = 1, simply solves for t(S) in (3):
21(S) = l , (4)
or
n (s)
=(s)=
So the "paradoxes" reduce to literal half-truths. They represent in the extreme the uncer-
tainty inherentin everyempiricalstatementandinmanymathematicalstatements. Geo-
metrically,the fuzzyapproachplacesthe paradoxesat the midpointof the 1-dimen.sional
J
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_[_ unit hypercube [0, 1]. More general paradoxes reside at the midpoint of n-dimensional
hypercubes, the unique point equidiztaut to all 2" vertices.
Multivaluedness also resolves the classical soriles paradoxes. Consider a he_apof sand.
Is it still a heap if we remove one grain of sand? How about two grains? Three? If we
argue bivalently by induction, we eventually remove all grains and still conclude that a
heap remains, or that it has suddenly vanished. No single grain takes us from heap to
non-heap. The same holds if we pluck out hairs from a nonbald scalp or remove 5%, 10%,
or more of the molecules from a table or brain. We transition gradually, not abruptly,
from a thing to its opposite. Physically we experience degrees of'occurrence. In terms of
statements about the physical processes, we arriveagain at degrees of truth.
Suppose there are Izgrains of sand iu the heap. Removing one grain leaves lz - 1 grains
and a truth value t(S,_z) of the statement $,_, that the n - 1 sand grains are a heap.
The truth value t(S,_z) obeys t(S,_t) < 1 in general, t(Sn-z) may be close to unity,
but we have some nonzero doubt d,-t about the truth of the matter. (The argument still
holds if there exist no doubting creatures in the universe.) For instance [Gaines, 1983],
F(
t(_,) = z - _. , (6)
e wh_O < d_ < d.-z < .-- _< d._. < ... < I. So t(S,_,) approaches zero
a_ m incr_ to n. If we argue inductively, we can interpret the overall inference a_ the
forward chain =(If S,, then S,-z) and (If $,-z, then $,-2) and ... and (If St, then So)."
If we rnultipl;catively interpret the conjunction operator, then
t(s. --. s._.) = [I (z - _,-k) (_)
Xr=O
If we interpret the conjunctionoperator as the minimum opera_or,as discussedin the
homeworkproblemsat the end of the chapter, then
_ t(s. --_ s._.) = _n(Z - d., ..., z - __=) (s)
.
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= I - max(a., ..., a._.) (9) _,_j
Inboth casesthe implicationtruthvalueI(S,, ---'*So)equalszero(o-somesmallnumber).
Wepay a truth-valuefeeforeachapplicationof modusponens,of concludingB fromA
and A ---* B. Theoverallinferenceis vacuous.This reflectstile everydayepisten:ological
preceptthat thelongeran explanation,thelesswetendto trustit.
Fuzziness in the Twentieth Century
Logicalparadoxesand the Heisenberguncertaintyprincipleled to tile development
of continuousor *fuzz" logicha the 1920sand 1930s. Quantum theorists allowedfor
indeterminacybyincludinga thirdormiddletruth valuein the bivalentlogicalframework.
The next step alloweddegreesofindeterminacy,viewingTRUEand FALSEas the two
limitingcasesof the spectrumof indeterminacy.
PolishlogicianJan Lukasiewkz[Rescher,1969]firstformallydevelopeda three-valued
logical system in the early 1930s. Lukasiewicz extended the range of truth values from
0 {0, 1/2, 1} to all rational numbers in [0, 1], and finally to all numbers in [0, 1] itself.Logicsthat use the generaltruthfunctionf: (Statements}---* [0, 1] definecontinous
or *fuzzy"logics.Logkians referto this systemas It. The exercisesat the end of the
chapterdevelopL"ukasiewicz'sfuzzylogic.
Inthe 1930squantumphilosopherMaxBlack[1937]appliedcontinuouslogiccompo-
/
nentwiseto setsor listsof elementsor symbols.Historically,Blackdrewthe first frizzy-set
membershipfunctions-Blackcalledthe uncertaintyof thesestructuresvagueness.Antici-
patingZadeh'sfuzzyset theory,eadldementin Black'smultivaluedsetsand listsbehaved
as a statementin a coatinuouslogic.
In 1955systemsscientistLottiZadeh[196,5]publishedthe paper "FuzzySets" that
formallydevdopedmaltivaluedset theory, introducedthe term fuzzy into the technical
literature,andinanguntteda secondwaveof interestinmultivaluedmathematicalstruc-
tures,fromsystemsto topologies-The recentemergenceof fuzzycommericalproducts,as
!
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(" wellas new theory,has generateda thirdwaveof interestin multivalucdsystems.
Zadch extended the bivalentindicator function IA of nonfuzzysubset A of X,
o
1 if xEA
IA(X)= (10)
0 if xq
to a multivalued indicatoror membership function mA : X _ [0, 1]. This allows
us to combine such multivaluedor fuzzy set, with the pointwiseoperators of indicator
functions:
IAn8(_)= mlnff_(x),Is(x)), (11)
-IAu8(_) = m=ffA(=),IB(x)) , , 02)
-- I,.(*) = 1 - IA(_) , 03)
A C B iff la(x) <_ I_z) for allz in X (14)
The membership value mA(X) measures the dementhood or degree to which element x.
belongs to set A:
. Just as the individual indicatorvaluesIx(x) behaveas statements in bivalent pro.l_.itional
• calculus, membershipvaluesmA(x) correspondto statements in a continuouslogic. If A
defines a fuzzy subset of the real line, as in Figure 1.7 below, then in principle we can
graph mA : R ---, [0, I] in two dimensions.In practice indicator functions l,t graph as
step functions or rectangularpulses on the realline.
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IO Sets as Points in Cubes
_ l:uzzitless prevents logical certainty at the level of black-white axioms. This seems
unsettling to some [Quine, 1981] and liberating to others.
At the system level fuzziness allows us to build computer chips and systems that "in-
telligently wcontrol subways, automobile systems, and numerous consumer electronic and
other devices. At this level fuzzy processing may resemble neural proce_ing.
Neural networks and fuzzy systems process inexact information and process it inexact-
ly. Neural networks recognize ill-defined patterns without an explicit set of rules. Fuzzy
systems c_timate functions and control systems with partial descriptions of system behav-
ior. Experts may provide this heuristic knowledge, or, as we illustrate in Chapters 17 - 19,
neural networks may adaptively infer it fromsample data.
N_ral and fuzzy systems share a more formal mathematical property. The_,-sktre the
same state space. A set of n neurons defines a sequence of n-dimensioneJ continuous or
afuzzy" sets. The neurons emit bounded signals.
The neuronal si_zals range from some minimum value to some maximum value, say
from 0 to 1. At each instant the n-vector of neuronal outputs de._ _s a fuzzy unit or fit
O vector. Each fit value indicates the degree to which the neuron or element belongs to the
n-dimensional fuzzy set.
The neuronal state space, the set of all possible neuraloutputs, equals the set of all n-
dimensional fit vectors, the fuzzy powerset. Both equal the unit hypercube I" = [0, 1]" =
[0, 1] × ... × [0, 1], the set of all vectors of length n and with coordinates in the unit
interval [0, 1]. Chapter 17 discusses fuzzy systems and associative memories, which map
unit cubes to unit cubes, fuzzy sets to fuzz)-sets. We shall use this recent geome|.ric view
of sets as points [Kosko, 1987-90] throughout this book.
The 2" vertices of I" represent extremized neuronal-output combinations, as we often
find in networks of competitive or laterally inhibitive neurons. Many feedback neural net-
works [Hopfield, 1984] drive initial states inside the unit cube to nearest vertices. These
systems dynamically disambiguate fuzzy input descriptions by minimizing their fuzzy en-
O
tropy. The midpointof tile cube, wherea fuzzyset A equalsits ownopposite A', has
maximalfuzzyentropy,as wediscussin Chapter16.The black-whiteverticeshavemini-
real fuzzyentropy.
Properfuzzysets, nonvertexpoints, A violate the "laws"of noncontra£1ictiona d
excludedmiddle: A f3 A€ _ Oand A O A€ # X. InCi_apter16weshowthat fuzzy
entropy,the measureof fuzziness,balancesthe fuzzycountof the overlapA N A€and
A_^t " A M(A u A')"undcrta_na simpleratm:E( ) --
Thereare 2" bit vectorsof lengthn. They definethe verticesof I_. So the vertices
alsorepresenthe nonfuzzypowerset of the n elementsxt, ..-, =_,the set ofall nonfuzzy
subsets of the n dements. The bit value0 in the itlt slot of a bit vectorindicatesthe
absenceofelementzl in that subsei..TI-ebit value1 indicatesthe presenceof zl in the
subset. The bit vector (1 0 1 0 0) indicates the subset {at, xs} of set {xt, x2, xs, x4, xs}.
Fit values equal the mebership values mA(z;) discussed above. Fit values measure
partial set membership or degrees of dcm,natood. The fit value 1/5 indicates that element
xl belongs only slightly to the fuzzy subset A. The fit value 112 indicates that zl belongs
{,. to fuzzy set A as much as it does not_as much as it belongs to the complement fuzzy set
O A%Considerthe set X oftwodements::tandx2. Thepotoerset ofX, denoted2x, contains
the foursubsetsof X : 2x = {O, {=t}, {z=},X}. Thesefournonfuzzysets correspond
to fourbit vectors:
o = (oo)
h:,}= 0 o)
= (oI)
x = (__)
" The fuzzypowerset F(2x), whichcontains all continuum-manY fuzzy subsetsof X, cor-
responds to unit square. Figure 1.1 displays the fuzzy power set F(2X) .
F
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FIGURE 1.1 Fuzzy power set F(2x) of X corresponds to the unit square
when X = {zt, z=}. The four nonfuzzysubsetsin the nonfuzzy power set 2x
correspond to the four cornersof the 2-cube. The fuzzy subset A correponds
to the fit vector (1/3, 3/4) and to a point insidethe 2-cube if mA(=l) = 1/3
and mA(==) = 3/4. The midpointM of the unit square corresponds to the
maximally fuzzy set.
Figure1.1representsthe fuzzysubsetA as a pointinsidethe 2-dimensionalunit hyper-
cube. If A has membershipdegreesor fit valuesmA(Zl) = 1/3 andmA(Z2) = 3/4--'-o
zl belongsto A less than z2 does--thenA correspondsto the fit vector(1'/3, 3/4).
_ The cube midpointcorrespondsto the maximallyfuzzyset M. The midpointset M
uniquelyobeys the peculiarrelationM = M N M€ = M u M€ = M€,and
maximallyviolatesthe bivalentlawsof noncontradictionand excludedmiddle.The clas-
sicalparadoxesof logicand set theorycorrespondto midpointphenomena-Note that the
cubemidpointin Figure1.1 is uniquelyequidistantto all 2=vertices.The cube midpoint
behavesas the blackholeof set theory.
_- Subsethood and Probability
Elementhoodrepresents• specialcaseof subse2hood.Subsethoodmeasurestiledegree
to whichset A belongsto set B, tiledegreeto whichA is a subsetof B. Wedeaote this
'o
subsethood measure as S(A, B):
....... S(A, B) = D,---'_gree(AC B) (16)
Subsethoodprovidesa unifiedset-theoreticframework.forfuzzinessand probability.Fo¢
instance,in the simplestcaseA equalsthesingletonset {=;}. Then thesubsethoodof {z;}
in B equals the membershipor elementhoodvalueroB(z;):
s({=,}.B) = ,.B(=,) , (xT)
(17) followsdirectlyfromtheSubsethoodTheorem(22)belowwhenweinterpret{zl} as
a bit vectorwith a 1 in the ith slot and0selsewhere.
( Subsethoodrevealstheconnectionbetweenfuzzinessandraadonme_s.Subsethoodre-ducesprobabilitytoset t eory.Randomnessdoesnotdepe on thefuzzinessorambiguity
of an event. It depends on the uncertainty between certain events. Randomness equals
the uncertaintythat ariseswhena nonfuzzyset B is partiallycontainedinoneof its own
nonfuzzy subsets A. S(A, B) = 1sinceA isa subsetof B. But in general multiraluedness
holds. The converse subsethood S(B, A) is less thanone butgreater than zero:
o < S(B,A) < 1 (18)
Classicalsettheoryimplicitlyforbidsthestrictinequalitiesin (18). Thelawdexduded
middledictates that everyset eitheris or is not • subsetof everyotherset. Asa result,
for centuriestheoristshave had to arbitrarilydefineprobabilityas a frequencyratio c¢
stipulate that it obeyed certain axioms. They could not deri_ probabilityfrommore
fundamentalconcepts.
Fuzzytheoryderivestheaxiomsof theconditionalprobabilitymeasureP(BIA),
(
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P(BIA) - P(A n B) (19)
P(A) '
the probability that B occurs given that A occurs, from the propcrtics of the subscthood
mca, urc S(A, B). If X defines the _sample space" of all elementary outc.omes of an
. expcrimcnt, then X is a _sure event_ since P(X) = 1. Then (19) implies that every
probability P(A) equals the conditional probability P(AIX):
_° P(A) = P(AIX) (20)
This identity reflects the general subsethood relationship
P(A)= S(X,A) (2S)
On thesurfacethesubscthoodrelation(21)seemsabsurd.How cansupersdtX belong
to one of its own subsets? How can the whole be part of one of its own parts? X cannot
totally belong to A unless X = A. But X can partially belong to A. The Subsethood
Theorem in Chapter 16 proves that this partial containment depends directly on the over-
Q lap between X and A, the intersection X N A. Figure 1.2 illustrates the Pythagorean
geometry of the Subsethood Theorem in three dimensions. The shaded hyper-rectangie
defines F(2s), the fuzzy power set of B.
1
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( FUZZY SUBSETHOOD
(011 )a X=(111 ) = { xl, xz, xa}f(001 (101)
I
X3 I
I
I
I
/J oi (11o)
1
i Xl -
..... 0 = (000 _ : (100)
4 4
FIGURE 1.2 Subsethood Theorem in Ra. X contains 3 dements, zl, z2,
0 '( and =a, and 8 nonfuzzy subsets.Fuzz" subsetB = (1/4, 1/2, 1/3) cmttain=infinitely many fuzzy subsets B' such that S(,B', B) - 1. They define the
shaded hyper-rectangle. S(A, B) < 1_mce A iles outside the hyper-rectaagle-
The closer A to the hyper-rectangle, the larger the subsethood S(A, B). 13"
denotes the subset of B closest to A. B" equals A f3B and uniquely defines an
orthogonal or Pythagorean relationship between A and B.
TheSubsethoodTheoremrelatesS(A, B) to the magnitudesof A, B, and A n B:
,_t(An B) (__)S(A,B) - M(A)
Theratioin(22)resembles, behaves as, and generalizes the defining ratio (19) ofconditional
probability. M(A) denote= the fuzzy count of fit vector A:
(
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M(A) = at +...+". (23)
M(A) generalizesthc classicalcardinalitycount,whichsumsonly Is and 0s. In the infinite
caseappropriateintegrals replacesummations.(22) implies that tile fuzzy entropy E(A)
of A equals the degreeto whirl| A NA€containsits ownsuperset AO A€: E(A) = S(A O
" A€, A r,Ac).
In Figure 1.2, A = (314, 113, 1/6) and B = (1/4 , 1/2, 1/3). Then the closest
subset B" to A that satisfies tile total-subsethoodcondition
b; < b,,..., bT,< b. , (24)
...... ..... correspondsto B" = (1/4 1/3 1/6), whichalsoequals the pairwiseminimumof A andB.
(24) generalizes(14) above. As discussedin Chapter16, the Subsethood Theoremensures
this in general:
/
B"= A o B (25)
O (23) implies tha_ M(A) = 15112 = 514, andM(A n B) = 314. Then the Subse_ood
TheoremgivesS(A,B) = (314)1(514)-- 315= 60%.
Relative frequencyprovidesthe dearest exampleof between-setfuzziness.Supposewe
flip a coin, draw balls from urns,or shoot at a target. The elementary events in X axe
trials. Each trial is successfulor unsucessful.So X does not possess fuzzysubsets in its
event space (its sigma-algebra). Ea_ coin flipsresults in a head or a tail, not so.mething
in between. Suppose A definesthe subset of successfultrials. If X contains n trials, then
A correspondsto a vertexof I" and equalsa bit vectorof ls and0s. SupposenAsuccesses
out of n trials. Is indicate successes,and 0s indicate failures. The event X equals total
success, the bit vector of all Is. X containsn successes. Then, since A 3 X -= A, the
Subsethood Theorem (22) gives
-A (26)
s(x, A) -
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llistorically prob;..bility theorists have called tile subsethood ratio in (26), or its limit,
the "probability of successI or P(A). This adds only a cultural tag. The success rat:,o
nA/n behaves no differently in its deterministic subscthood framework than it did in its
"random" framework. The relative-frequency ratio still provides a stable estimate for
probability values in our physical, engineering, economic, and gambling models. It still
implies all the theorems it has always implied.
But we cannot derive the relative-frequency ratio from between-set relationships if we
deny the strict inequality (18) and insist that subsethood is two-valued. Bivalence forc_
us to assume the ratio as a theoretical primitive.
Whether by design or by accident we have historically followed the biwalent path in
mathematics for almost 3,000 years. Bivalence has simplified our formal frameworks but
at a cost. It has led to logical paradoxes (bivalent contradictions), unexplained primitives,
and "randornness" in a universe that seems to obey physical laws and where every event
has causes.
( THE DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS APPROACH TO MACHINE
INTELLIGENCE: THE BRAIN AS A DYNAMICAL SYSTEM
SeverMengin_fingandscientificdisciplinesstudyhowadaptivesystem/respondto
stimuli.Electricalengineerstudythe topicas signalprocessing,nonlinearfiltering,coding
theory,circuitdesign,andadaptivecontrol.Computerscientistsstudyit as algorithmand
automata theory,computerdesign,robotics,and artificialintelligence.Mathematicians
studyit as functionapproximation,statisticalestimation,combinatorialoptimization,and
dynamicalsystems.Philoc,ophersstudyit asepistemology,causality,and action. Biologists
study it.as neuroscience,biophysics,ecology,evolution,and populationbiology.Psycholo-
gistsstudy it as reinforcementlearning,psychometrics,and cognitivescience.Economists
study it as utilitymaximization,gametheory,econometrics,and marketequilibriumthe-
ory. Cultural anthropologiststudy it as culture.
Weshall emphasizedectricalengineeringas weseekgeneralprinciplesof howadaptive
o--
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IO systems process information. We call these principlesmachine inlelligenceprinciples.We i
shall draw frcelyfrom the related fieldsof engineeringandscience.
Tile term arlificial intelligence usuallyrefersto the computer-scientificapproach to
machine intelligence. This approachemphasizesSymbolicprocessingand tree seaxdl. AI
has become the emblem for a popularcomputer-ageviewof the brain: brain = compuler.
This view rangesfromclassicalscience-fictionspeculation(the computer HALin _001:A
Space Odyssey) to proposedspace-basedweaponssystems.
We shall explore machine intelligencefroma dynamical-systerasviewpoint: brain =
dynamical system. Ca this view a maple leaf fallingto a potential-energy minimumon
the ground better describes brainactivitythan does a computer executing instructions.
i Tile dynamical models we shall study are cast as largesystems of differentialor differ-i
• ence equations. The principles describelocal or global interactions of nonlinearparallel
4
processes.
Some of these machine-intelligenceprinciplesand mechanismsmay explainnatural phe-
nomena and processes. Somealreadyextend our theoretical and mathematicalknowledge.
But ultimately they should help us buildsmarter machines. They should giverise to new
computationaldevices-c_trical, optical,molecular,plasma,fluid,or other devices.
In this sense machineintelligencebecomesan engineeringdiscipline-Nearly a halfcen- .
tury ago, Norbei:tWiener [1948]outlinedthe firstincarnationof sucha machine-intelligence
engineering. Wiener called it cybernetics.
Weshall focusour analysis on artificialneuralnetworksand fuzzy systems. These new,
related systems representbroad classesof amachine-intelligent"adaptive systems. Chap-- o
ters 2 - 6 describe neural network theory. Chapters7 - 15describeengineeringapplications
of neural networks. Chapters 16 - 19presenta geometrictheory of fuzzy sets and systems
and its neural extension to adaptive fuzzysystems.
Neural and FuzzySystemsas FunctionEstimators
Neuralnetworksand fuzzysystemsestimate input-outputfunctions. Bothare trainable
dynamicalsystems.Sampledata shapesand _programs"their time evolution.Unlike
statisticalestimators,theyestimatea fimctionwithouta mathematicalmodelof how
outputsdependoninputs.They aretoo&l-freecstimators-They "learnfromexperience"
with numerir._and,sometimes,linguisticsampledata.
Neuraland fuzzysystemsencodesampledinformationin a parallel-distributedframe-
work. Bothframeworksarenumerical.Wecanprovetheoremsto describetheirbehavior
and limitations. Weran implementneuralandfuzzysystemsin digitalor analogVLSI
circuitryor in optical-computingmedia,in spatial-lightmodulato_andholograms.
Artificial neuralnetworksconsist of numerous,simple processingunits or "neurons"
that we can globallyprogramforcomputation. \¥e can program or train neuralnetworks
to store, recognize,and associativelyretrievepatternsor databaseentries;to solve combi-
natorialoptimizationproblems;to filter noisefrommeasurementdata;to controlill-defined
problems;in summary,to estimate sampled functionswhenwe do not know.theformof
the functions.
The humanbraincontainsfourthly10!i or 100billionneurons[Thompson,1985]. That
numberapproximatesthe numberof stars in the MilkyWay Galaxy, and the numberof
galaxies in the known universe. As many as 104 synapth:junctions may _ut a single
O neuron. That givesroughly 10Is or 1 quadrillion synapsesin the human brain.The brain
representsan asynchronous,nonlinear,massivelyparallel,feedbackdynamicalsystem of
cosmological proportions.
Artificialneuralsystemsmay containmillionsof nonlinearneuronsand interconnecting
synapses. Future artificialneural systems may contain billionsof real or virtual model
neurons. In general"no teacher supervises, stabilizes, or synchronizesthe_ l_e-scale
nonlinearsystems.
Many feedbackneuralnetworkscan learn newpatternsand recallold patterns simul-
taneously, and ceaselessly. Supervisedneural networkscan learn far more input-output ....
pairs, or stimulus-responseassociations_than the numberof neurons and synapsesin the
network architecture. Since neural networksdo not use a mathematical modelof how a
system's output dependson its input--since theybehaveas model-freeestima_rs-we can
apply the same neuralnetworkarchitecture,and dynamics,to a widevariety d problems.
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O Like brains, neural networks rccogs izc patterns wc cannot even define. We call this
property recognition without defillilion. Who can define a tree, a pillow, or their own face
to the satisfaction of a computer pattern-recognition system? These and most concepts we
learn ostensively, by pointing out examples. We do not learn them as we learn the definition
of a circle. We abstract these concepts from sample data, just as a child abstracts the color
red from observed red apples, red wagons, and other red things, or as Plato abstracted
triangularity from considered sample triangles.
Recognition without definition characterizes much intelligent behavior. It enables sys-
tems to generalize. Dogs, lizards, and slugs recognize multitudes of unforeseen, complex
patterns without, of course, any ability to define them. Descriptive natural languages
developed only yesterday in human evolution. Yet a great deal of modern philosophy,
influenced by formal logic and behaviorist psychology, has insisted on concept definition
preceding recognition or even discussion. Below we discuss how this insistence, has helped_j -Q,
shape the field of artificial intelligence and its emblem, the expert system.
Neural networks store pattern or function information with distributed encoding. They
superimpose pattern information on the same associative-memory medium--on the many
synaptic connections between neurons. Distributed encoding enables neural networks to :_
O complete partial patterns and Uclean up_ noisy patterns. So it helps neural networks
estimate continuous functions.
Distributed encoding endows neural networks with fault tolerance and _gracefuldegra-
dation. _ If we successively rip out handfuls of synaptic connections from a neural network,
the network tends to smoothly degrade in performance, not abruptly fail. Computers and
digital VLSI chips do not gracefully degrade when their components fail. Natural s_lection
seems to have favored distributed encoding in brains, at least in sections of brains.
Neural networks, and brains, pay a price for distributed encoding: crosstalk. Distribut-
ed encoding produces crosstalk or interference between stored patterns. Similar patterns
may clump together. New patterns may crowd out older learned patterns. Older patterns
may distort newer patterns.
Crosstalk limits the neural network's storage capacity. Different learning schemes pro-
vide different storage capacities. The number of neurons bounds the number of patterns a
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_ neural network can store reliably with the simplest unsupervised learning schemes- Even
for more sophisticated supervised learning schemes, storage capacity ultimately depends on
the number of uetwork neurons and synapses, as well as on their function. Dimensionality
limits _pacily.
Biological neurons and synapses motivate the neural network's topology and dynamics.
We in_pret neurons as simple input-output functions, threshold switches for two-s_te
neurons and asymptotic threshold s_itches for continuous neurons. We interpret synapses
as adjustable weights. In neural analog VLSI chips [Mead, 1989], operational amplifiers
model nonlinear neurons, and resistors model synapses.
The overall network behaves as an adaptive function estimator. Indeed commerdal
adaptive estimators are simple, usually linear, neural networks. These include antennae
beam formers, high-speed modems, and echo-cancellers for long-distance telephone calLs.
t
Neural Networks as Trainable Dynamical Systems
Neural networks9eomdrize computation. Networkactivity burrowsa trajectory in a
O state space of largedimension, say R'. Eachpoint in the state spacedefinesa snapshot.
of a possible neuralnetworkconfiguration.
The trajectory begins with a computationalproblemand ends with a computational
solution- The user or the environmentspecifiesthe system's initial conditions, which
definewhere the trajectory beginsin the state space. In patternlearning,the pattern to
be learned definesthe initialconditions. In pattern recognitionor recall,the pattern to be
recognizeddefinesthe initial conditions.
Most of the trajectory correspondsto Ironical behavioror computations. Synaptic
valuesgradually change to learn new pattern information.Neuronal outputs fluctuate.
The trajectory endswherethe system reachesequilibrium,if iteverreachesequilibrium.
In the simplest and rarestcase, the equilibriumattractoris a fixed point of the dynamical
system. Most popular neuralnetworksconvergeto fixedpoints. In morecomplicated
the equilibrium attractor is a limit cycle or limit torus. In Chapter4 wediscossa crude
(
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O methodforstoringdiscretetime-varyingpatternsas limitcyclesinfeedbacknetworks.The
equilibriumattractorsarerobustorslruclurallyslableifsmallperturbationsdo notdistort
or destroythem.
In general,and in mostdynamicalsystems, tile equilibriumattractor is aperiodic
or chaotic. Once the networkentersthis regionof the state space, it wandersforev-
er without apparent structureor order. Yaoand Freeman[1990]have useddynamical
neuralmc,]elsand time-seriesdata to argue that rabbitolfactorybulbsproce_ odorin-
formationwith chaoticattractors. Asdiscussedin the homeworkproblems,the function
z_+t -- c =k (1 - =k)behavesasa chaoticdynamicalsystemforvaluesof c near4 and
= valuesin the unitinterval[0, I].
In Chapter3 wediscussglobalLyapunovfunctionsforprovingthat certainfeedback
neuralnetworksconvergeto fixedpointsfromanyinitialconditions.Geometricallywecan
viewthe Lyapunov,.'unctionas a surfacesculptedby learnedpattern information,as in
Figure1.3.
Figure1.3illustratesthe geometryof fixed-pointstabilityinfeedbackneuralnetworks.
Patternsbehaveas rockson the rubbersheetof learning.The patterns,as wallas "spuri-
ous"or unlearnedpatterns=digoutattractorbasins.;nthestatespaceand tendto restat
O the localLyapunovminimumof the attractor.The Lyapunovsheetchangesshapeas the
systemlearnsnewpatterns.Input patternsQ rapidlyclassifyto neareststoredneighbors
as ifthey wereballbearingsrollingintolocaldepressionsina gravityfield.Ina fixed-point
attractorbasins the state-trajectoryballsstop at the localminima(or hoverarbitrarily
closeto it). In limit-cycleattractors,the ballQ wouldrotatein an ellipticalorbitinside
the attractorbasin. In limit-toriattractors,Qwouldcycletoroidallyin the attracto_basin,
as if, in R3, windingaroundthe surfaceof a bagel.Inchaoticattractors,Q wouldwander
aperiodic.allywithinthe attractorregion.
In all these cases,the numberofattractorbasinsdoesnot affectthe speedof conver-
gence,the rate at whichQ falls intothe attractorbasin. The dimensionalityof the state
spacealso doesnot in principleaffectthe convergencerate. In practice,Q convergesex-
ponentiallyquickly.Thissuggeststhatglobalstabilitymayunderlieourbiologicalneural
networks'abilityto rapidlyrecognizepatterns,generateanswers,and exhibitappropriate
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muscle reflexes indcpendent of the amount of pattern information in our brains. Computer-
typc storage devices tend to slow as the numberaad complexity of patterns stored in them
incrcascs. l
I
a
O FIGURE 1.3 Global stability of a feedback neural network. Learning ea-
codes the vector patterns Pl, P2, --- by gradually sculpting a Lyapunov or
"energf' surface in the augmeated state space/_+!. Input vector pattern Q
rapidly _rolls" into the nearest attractor basin, where the system classifies Q
as a learnedpattern P or misdassifiesQ as a spuriouspattern. Q's descent
rate does not depend on the number of stored patterns.
Mathematicallywecan describethe timeevolutionof the neuralnetworkby the (au-
tonomous)dynamicalsystemequatioa
_t) -- f(x) , (27)
o
/
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where the overdot denotes time differentiation. The state vector x(t) de a:ribes all neuronal
and synap_-ic values of the neural network at time t. The neural network reaches steady
slalc when
: o , (2s)
holds indefinitelyor until newstimuliperturbthe systemout.of equilibrium. Neural
computationseeksto identifythesteady-statecondition(28)with the solutionof a com-
putationalproblem,whetherin patternrecognition,imagesegmentation,optimization,or
numericalanalysis.
Wecan locallylinearizef byreplacingf withits 2acobianmatrixofpartialderisatives
2. The eigenvaluesofJ describethe system'slocalbehaviorabout an equilibriumpoint.
Forinstance,if alleigenvalueshavenegativerealparts,then the localequilibriumisa fixed
point and the systemconvergesto it exponentiallyquickly.Moreabstractly,'generalized
eigenvaluesor L1lapunove_zpoaentsdescribethe underlyingdynamicalcontractionand
-- expansionthatmayproducechaos.
Wecanclassifyneuralnetwot'kmodelsaccordingastheylearnwithsupervision(pattern-
O dam information)andaccordingas theycontaindosedsynapticloopsorfeedback.Figure
1.4providesa roughtaxonomyofseveralpopularneuralnetworkmodels.
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NEURAL NETWORKTAXONOMY
FIGURE 1.4 Taxonomy of nearal network models.
Supervisedfeedforwardmodelsprovidethemosttractable,mostappliedneuralmodels.
e We discuss the_e stochastic gradient sya_ms in Chapter 5, and mention recent attempts to
extend these supervised systems into the feedback domain. Unsupervised feedback mod-"
els provide the most biologically plausible, but mathematically most complicated, models.
These networks simultaneously learn and recall patterns. Both neurons and synapses
change state when these systems learn and when they recall, recognize, or reconstruct
pattern information. Chapter 6 proves global stability for many of these adaptive dynam-
ical systems in the RABAM Theorem. Unsupervised feedforward neural networks tend to
converge to locally sampled pattern-class centroids, as discussed in Chapters 4,6, and 9.
Fuzzy Systems and Applications
Fuzzysystemsstorebanksoffuzsyassociationsorcommonsense.`rules."Afuzzytraffic
controllermightcontainthe fuzzy affimciation"Iftrafficisheavyin this direction,thenkeep
(
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the light greecn longer._ Fuzzy phenorne_a admit degrees. Some traffic configurations are (
heavier than others. Some green-light durations are longer than others. The single fuzzy
association (ltEAVY, LONGER) encodes all these combinations.
Fuzzy systems are even newer than neural systems. Yet already engineers have suc-
ccssfully applied fuzzy systems in many commercial areas. Fuzzy systems "intelligently _
automate subways; focus cameras and camcordcrs; tune color televisions, control automo-
bile transmissions, cruise controllers, and emergency braking systems; defrost refrigerators
and control air conditioners; automate washing machines and vacuum sweepers; guide
robot-arm manipulators; invest in securities; control traffic lights, elevators, and cement
mixers; recognize Kanji characters; select golf clubs; even arrange flowers.
Most of these applications originated in Japan, though fuzzy products are sold and ap-
plied throughout tile world. Until very recently, Western scientists, engineers, and math-
ematicians have overlooked, discounted, or even attacked early versions of fuzzy theory,
usually in favor of probability t:leory. Below, and especially in Chapter 16, we examine this
philosophical resistance in more detail and present a new geometrical theory of continuous
or _fuzzy" sets and systems.
Fuzzy systems "reasonw with parallel associative inference. When asked a question or
O given an input, a fuzzy system fires each fuzzy rule in parallel, but to different degree, to
infer a conclusion or output. Thus fuzzy systems reason with sets, _fuzzy_ or continuous
sets, instead of bivalent propositions. This generalizes the Aristotelian logical framework
that still dominates science and engineering. In one second a digital fuzzy VLSI chip
may execute thousands, perhaps millions, of these parallel-associative set inferences. We
measure such chip performance in FLIPS, fuzzy logical inferences per second. "
Fuzzy systems estimate sampled functions from input to output. They may use linguis-
tic (symbolic) or numeric samples. An expert may articulate linguistic associations such
as (HEAVY, LONGER). Or a fuzzy system may adaptively infer and modify its fuzzy
associations from representative numerical samples.
In the latter case, neural and fuzzy systems naturally combine. The combination
resemble, an adaptive system with sensory and cognitive components. Neural parameter
estimators embed directly in an overall fuzzy architecture. Neural networks Ublindly=
..
.o
e
('- generate and refi:_efuzzy rules from training data. Chapters 17-19 describe and illustrate
these adaptive fuzzy systems.
Adaptive fuzzy systems learn to control complex processes very much as we do. °l'hey
begin with a few crude rules of thumb that describe the process. Experts may give them
tile rules. Or they may abstract the rules from observed expert behavior. Successive
experience refines the rules and, usually, improves performance.
Chapter 18 applies this adaptive cognitive procer_ to backing up a truck-and-trailer
dg to a loading dock. (A supervised neural system can also solve this problem, though
at much greater computational cost. So far the truck-and-trailer dynamical system has
eluded mathematical characterization.) The fuzzy system quickly learns a set of governing
fuzzy rules as it samples actual truck-and-trailer trajectories. Additional training samples
improve only marginally the fuzzy system's performance. This property is better experi-
enced than explained. As an exercise for the reader, you might try backing your car into
the same parking space five times from five different starting positions.
( INTELLIGENT BEHAVIOR AS ADAPTIVE MODEI_FREE
O ESTIMATION
Below we discuss neural and fuzzy systems in more detail. First we examine the
properties neural and fuzzy systems share with us and, more broadly, with all intelligent
systems. These properties reduce to the single abstract property of adaptive model-free
function estimation: Intelli#ent systems adaptively estimate continuous ".functionsfrom data
without specif_n9 mathematically how outputs depend on inputs. We now elaborate this
thesis.
A function f, denoted f : X ---,Y, maps an input domain X to an output range Y.
For every element z in the input domain X, the function f uniquely assigns the element
y in the output range Y. We denote this unique assignments as y = f(z). f(z) =
defines a cubic function, f(=t, =:, zz) = (zt, z3, z_ - z_) defines a "saddle" or
hyperbolic-paraboloid vector function in physical or 3-dimensional space Ra. Pre_ure is
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a functionof temperature,massof enerlD"(e = rn_), gravityof mass,erosionof gravity, L
consumptionofincome.Functionsdefinecausalhypotheses.Scienceandengineeringpaint
our picturesof the universewithfunctions.
Humans,animals,reptiles,amphibians,andothersaLsoestimatefunctions.Weallre-
spondtostimuli.Weassociateresponseswithstimuli.Weassociateactionswithscenario_,
classlabelswithpatterns,effectswithcauses.Equivalently,wemapstimulito responses.
_ Mathematically,all thesesystemstransforminputs to outputs. The transformation
definesthe input-outputfunctionf : X --* Y. Indeedthe transformationdefinesthe
system. We canoperativelycharacterizeanysystem--atomic,molecular,biological,eco-
logical,economicor legal,geological,gahctic--byhowit transformsinputquantitiesinto
outputquantities.
Wecallsystembehavioraintelligent"if thesystememitsappropriate,problem-solving
responseswhenfacedwithproblemstimuli.Thesystemmay usean associatixememory
embeddedin the resistivenetworkof an analogVLSIchipor embeddedin the synaptic
websof its brain.Or the systemmayusea mathematicalalgorithmto searcha decision
tree, as in computerchessprograms.
o
Generalization and Creativity
Intelligentsystemsalso9enera/ize-Theirbehavioralrepertoiresexceedtheirexperience.
Eightenth-centuryphilosopherDavidHumesawwhy:Intelligentsystemsassociatesimilar
responseswithsimilarstimuli.Smallinputchangesproducesmalloutput changes."Hence
they estimate continuoasfunctions.Thepilot landsthe airplane_,t night the same way
if only a fewof the runwaylightsare out or if the newrunwaydii_'ersonly slightlyfrom
morefamiliarrunways. The leopardstalkslike preyin like ways in like dreumstances.
Each minnowin a schoolsmoothlyadjustsits swimmingbehaviorto the positionof its
smoothlymovingneighbors.//.1
_
Functioncontinuityaccountsformuchnovdorcreativebehavior,ifnot allof it. Wecall
systembehavior"novel"ifthe systememitsappropriateresponseswhenfacedwith newor
J
O
('- unexpected stimuli. _Novel ideas," says behaviorist psydlologist B.F. Skinner [19._], are
"responses never made before under the same circumstances .... Novel contingencies generate
novel forms of behavior." Usually these new stimuli resemble known or learned stimuli,
and our responses usually resemble known responses.
Geometrically, when systems generalize or "create_ they map stimulus balls to response
balls. Consider a known stimulus-response pair (x, y). Stimulus x defines a point in the
stimulus space S, the set of all possible stimuli for the problem at hand. In practice S
often corresponds to the real Euclidean vector space J_. Response y defines a point in
the response space 1t, which may correspond to R_.
Now imagine a stimulus ball Bx centered about stimulus x and a response ball By
centered about response y. All the stimuli x' in Bx resemble stimulus x. The closer
stimulus x' is to stimulus x, and hence the smaller the distance d(x',x), the more x'
-1-_ resembles x. The responses y' in By behave similarly. ,
Suppose y = f(x) for some unknown continuous function jr : /_' --_/_- The function
jr defines the sampled system. Suppose further that jr generates the response ball from
r the stimulus ball: By = jr(Bx). So for every similar response y' in By, we can find some
Q _' similar stimulus x' in Bx such that y' = jr(_). Formally jr maps the stimulus ball onto
to the response ball.
(We use the term "ball"loosely. Technically, f(Bx) need not define an open ball in/_'.
Thus we measure By with • volume measure below in (29). The Open Mapping Them'era in
/ realanalysis[Rudin,1974]impliesthatall boundedontolineartransformationsf map the
openballBx to someset in/F that containstheopen ballBy, wherey - jr(x). At best
wec_aonly Ice.allyapproximatemostsystemtraasformationsf as line_ transfor_xtions.)
Then wecan measurethe creativity Cs,(f) ofsystemf, giventhe stimulusball Bx,
by the volumeratio
V(By) (29)
=
where the V operator (Lebesgue measure) measures ball volume in/?' or/Lm. CB,, crude
as it is, captures many intuitions. It also resembles a spectral transfer function.
JO
Considerthe extrenmcasesof infiniteand zerocreativity.Fora fixednondegenerate
responseball By, as timstim,lus ballBx contractsto x, tile creativity measureCs,(f)
increasesto infinity.(The point x has zerovolume.)CB.(f) also increasesto infinityif
the stimulusballis constantandnondegeneratebut the responseballBy expandswithout
boundas its radiusapproadlesinfinit.y,in bothcasesan infinitelycreativesystememits
infinitelymanyresponse_whenpresentedwith,inthefirst,case,a vanishinglysmallnumber
of stimulior, in the secondcase,_.fixedset of stimuli.
Infinitecreativityneednot representinfiniteproblemsolving.The reinfordngenviron-
ment selects"solutions"fromourvariedorcreativeresponses.Mostcreativesolutionsare
impractical.Wecan emit creativeresponseswithoutsolvingproblemsor contributingto
ourgenetic fitness.Sometime,wecall theseresponses_art"or _play."
At the other extreme,zerocreativityoccurswhentile responseballBy vanishesor
whenthe stimulusballexpandswithoutboundas its radiusgrowsto infinity.'In the first
case the systemf is a constantfunction.It mapsall stimuliin Bx to a singlevaluey in
/P. Such an f is _dumb"or "dull.w In the secondcase, foran infinite-radiustimulus
ballBx, the stimulioverwhelmthe system'sresponserepertoire.Suchsystem,resemble
O dassiealpattern-recognitiondevicesthat aresensitiveonlyto well-defined,well-centered
patterns(faces,zipcodes,bar codes).
..... Smallvariationsin inputprovidethe simplestnovelstimuli.The physicalor cultural
environmentmayprodacethese variations.Orwemaysystematicallyproducethemas
gristforouranalyticalmill.Wemayvarystimulitosolvea crosswordpuzzle,to fitphysical
variablesto astronomicaldata, orto formulateandresolvea mathematicalconj.e_ure.
Weareall forward-lookingcreatures.Wetendnot to seethe gradualcausalchainsthat
precedeoureveryaction,idea,andinnovation.EvenBeet.hoven'sFifthSymphonyappears
lessa discontinuitywhenweexamineBeethoveen'snotebooksand a varietyof preceding
r
musicalcompositionsbyhimand byother composers.
Variationandselectiondrivebiologicalandculturalevolution. Physicaland cultural
environmentsdrivethe selectionprocess. Functioncontinuity,and other factors,drive
variation.
Natureand manexperimentwith localvariationsofinput parameters.This_enerates
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local variations of output parameters. Then selection processes filter the new outputs.
Morc accurately, they filter the corr_ponding new systems. We call the new systems
_winncrs" or "fit" if they pass through tile selection filters, "losers_ or "unfit" if thcy do
not pass through.
Variation and solcction rates may vary, especially ovcr long stretches of geological or
cultural time. Different perturbed processes unfold at difl'e_entspeeds. So some evolu-
t!onary stretches appear more _punctuated" than others [Gould, 1980]. This means some
measures of change--ultimately time derlvatives--are nonlinear. It does not mean that
the underlying input-output functions are discontinuous.
Learning as Change ....
i.
• . Intelligent systems also learn or adapt. They learn new associations, new patterns, new
functional dependencies. They sample the flux of experience and encode new information.
They compress or quantize the sampled flux into a small, but statistically represeatative,
set of prototypes or exemplars. Sample data change,_system parameters.
_,_earning" and "adaptation" are linguistic gl[_ from antiquity. They simply mean
parameter change. The parameters may be numerical weights in an inner-product sum,
average neurotransmitter release rates at synaptic junctions, or gene (alleile) frequencies
at chrorrs3sonalloci in populations.
"Learning" usually applies to.synaptic changes in brains or nervous systems, coefficient
changes in estimation or control algorithms or devices, or resistor changes in analJg VLSI
circaitry. Sometimes we synonyn_usly apply %daptation" to the same changing param-
eters. In evolutionary theory %daptation" applies to positive changes in gene frequencies
[WiLson, 19751.
In all cases learning means change. Formally,a system learns if and only if the system
parameter vector or matrix has a nonzero time derivative. In neural networks we usually
represent the synaptic web by an adjacency or connection matrix M of numerical synzptic
values. Then learning is any change in any synaps_
O
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Wecan learn wdlor learnbadly.Butwecannotlearnwithout changing,and wecannot
dlangewithout learning.
Learninglawsdescribetile synapticdynamicalsystem,how the system encodesin-
formation.They determinehow the synaptic-webprocessunfoldsin time as the system
samplesnewinfocma_ion.Thisshowsonewaythat neuralnetworkscomputewithdynam- L
ical systems. Neuralnetworksalso identifyneuralactivitywithdynamicalsystems.This
allowsthe systemsto decodeinformation. __---
Inprinciplewecan harnessany dynamicalsystemto encodeanddecodesomeinforma-
tion. Wecan viewa kineticswirlofmolecules,ajointpopulationoflynxesandrabbits,and ,-
a solarsystem as systemsthat transforminputstates to outputstates. Initialconditionsi
and perturbationsencodequestions.-Transientbehaviorcomputesanswers. Equilibri-
um behaviorprovidesanswers. In the extremecasewecan even_iewthe universeas a
dynamical-systa_n"computen"A godlikeentity mxychooseBig-Banginitialconditions, -
and thereaxe infinitelymany,to encodecertaininformationor to askcertainquestions.
The dynamicalsystemcomputesas the universeexpandstransiently.Uni_ equilibri-
O um behaviorcouldrepresenthe computationaloutput:a heat-deathpatternor perhaps if
a periodicor chaoticoscillationof expansionandcontraction. __ .k
Considerrno_ng a lawnofgreengrass.Themower"teaches"the lawntheshort-grass _
pattern. The lawnconsistsofa paraUdfieldofgrassblades.Grassbladeslearnwhatthey ":
arecut. The lawnbehavesas a semi-permanent,yetplastic,informationstoragemedium.
It toleratesfaultsanddistributescat patternsoverlargenumbersof parallelunits. We -__
can mowour namein the lawn,and reador decodeit froma rooftop.In principlewecan
encodeall knowninformationin a sufficientlybiglawn. Eventuallythe lawnwill forget __o
this informationif wedonot resamplecomparabledata, if wedo no4re-mowthe lawnto
a similarshape. ------
Ultimatelylearningprovidesonlya meansto somecomputationalend. Neuralnetworks ....
learn patternsor functionsor probabilitydistributionsto recognizefuturepatterns,filter
i
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future inFut streams of data, or solve future combinatorial optimization problems. Fuzzy
systems learn associative rules to estimal.e functions or control systems. We climb the
ladder of learning and kick it away when we reach the roof of computation. We care how
the learnedparameterperformsin somecomputationalsystem,not how it waslearned, __
just as weapplaudthe pianorecitalandnot thepracticesessions.
Neural and fuzzy systems ultimately learn some unknown probability (subsethood)
functionp(x). The probabilitydensityfunctionp(x) describesa distributionof vector
patterns or signals x, a few of which the neuralor fuzzy system samples. Whena neuralor
fuzzysystemestimatesa functionf : X --4Y, it ineffectestimatesthe jointprobability
densityp(x, y). Thensolutionpoints(x, f(x)) shouldresidein high-probabilityregions ....
of the input-output product space X x Y.
Wedo not need to learnif weknowp(x). We could proceed directly to our computa-
tional task withtechniquesfromnumericalanalysis,combinatorialoptimization,calculus -.
ofvariations,oranyothermathematicaldiscipline.The needto learnvariesinverselywith
the quantity of informationor knowledge.
I" Sometimesthe patternsdusterinto exhaustivederisionclassesD_,..., D_. The deal- -
' siondass_ maycorrespondto high-probabilityregionsor "mountains."(If thepattern _.
O vectorsaxe two-dimensional,thenp(x) definesa hilly surfacein three-dimensionalspace
/;_.) Then class boundariescorrespondto low-probabilityregionsor "valleys"on the
probabilitysurface.
Supervisedlearningusesclass-membershipinformation.Unsupervisedlearningdoes
not. An unsupervisedlearningsystemprocesseseachsamplex but doesnot "know"that
x belongsto class Di andnot to class Di. Unsupervisedlearningusesunlabelleds_ples. _j_
Neithersupervisednor unsupervisedlearningsystemsassumeknowledgeof theunderlying
probabilitydensityfunctionp(x).
Supposewe want to train a speech-recognitionsystem at an internationalairport. _--
Wewant the Germanlightbulbto lightupwhensomeonespeaks Germanto the speech- _-
recognitionsystem,the Hindilightbulbto lightupwhensomeonespeaksHindi,and soon.
The systemlearnsas wefeedit trainingwaveformsor spectrograms. - ....-.. --. .
Wesupervisethe learningif welabeleachtrainingsampleas German,liindi,Japanese,
O etc. We may do this to compute an error. If the English lightbuib lights up for a German :
sample, we may algorithmically punish the system for tills misclassification.
An unsupervised system learns only from the raw training samples. Wc do not indicate
language class laJ_ls. Unsupervised systems adaptively cluster like patterns with like paL-
terns. The specch-rccognition system gradually clumps German speech patterns together.
In competitive learning, for instance, tile system learns class centroids, ccnters of pattern
llta,_.
Unsupervised learning may seem difficult and unreliable. But most learning is unsu-
pervised, since we do not know accurately the labels of most sample data, especially in
realtime processing. Every second our biological synapses learn without supervision oa a
single pass of noisy data.
SYMBOLS VS. NUMBERS: RULES VS. PRINCIPLES
We all share another property: We cannot articulate the mathematical rules that de- :
scribe, if not govern, our behavior. We can ask a violinist how she plays, and she can tell
O us. But her answer will not be a mathematical function. In general her answer will tot
enable us to reproduce her behavior.
All lifeforms recognize vast numbers of patterns. The most primitive patterns relateto .....
how an organism forages, avoids predators, and reproduces [Wilson, 1975].
On this planet only man articulates rules, and he articulates very few. We articulate
somerulesin grammar,commonlaw,and science(_physicalaws"). Yetallournatmal
languages,living and dead,and all our systemsof law haveculturallyevolvedwithout
consciousdesignand not in accordwitharticulatedprinciples[Hayek,1973].To some "
extent this also holds forour accumulatedknowledgeof medical,biological,andsodal
science.
- Therehavebeenexceptions,and theexceptionshavehelpedcreatethefieldofartifidal
intelligence.Last centurylinguistsdevelopedthe articulatedlanguageEsperanto-Mathe-
- maticianGiuseppePeanosimilarlydevisedthe languagelnterlingaa-Afewfansstill learn
O and speak .EsperanLoand lnlertingua,but farfewerspeak them than speak Latin. This
centurycomputerscientists haveconsciouslycreatedthemanycomputerprogramminglan-
guages. Today programmcrs[rcquentlyuse C, Pascal,andeven Fortran,and infrcquently
use Algol andJovial.
Computer scientistsdeveloped artificialintelligencein large partaround the computer
languageLisp, or list processing,and morerecentlyaround Prolog,or logic programming.
' Lispand Prolog proc_ symbols and lists of symbols. Symbolic logic, the bivalentpropo-
sitionMand predic.a_ calculi,underliestheir proc.e_ingstructur_ " ....
Expert System Knowledge as Rule Trees -,
AI systemsstoreand processpropositionalrules. The rulesare logicalimplications:
IF A, THENB. They associateactionsB withconditionsA. The rule antecedentsand
consequenLscorrespondto stepfunctionsdefinedon theiruniversesof discourse.Onepart
of the inputspaceactivatesor _fizes"A as true,andthe otherpartdoesnot actival_A-
Collectionsof rulesdefine"knowledgebases"ot "rulehases."The ruleA _ B local-
O ly structuresthe knowledgeof A and B as a logicalimplication.The knowledgebase
globallystructuresthe rulesas an acyclictree(orforest).The logical-implicationpaths
A -' consequents The term knowledgebasestems fromthe computer-scientifictermnodes: -' ¢ -" D _ --- flo_'fromthetree'srootnodesor antec dentsto its leaf
dalabase.Becauseof the treestructureof knowledgebases,wemightmoreaccuratelycall
themknowledgetrees. Chapter4 discussesfuzzycognitivemaps, whichusefeedb_.kand
vector-matrixoperationsto convertknowledgetreesto knowledgenetworks.
Knowledgeengineerssearchthe knowledgetree to enumeratelogicalpaths. Path
enumerationdefinesthe inferenceprocess. Forward-chaininginferenceproceedsfrom
knowledge-treeantecedentsto consequents.Backward-chaininginferenceproceedsfromForward-chaining
• o
_, consequentsor observationsto plausibleantecedentsor hvpothes_.
inferenceanswerswhat-ifquestion.It deriveseffectsfromcauses. Backward-chainingin-
ferenceanswerswhyor how-comequestions.Itsuggestscaus_ forobservedeffects-path- __
/ I
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enumerationcomplexityincrcasesnonlincarlywiththe numberof rulesstorc_. Realtime
path enumeration in large knowledgetreesmay be combinatorially prohibitive, requiring
heuristic or approximate seardl strategies [Pearl, 1984].
Knowledge engineers acquire, store, and process the bi,-alent rulesas symbols, not as
numerical entities. This often allows knowledge engineersto rapidly acquire structured
knowledge from experts and to efficiently processit. But it forces experts to articulate
thepropositionalrulesthat approximatetheirexpertbehavior,and thistheycanrarelydo.
Symbolic vs. Numeric Processing
Symbolicprocessingfits naturallyin the brain-as-computerf amework. Language
stringsmodelthoughtsorshorttermmemory.Rulesandrelationsbetweenlanguagestrings
modellongtermmemory.Programmingreplaceslearning.Logicalinferencereplacestime
evolutionand nonlineardynamics. Feedforwardflowthrough knowledgetrees replaces
feedback equilibria-
But we cannottake the derivativeof a symbol. Werequirea suffidentlycontinuous
O function. Symbolprocessingprecludesmathematicalanalysisin the traditionalsenses
of engineeringand the physicalsdences. The symbolicframeworkallowsus to quickly
representstructuredknowledgeas rules,butpreventsus fromdirectlyapplyingthe toolsof
numericalmathematicsandfromdirectlyimplementingAIsystemsin large-scaleintegrated
circuits.
Figure 1.5 providesa taxonomyof model-freestimators.The taxonomydiviclesthe
knowledgetype into structured (rule-like)and unstructuredtypes and dividesthe frame-
workintosymbolicornumeric.Allentriesdefinemodel-free stimatorsbecauseusersneed
notstate howoutputs mathematicallydependon inputs.
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FIGURE 1.5 Taxonomy o[ model-freeestimators. User need not state how
system outputs explicitly depend on input_
Figure 1.5 outlines the advantages and disadvantages of machine-intelllgent _T_tema.
AI expert systems exploit structured knowledge, when knowledge engineers can acquire it,
but store and process it outside the analytical and computational numerical framework.
Neural networks exploit their numerical frameworkwith theorems, efficient numerical
algorithm% and analog and digital VLSI implementations. But neural networks cannot
directly encode structured knowledge. They superimpose several input-output samples
(xt, yt), (x2, y2), ---, (xm, x=) on a black-box web of synapses. Unless we check all
input-output cases, we do not know what the neural system has learned, and in general
we do not know what it will forget when it superimposes new samples (xk, yk) atop the
old. We cannot directly encode the commonsense traffic-light rule =If traffic is heavy in
one direction, keep the light green longer in that direction._ Instead we must preseat
the system with a sufficiently large set of input-output pairs, combinations of numerical
trafl_c-denslty measurements and green-light duration measurements.
(
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Fuzzy Systems as Structured Numerical Estimators
Fuzzysystemsdirectlyencodestructuredknowledgebutina numericalframework.We
enter the fuzzyassociation(HEAVY,LONGER)as a singleentryin a FAM-rulematrix.
Eachentrydefinesa fuzzyassociativememory(FAM)_rule"or input-outputtransbrma-
tion. In Chapter17 we discussthe fuzzycontrolof an invertedpendulum. Figure1.6
showsa bankof FAMrulessuffidentto controlan invertedpendulum.
Od NS Z PS PM
NM i_PM
Ps zNS :.-:-,"....
A0 z ;IrM:
'.P.r
PS Z NS
• PM NM
FIGURE L6 Bank of FAM rules to control an inverted pendulum. Each
entry in the FAM matrix defines a fuzzy association between output fuzzy sets
and paired input fuzzy sets.
0,A0, and v definefuzzyvariables.Fuzzyvariables0 and A0definethesystem'sstate
variables.The anglefuzzyvariable0 measuresthe anglethe pendulumshdt makeswith
the verticalandrangesfrom-90 to 90. The angularvelocityfuzzyA0 variablemeasures
the instantaneous rate of change of angle vahtcs. In practice it measures the difference
between successive angle values. Output fuzzy vxriable u measures the current to a motor
controller that adjusts the penduhml shaft.
Each fuzzy variable can assume five fuzzy-get values: Hegative Medium (HM), Negative
Small (NS), Zero (ZE), Positive Small (PS), and Positive Medium (PM). The entry at the
centcr of the FAM matrix dcfines the steady-state FAM rule: _IF 0 = ZE AND A0
= ZE, TItEbl o = ZE."
We usually define the fuzzy-set _lues NM, ..., PM as trapezoids or triangles over
regions of the real line. For the fuzzy angle vaxiable 0, we can define ZE as a narrow
triangle centered at the zero value in the interval [-90, 90!. Then the angle value 0 be-
longs to the fuzzy set ZE to degree 1. The angle values 3 and -3 may belong to ZE only to
degree 0.6. Fisure 1.7 shows seven trapezoidal fuzzy-set values assumed by fuzzy variable 0.
i
_ o 3 +
FIGURE 1.7 Seven trapezoidalfuzzy-set_ues assumedby fuzzyvariable
0. Each valueof 0 belongs to each fuzzyset to some, but usuallyzero, degree.
The exact value 3 belongs to the zero fuzzynumberZE to degree 0.6, to the
positive small fuzzy number PS to degree .2. and to positlvc medium PM to
(
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degreeO. " -
Fuzzy systemsallow usersto articulate lingusiticF^M rules by entcrlng vMucsin a
FAM matrix.Once a fuzzyengineerdcfincsvariablesand fuzzysets,theengineercan
dcsigna prototypefuzzysysteminminutes.
Chapter17showsthata largeneural-typematrixencodeseachFAM rule.When fuzzy
variablesa sumefuzzysubsetsoftherealine,aswhenwe defineZE asa trianglec ntered
about0,thentheseassociativematriceshaveuncountablyinfinitedimension.Thisendows
eachFAM rulewithrichstructureand "memorycapacity._ FAM systemsdo notadd these
matrices together, which avoids neural-type crosstalk.
A virtual representation scheme allows us to exploit the coding and capacity proper-
tics of these infinite matrices without actually writing them down. This holds for binary
input-output FAMs (BIOFAMs), which includes all fuzzy systems used in commercial a@-
plications. BIOFAMs accept nonfuzzy scalar inputs, such as O = 15 and A_ = -10,
and generate nonfuzzy scalar outputs, such as v = -3.
:0 Generating Fuzzy Rules With Product-Space Clustering
Neural networks can adaptively generate the FAM rules in a fuzzy system. We illustrate
this in Chapters 17 - 20 with the new technique of unsupervised product-space clustering.
Synaptic vectors quantize the input-output space. Clustered synaptic vectors track how
experts associate appropriate responses with input stimuli. Each synaptic duster .estimates
a FAM rule. The experts who generate the input-output data need not articulate the FAM
rules, They need only behave as experts. The key geometric idea is cluaer equa!s rule.
Consider the input-output product space of the inverted-pendulum system. There are
two input variables and one output variable, so the input,output product space equals R3
(in practice a three-dimensional sub-cube within R°). Each input-output triple (0, A0, v)
defines a point in R 3. The time evolution of the inverted-pendulum system defines a
smooth curve or trajectory in iRa. As the fuzzy system stabilizes the inverted pendulum
to its vertical position, the trajectory may spiral into the origin of/_, where the above
@
> • ( steady-state FAM rule keeps the system in equilibrium until perturbed.
'Each fuzzy variable can assume five fuzzy subsets of the z, y, or z coordinate axes of
1_. The Cartesian product of these fuzzy subsets defines 125 [5 × 5 x 5) FA^f cells in the
input-outputproductspaceRa. Most systemtrajectoriespassthroughonlya few FAM
cells. We show in Chapter 17 that these FAM cells equal FAM rules because the FAM
cellsequalfuzzycartesianproducts,andtileuncountablyinfiniteentriesin theassociative
matricescorrespondto thesecartesianproducts.So FAMruleequalsassociative(fuzzy
: Hebb)matrix,whichequalsfuzzycartesianproduct,whichequals FAMcell.
Unsupervisedneuralclusteringalgorithmsefficientlytrackthe densityof input-output
samplesin FAMcells.Weneedonlycount thenumberofsynapticvectorsin eachFAMcell
at any instant toestimate,and to weight,the underlyingFAMrulesusedby theexpertor
physicalprocessthatgeneratestheinput-outputdata.Thisproducesan adaptivehistogram
of FAM-celloccupation. Chapters17 - 20 apply the adaptiveproduct-space,clustering
methodologyto inverted-pendulumcontrol,backingup a truck-and-trailerin a parking
lot, and realtimetargettracking.
( Suppose a system contains n fuzzy variables, and each fuzzy variable can assume m
'O fuzzy-setvalues.Thisdefinesm= FAMcellsinthe input-outputproductspaceR=. Differ-
entfuzzyvariablescan assumedifferentypesanddifferentmunbersoffuzzy-setvariables.
So in gene.z:althere are mt x ... x m, FAM cells. Suppose n = m -- 3. Suppose
the fuzzysets arelow,mediun.,and highand haveboundedextent.Then a Rubik'scube
representsthe input-outputproductspacepartitionedinto 27FAMcellsif the fuzzysets
do not overlap.In generalFAMcellshavenonemptybut fuzzyintersection.
If wedefinen fuzzyvariables,eachwithm fuzzy-setvalues,then thereare 2m"p_r_sible
fuzzysystems. Expertarticulation,fuzzyengineering,and adaptiveestimationproduce
-- onlya smallfractionof the total number2""of possiblefuzzysystems. Differentfuzzy-set
- definitionsand differentencodingor decodingstrategies(_inferencing_ techniques)pro-
ducedifferentclassesof 2=- possiblefuzzysystems.
(
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Fuzzy Systems as ParallelAssociators _--"
Fuzzysystemsstoreandproce_FAMrulesin parallel.Mathematicallya fuzzysystem
mapspointsin an inputproducthypercube(possiblyofinfinitedimension)to pointsin an
output hypercube.Fuzzysystemsassociateoutput fuzzysetswithinput fuzzysets, andso
behaveas associativememories.Unlikeneuralassociativememories,fuzzysystemsdonot
sum tile associativematricesthat representFAMrules. Neuralndaxrrkssum throughputs.
Fuzz'j_stcms sum outputs.
Summingoutputs avoidscrosstalkand achievesmodularity.Wecan meaningfullylook
insidethe blackboxof fuzzymodel-freestimator.Figure 1.8displaysthe genericfuzzy
systemarchitecturefor a single-input,single-outputFAMsystem-
FIGURE 1.8 Fuzzysystem architecture. The systemmaps input fuzzy
sets A to output fuzzysets B. The systemstoresseparate FAMrulesand in
-" parallelfireseachFAMrule to somedegreeforeachinput. Expertsoradaptive
@
- algorithms determine the FAM-rule weights wj. Experts may use only toj = 1
(articulates rule) or wj = 0 (omits rule). C,entroidal output converts fuzzy-set
vector B to a scalar. In DIOFAM systems A defines a unit binary vector or
delta pulse.
Fury inferencecomputestheoutputfuzzysets8_,weightshemwiththescalarweights
to/, and sums them to producetheoutputfuzzyset B:
e = toJ (31)
J
In principlein (31) wesumoverall m"possibleFAMrulessince mostruleshaveweight
to; -- 0. Chapter 1"/discussesthe mechanismof the two types of fuzzyinference,
correlation-productand correlation-minimuminference.
Adaptivefaz_ s!lstemsusesampledata andneuralor statisticalalgorithmsto choose
the coefficientstoj and thusto definethe fuzzysystemat eachtime instant. Adaptation
changesthe systemstructure.Geometrically,a time-varyingbetween-cubemappingdefines
an adaptivefuzzysystem.In thesimplestcase,if the inputftmzysetsdefinepointsin the
'@ unit hypetcubeI", and theoutputfuzzysetsdefinepointsinthe unit hypercabe13',then
transformationS definesa fuzzysystem if S mapsI" to I', S : I" _ P. Then S
associatesfuzzysubsetsof the output spaceY with fuzzysubsetsof the input spaceX.
SoS(A) = B. S definesan adaptivefuzzysystemif S changeswith time:
as (_)
: _7_ ° -
i BIOFAMsystemsconvertthe vectorB intoa singlescalaroutput valuey E Y. We
: call this processdefuzzification,althoughto defuzzifya fuzzyset formallymeansto round
it offfromsomepointina unit hypercubeto thenearestbit-vectorvertex. Fuzzyengineersi
sometimescomputey as the modeV,_ of the B distribution,
i ms(y.,--) = _p {me(y):y E Y} (33)
me denotes the fuzzy membership function me : Y ---" [0, 11that assigns fit values or
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occurrence degrees to the elements of Y. if the output space Y equals a finite set of values (. ;
{!/I, ---, gp}, as in some computer discrctizations, then we can replace the suprcmum in
(33) with a maximum:
,,_8(y,.....)"-" m_ _8(yj) , (34)J
Tlnemorepopularcentroidaldefuzzificationtechniqueusesall, andonly, the infor-
mation in the fuzzydistributionB to compute!/as the centroidt7or centerof massof
B:
f=y roB(y)dy
, (35)
17= /_ ma(v),_y
providedthe integralsexist. In practicewe restrictfuzzysubsetsto finite_tretchesof
the realline. InChapter19we provethat if the fuzzyvariablesassumeonlysymmetric
trapezoid-likefuzzy-setvalues,then(35)reducestoa simplediscreteratio.Thenuaz_ator
anddenominatorcontainonlym products.Thisdiscretecentroidtrivialisesthe computa-
tionalburdenof defuzzificationandadmitsdirectVLSIimplementation.
Figure 1.8 andequation (31) additlvely combine the weighted fuzzy _ts/_j. Eaxlle_
fuzzy systems [Mamdani, 1977] combined output fuzzy sets with palrwise maxima. Unfor-
tunately, the maximum combination technique,
B = max min(toj, ffi) , (36)3 -
. basedupontheso-called"extensionprinciple_ofclassicalfuzzytheory[Klir,1988],tendsto
producea uniformdistributionforB as the numberofcombinedfuzzysets increases[Kosko,
19871.A uniformdistributionalwayshas the samemodeand centroid.So, ironically,as
the numberof FAMrulesincreases,systemsensitivitydecreases.
The additivecombinationtechnique(31)tendsto invokethe fuzzyversionof the Cen-
tral LimitTheorem. The added fuzzy wave.formspileup to approximatea symmetric
unimodal,orbell-shaped,membershipfunction.Differentfuzzywaveformsproducesimi-
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C lady .shapcdoutput distributions B but centered about different plar.esow tile reaJ line- We
consistently observe this tcadency towards a Gaussian membership function after summing
only a few fuzzy wavcforms. (TcchnicMly the CLT requires normMization by the square-
root of the number of summed wavcforms. Equation (31) does not normalize B because,
for dduzzifieation, we care only about the relative values in B, tile relative degrees of
occurrence of output vaJues-)
The maximum combination technique (36) forms the envelope of the weighted fuzzy
sets B_j. Then B resembles the silhouette of a desert-full of sand dunes. As the number of
sand dunes increa.ses, the silhouette becomes flatter. The additive combination technique
(31) piles the sand dunes atop one other to form a sand mountain.
Fuzzy inference allows us to reason with sets as if they were propositions. The virtuM-
representation scheme for FAM rules greatly simplifies the fuzzy inference process if we use
exact numerical inputs. Figure 1.9 illustrates the FAM (correlation-minimurq) inference
procedure derived in Chapter 17. We can apply this inference procedure in parallel to any
number of FAM rules with any number of antecedent fuzzy-vaxiable conditions.
O \
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- FIGURE 1.9 FAMinferenceprocedure. The fuzzy system convertsthe .....
,_ numerical inputs, 0 = 15 and A0 = -10, into the numerical output v = -3. _-
Since the FAM rule, combine the antecedent terms with AND, the smaller ._
of the two fit value, scales the output fuzzy set. If the FAM rule, combined :
antecedents disjunctivelywith OR, the largerof the fit value, wouldscale the
output fuzzy set. _ -
Fuzzy Systems as Principle-Based Systems
AI expert systems chainthroughrules. Inferenceproceedsdown, or up, brancheso[
a decision tree. Except forchess trees or other gametrees, in practicethese search trees --_
are wider than they are deep. Shallow trees (or forests) can exagg_'ate the all-or-none _:
effect of bivalent propositional rules. Relative to deeper trees, shallow trees use a smaller --
.proportion of their stored knowledge when they inference. They arc noninteractive.
-__
Fuzzy systems are shallow but fully interactive. Every inference fires every FAM rule,
itself a fuzzy expert system, to some degree. A similar property holds for the feedback
fuzzycognitivemapsdiscussedin Chapter4. __
Consideran A!judgeand a fuzzyjudge. Opposingcounselpresentthe sameevidence -
and testimonyto both judge*. The AI judgeroundsoffthe truth valueof everykey .-.
statementor allegedfact to TRUEor FALSE(1 or0), opensa rulebook,usesthe true .
statementsto activateor choosetile antecedentsofsomeofthe rules,then logicallychains _: -'
throughthe ruletreeto reachadccision.AmoresophisticatedAIjudgemaychainthrough ..
the ruletreewith uncertainty-factoralgorithmsorheuristicsearchalgorithms. :--
The fuzzyjudgeweightsthe evidenceto differentdegrees,saywith fractionalvaluesin
the unit interval[0,1]. Thefuzzyjudgedoesnotusea rulebook. Insteadthe fuzzyjudge :
dO.erminesto whatdegreethe fuzzyevidenceinvokesa largeset of vaguelegalprinciples.
The fu.-zzyjudgemaycitecaseprecedentsto enundatetheseprinciplesorto illustratetheir -'-
relativeimportance.The fuzzyjudgereachesa decisionbycombiningthesefuzzyfacts --7-
and fuzzy prindples in an unseen act of intuition or judgement. If pressed, the fuzzy judge
may defend dr explain the decision by citing the salient facts and relevant legal principles,
O precedents,and perhapsrules.Ingeneralthefuzzyjudgecannotarticulatean exactlegal
audit trailof the decisionprocess.
The dist,inctionbetweenthe AI judge and the fuzzyjudge reducesto the distinction
betweenrulesand principles.Recentlylegal theorists[Dworkin,1968-77;Hayek.19731 _ _
have focusedon this distinctionand challengedtheearlier"positivist_ legaltheoriesof law
as articulatedrules[Kelsen,1954;Hart,1961].
Rules,_'_Dworkin119_1says, apply _in an all-or-nonefashion._ Principles%ave ....
a dimensionthat rulesdo not--the dimensionof weightor importance,_ and the court
"citesprinciplesas its justificationforadoptingandapplyinga new rule-= Palesgreatly
outnumberprinciples.Principlesguidewhilerulesspecify: -__.
___~.
!
_" "Only rulesdictate results,come what may. When a contraryresult has been (_._.) ....
O reached,the rule has bccn abandonedor changed.Principlesdo not workthat ---
way;they inclinea decisionone way,thoughnot condusively,and they survive -,
intact when they do not prevail." --
Rules tend to be blackor white. They abruptlycome into and out of existence. We
post ruleson signs, vote on them as propositions,andsend them in memos: must be 18
to vote, open from8 am to 5 pro, $500 fineforlittering,officeterm lasts fouryears, can
take only five sickdays a year, and so on. Rulescomeandgo as cultureevolves.
Principlesevolveas cultureevolves. Most legalprinciplesin the UnitedStates grewout
of medeval British common law. _ year their characterchangesslightly, adaptively, .....
as we apply them to novel circumstances. These principlesrange from very abstract
principles,such as presumptionof innocenceor freedomof contract, to more behaviorali
principles, such as that no one can profit froma crimeor youcannotchallengea contract _
if you acqv: _seto it and act on it.
Each pnnciple admits a spectrum of exceptions. In each case a principleholds only
to some, often slight, degree.Judges cite case precedentsin effectto estimate the current
"- wright of prindples. All the prindples "hangtogether_ to some degreein each decision,
just as all the fuzzyrules (principles)in Figure1.5contributeto somedegreeto the final
'O inferenceor decision.
' We often call AI expert systems rule-based systems because they consist of a bank
or forest of propositional rules and an _inferenceengine"for chaining through the rules.
- The rule in rule-basedemphasizes the articulated,expertlyprecisenature of the-stored
7 knowledge.
The AI precedentand modern legal theorysuggest that we should call fuzzy systems
principle-based systems. The fuzzy rules or principlesindicate how entire clumps of
output spaces assodate with dumps of input spaces. IndeedFAMrules often behaveas
, partial derivatives. Many appfi'cationsrequireonly a few FAM rules for smooth system
controlor estimation. In general AI rule-based systems wouldrequirevastly more precise
_- rules to approximatethe same system performance.
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Adaptive fuzzy systems u._e neural (or statistical) techniques to abstract fuzz}"prin-
_-./ dplcs from sampled ca.s_ and to gradually refinethose principles a.s the system samples
new cgs_. The process rcc_zmblcsour everyday acquisition and refinement of commonsense
knowledge. Future machine-intelligent systems may match, then someday exceed, our a-
bility to learn and apply the fuzzy commonsense knowledge--knowledge we can articulate
only rarely and inexactly--that we use to run our lives and run our world.
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(- PROBLEMS#
1. Lukasiewicz'scontinuousor "fuzzy" logic (Lt logic) usesa continuous-valuedtruth
function t : S ---* [0, l] defined on the set S of statements. Lukasicwicz defined
the generalized conjunction (AND), disjunction (OR), negation (NOT) operators
respectively as
t(AAND B) = min(/(A),t(B)) ,
I(AORB) = max(/(A),t(B)) ,
/(NOT-A) = 1 - t(A) ,
for statements A and B. Prove the generalized noncontradiction-excluded-middle
law:
t(AAND .-,A) % I(AOR ,--A) -- I
Thisequalityimpliesthattheclassicalbivalentlawofnoncontradiction,t(AAND -_
A) = 0,holdsifandonlyiftheclassicalbivalentlawofexcludedmiddle,t(AOR _-
A) = l,holds.Notethatinthecaseofbivalent_para_lox,"when t(A)= t(NOT-A),
theequalityreducestotheequalityI/2 % I/2 = I.
2.Let t : S _ [0,I]be a continuousor _fuzzy_ truthfunctionon thesetS
of statements.DefinetheLu'kasiewiczmplicationperatoras thetruthfunction
Q.(A ----, B) -- min(1, ! - t(A) % I(B)) for statements A and B. Then prove the
following generalized fuzzy madffi ponens inference rule:
i .
tL(A ---. B) = c i
t(A) >_ .
Therefore t(B) >_ max(O, a + c--I)
Hence if/(A) = tr.(A _ B) = I, then t(B) = 1, which generalizes classical
/
bivalent modus .t_onen.s.
3. Usethe continuouslogicoperationsin Problem2 to provetile followinggeneralized
fuzzymodustolleusinferencerule:
tt.(A --. B) = c
t(B) <_ b
B
Therefore t(A) <_ rain(l, 1-c + b)
Hence if tL(A ---* B) = 1 and t(B) = O,then t(A) = O,whichgeneralizes
classicalbivalentmodustollens.
4. Definethe Gainesimplicationoperatoras
---. B) = / min(l, t(B)lt(A)) if t(A) > 6LG(A t 1 if t(A) = 0
Usethe GainesimplicationoperatortG(A_ B) to derivegeneralizedfuzzymodus
ponensand modustollensinferencerules.Theconclusionof the inferencerulesshould
differfromthe conclusionsof the inferencerulesin Problems2 and 3.
5. Exclusive-or(XOR) equalsnegatedlogicallyequivalence:
150
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t(A XOR B)= l-t(A=O)
F.,quivalcnccequals biconditionality. Rivalcnt statements arc equivalent if and only
if tile two statements have the same truth values. So the exclusive-or relation holds
between two bivalent statements if and only if the two statements have oppositc
truth values.
Fuzzy statements can be equivalent to different degrees. But equivalence still equals
biconditionality:
I(A=B) -- l((A ----, B) AND(B _ A))
i
Provethat if weuse the Lukasiewiczimplicationoperator,then exclusive-orequals
the absolutedifference(or 11or fuzzyHammingdistance)of the truth valuest(A)
( and t(B):
t_ tt.(a XOR B) = It(A)- t(B)l
6. Set X containsn dements zt, ..., zn. SoX contains2" nonfuzzysubsetsA. Define
the bivalentindicatorfunctionIx of nonfuzzysetA as
I if zi E AIa(zi) / 0 if x, q" A
So/a definesthe mappingla : X _ {0, 1}.
Supposeweextendla toa multivaluedmappingbyaugmentingitsrangefrom{0, 1}
to {Itt,...,V-},wherey_ = O,V= = l, andO < Vi < 1 if 1 < j < m.
Then/,4 defines the mapping la : X _ {Itt, ..., V=}- How many multivalued
_.
(
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.. subsetsdoesX have?In tile 2-dimensionalcase,X = {zt, z2}, drawthe planar
latticethat describesthe multi-dimensionalpowersetof X, all its multi-dimensional
(.2
subsets,whenm = 3, and whenm = 5.
7. Considertile discrcte dynamical system
mk+! = f(xk)
= cz,(l - zk) ,
for x values in [0, 1]and 0 < c _< 4. Manydynamicalsystemstransitioninto
chaosas weincreasea controlorgain parameter,suchas c. Selectc = 3.5 anduse
the twochoicesof initialconditions,x0 = .5 and xo = .51, to generateXh...,x_o.
Plot the two trajectorieson graphpaper. Arethey aperiodic(chaotic)or periodic?
Doesa differenceof .01in initialconditionsignificantlyaffect the overallshapeof
the discretetrajectory?
Now repeat the above experiment but use the gain parameter c = 3.9 (or c = 4). No
matter howdose twoinitialconditions,in a chaoticdynamicalsystemthey always
producedivergentrajectories.Doesc = 3.9 producechaos?
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0 ( CHAPTER 16
FUZZINESS VERSUS PROBABILITY
So far as the laws o[ maU_emalics tyler to reality, they arc not certain. And so
far as they are certain, they do not refer to rvality.
i
• . . Albert Einstein
Fuzzy Sets and Systems
We now explore fuzziness as an alternative to randomness for describing uncertainty.
We develop the new sets-es-points geometric view of fuzzy sets. This view identifies a
fuzzy set with a point in a unit hypercube, a nonfuzzy ._etwith a vertex of the cube, and
a fuzzy system as a mapping between hypercubes. Chapter 17 examines fuzzy sys_mas.
Paradoxes of two-valued logic and set theory, such as Russell's paradox, correspond to
the midpoint of the fuzzy cube. We geometrically answer the fundamental questions of
fuzzy theory--How fuzzy is a fuzzy set? How much is one fuzzy set a subset of another?--
with the Fuzzy Entropy Theorem and the Fuzzy Subsethood Theorem.
We develop a new geometric proof of the Subsethood Theorem. A corollary shows that
the appaxently ptobabillsfic relative frequency _ equals the deterministic subsethood
S(X, A), the degree to which the sample space X is contained in its subset A. So the
frequencyof successfultrials equals timdegreeto whirl1all trials are successful. Weexamine
recent Bayesian polemicsagainst fuzzy theory in light of tire new sets-as-pointstheorems.
All element belongs to a fuzzy set to .somedegreein [0, i]. Au elemeut belongs to a
nonfuzzy set all or none, 1 or 0. Morefundamentally,one set is a subsetof one of the set
to some degree. Sets fuzzily contair, subseL_as wellas elements. Subsethood generalizes
elementhood. Weshall argue that subsethoodgeneralizesprobabilityas well.
FUzziness in a Probabilistic World
Is uncertainty thc same as randomness? If we are not sure about something, is it
only up to chance? Do the notions of likelihoodand probability exhaust our notions of
uncertainty?
Many people, trainedin probabilityand statistics,believes',. Someevensay so, and say
- so loudly. These voicesoften arisefrom the Bayesiancamp ofstatistics, whereprobabili:ts
viewprobabilitynot as a frequencyor otherobjectivetestable quantity, butas a subjective
aate of knowledge.
Bayesian physicist E. T. Jaynes [1979]says that "any method of inferencein which/
we represent degreesof plausibility by real numbers, is necessarilyeither equivalent to
Laplace's [probability],or inconsistent." He claims physicist1LT. Cox [1946]has proven
this as a theorem,a claim weexaminebelow.
. Morerecently,Bayesianstatistician DennisLindley[1987]issuedan explicit challeng_
"probabilityis the only sensibledescriptionof uncertaintyand is adequateforall problems
.-
. : involvinguncertainty. All other methodsare inadequale-"
Lindley directs his challenge in large part at fuz_ theory, the theorythat a//things
\_ admit degree, but admit them deterministic.ally.We accept the probabilist's challenge
" "-. from the fuzzy viewpoint. We will defendfuzzinesswith new geometric first principles
and will question the reasonablenessand the axiomatic status of randomness. The new
view is the sets-_-poi_ vit_ [K_ko, 1987]of fuzzysets:. Ah_y set definesa point in a
unit-hypercube,and a nonfuzzyset definesa cornerof the hypercube.
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Q /( Itandomncss and fuzziness differ conceptually and thcc:-_tically. We can "llustratc"somc
differences with examples. Others we can prove with theorems, a.s we show below.
ltandomnc_s and fuzziness also share many similarities. Both systems describe uncer-
tainty with numbers in the unit interval [0, 1]. This ultimately means that both systcnm
describe uncertainty numerically. Both systems combine sets and propositions associa-
lively, commutatively, and distributively. The key distinction concerns how the systems
jointly treat a thing A and its opposite A€. Classical set theory demands A N A€ -- O,
and probability theory conforms: P(A N A€) = P(O) = O. So A t2 A€ represents a
probabilistically impossible event. But fuzziness begins when A O A € # (3.
Questions raise doubt, and doubt suggests room for change. So to commence the ex-
position, consider the following two questions, one fuzzy and the other probabilistic:
(i) Is it alwaysandeverywheretruethat A t2 A_ = O
(ii) Do we derit_eor assume the conditional probability operator
P(A n B)_ O)
P(BIA) -- P(A)
0_
......... The second question may appear less fundamental than the first question, which asks.
whether fuzziness exists. The Entropy-Subsethoo/ Theorem below shows that the first
qu_tlon reduces to the second questions: We measure the fuzziness of fuzzy set A wheat
-. we measure how much the superset A U A_ is a subset of its own subset A 13 A_, a
paradoxical relationship unique to fuzzy theory. In contrast, in probability theory the like
relationship is impossible (has zero probability): P(A f_ ACl A U A €) = P(OIXi = 0,
..... -. where X denote, the sample space or "sureevent_.
The conditioning or subsethood in the second question lies at the heart of Bayesian
. ', probabilistic systems. We may accept the absence of a first-pdndples derivation of P(B[A).
We can simplyagree to take the ratio relatienshipas an axiom. But the new sets-as-points
_- view of fuzzy sets deritw.sits conditioning operator as a theorem from first p:;.ndples. The
history of science suggests that systems that hold theorem* as axioms continue to evolve.
- The first question asks whether wecan logically or factually violate the lawof noncontra-
t
\
Q
diction--one of Aristotle's three "laws of thought" alo,ig with the laws of excluded middle,
A U A€ = X, and identity, A = A. Set fuzzin_s occt,rs when, and only when, it is
violated.Classicallogicand set theoryassumethat wccannotviolatethe lawof noncon-
tradictionor, equivalently,the lawofexcludedmiddle.This makesthe classicaltheory
blackor white. FuzzinessbeginswhereWesternlogicends--wherecontradictionsbegin.
Randomness vs. Ambiguity: Whether vs.How Much
Fuzzinessdescribese_cnlambiouity.It measuresthedegreeto whichan eventoccurs,
not whether it occurs. Randomnessdescribesthe uncertaintyoi"evelztoccurrence.An
event occursor not, and youcan bet on it. Theissueconcernsthe occurringevent: Is itL
uncertainin any way? Can weunambiguouslydistinguishthe eventfromits opposite?
Whetheran eventoccursis Urandom'.Towhatdegreeit occursis fuzzy.Whetheran
ambiguousevent occurs--aswhen wesay there is 20%chanceof light raintomorrow--
involvescompounduncertainties,the probabilityofa fuzzyevent.
O Weregularlyapply probabilitiesto fuzzyevents:smallerrors,satisfiedcustomers,A
students,sate investments,developingcountries,noisysignals,spikingneurons,dyingcells,
chargedparticles,nimbusclouds,planetaryatmospheres,galacticdusters. Weunderstand
that, at leastaroundtheedges,somesatisfiedcustomerscanbesomewhatunsatisfied,some
Astudentsmightequallybe B+students,somestarsareasmuchina galacticduster asout
of it. Eventscan transitionmoreorlesssmoothlyto theiropposites,makingclassification
hard near the midpointol"the transition. But in theory--in formaldescriptionsand in
textbooks--the eventsand theiroppositesare blackand white. A hill is a mountainif it
is at least z meters tall, not a mountainif it is one micronlessthan z in height [Quine,
19811.Everymoleculein the universeeitheris orisnot a pencilmolecule,eventhose that
hoverabout the pencil'ssurface.
Considersome furtherexamples. The probabilitythat this chaptergets publishedis
one thing. The degreeto whichit gets publishedis another. The chaptermaybe edited
,qt-
O _- in hundreds of ways. Or the essay may be marredwith typographicalerrora,a41dso on.
Qu_tion: Does quantum mechanic.sdeal with the probabilitythat an unambiguous
electron occupies spacctimc points?Ordoes it deal with the degreeto whichan electron,
or an electron smear, occursat spacctimepoints? Does 1_1_ dV measure the probability
that a random-pointelectronoccursin infinitesimalvolumedV? Or [Kosko,1990]does
it measure the degree to which a deterministicelectroncloud occurs in dV? Different
interpretation, different universe. Perhapsevenexistenceadmits degreesat the quantum
level.
Suppose there is 50%chance that there is an apple in the refrigerator(electronin a
cell). That is one state of affairs,perhapsarrivedat through frequencycalculationsor a
Bayesianstate of knowledge.Nowsupposethere is half an apple in the refrigerator.That
is another state of affairs. Both states of affairsare superficiallyequivalentin termsof
their numericaluncertainty. Yet physically,ontologically,they differ. One is_random",
the other fuzzy.
Consider parking your car in a parkinglot with painted parking spaces. You can
park in any space with some probability. Yourcar will totally occupy one space and
(_ totally unoccupyall other spaces.The probabilitynumberrellectsa frequencyhistory or
O Bayesian brain state that summarizeswhichparkingspace yourcar will totally occupy.
Alternatively,you can park in everyspace to some degree. Yourcar will partially,and
deterministically,occupy every space. In practiceyour car will occupy most spaces to
zero degree. Finally, we can use numbersin [0,1]to describe,foreach parkingspace, the
occurenceprobability of each degreeof partialoccupancy--probabilitiesof fuzzyevents.
If we assume events are unambiguous,as in balls-in-urnsexperiments, there'is no set
fuzziness. Only _randomness"remains.But when wediscussthe physicaluniverse,every
assertion of event ambiguity"or nonambiguityis an empiricalhypothesis. We habitually
overlookthis when we apply probabilitytheory Yearsof such oversighthave entrenched
the sentiment that uncertaintyis randomness,and randomnessalone. We systematical-
ly assume away event ambib"uity.We call the partially empty glass empty and call the
small number zero. This silent assumptionof universalnonamhiguityresemblesthe pre-
relativistic assumptionof an uncurveduniverse.A 13 A_ = O is the "parallelpostulate_
,
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Q ofclassicalsettheoryand logic,indeedofWesternthought. (_...:
Iffilzzinessi agemlinetypeofuncertainty,if uzzi,essexists,thephysicalconsequences
areuniversal,andthe.sociologicalconseq,enceisstartling:scientists,especiallyphysicists,
haveoverlookedan entiremode ofreality.
Fuzzinessisa typeofdcterminlstic.m ertainty.Ambiguityisa propertyofphysical
phenomena.Unlikefuzziness,probabilitydissipateswithincreasinginformation.Afterthe
fact_randomness"lookslikefiction.Yetmany ofthelawsofscienceateLimereversible,
invatiantifwe replacetimetwithtime-t.Ifwe runtheuniverseinreverseasifitwerea
videotape,wheredoestheUrandomness"go?Tilereisasmuch ambiguityaftera sample-
spaceexperimentas before.Increasinginformationspecifiesthedegreesofoccurrence.
Evenifsciencehadrunitscourseandallthefactswerein,a platypuswouldremainonly
roughlya mammal,a largehillonlyroughlya mountain,an ovalsquiggleonlyroughlyan
ellipse. FuzzinessdoesnotrequirethatGodplaysdice.
Considerthe inexactovaJin Figure16.1.Doesit makemoresenseto saythat theoval
is probablyanellipse,or that it is a fuzzyellipse?Thereseemsnothingrandomaboutthe
matter.The situationis deterministi_Allthefactsare in. Yetuncertaintyremains.The
uncert_ntyarisesfromthesimultaneousoccurrenceof twoproperties:,to someextentthe
o
O _/- inexactoval is an ellipse,and to someextentit is notan ellipse.
Figure 16.1 Inexact,oval.Whichstatementbetterdescribesthe situation:
"It is probablyandlipse"or "It is a fuzzydlipse_?
O More formally, does rex(z), the degree to which element z belongs to fuzzy set A,
equal the probability that z belongs to A? Is rnA(z) = Prob{z € A} trues Cardinality-
wise, sample spaces cannot be too big. Else a positive measure cannot be both countably
additive and finite, and thus in general cannot be a probability measure [Chung, 1974].
The space of all possible oval figures is too big, since there are more of these "titanreal
numbers. Almost all sets are too big for us to define probability measures on them, yet we
can always define fuzzy sets on them.
Probability theory is a chapter in the book of finite measure theory. Many probabilists
do not care for this classification, but they fall back upon it when defining terms [Kac,
1959]. How reasonable is it to believe that finite measure theory--ultimately, the summing
of nonnegative numbers to unity---exhaustively describes the universe? Does it really
describe any thing?
/
O Surely from tlme to time every prohabilist wonders whether probability dcscrib_ anY-
thing real. From Democritus to I'_instcin,there has been the suspicion that, as David
Ilumc [1748] put it, Uthough thcrc be no such thing as chance in the world, our ignorance
of the real cause of any cvent has the same influence on the understanding and begets a
like spccics of belief." \Vhcn wc model noisy processes by extending diffcrenLixlequations
to stochastic diffcrential equations, as in Chaptcrs 4-6, we introduce the formalism only as
a working approximation to several underlying unspecified processes, p_ocesses that pre-
sumably obey deterministic differential equations. In this sense conditional expectations
and martingale techniques might seem reasonably applied, for example, to stock options
or commodity futures phenomena, where the behavior involved consists of aggregates of
aggregates of aggregates. The same tedmiqucs seem less reasonably applied to quarks,
leptons, and void.
i
The Universe as a Fuzzy Set
The world,as Wittgenstein[19T2]observed,is everythingthat is the case. In this
spirit we can summarize the ontologicalcasefor fuzzine*s: The universe consists of all
subsets of th, univ,_e.. The onlysubsetsof the universe that are not in principle fuzzy
are the constructsof classicalmathematics.Theinteger2 belongsto the even integ,'.rs,
anddoesnotbelongto theoddornegativeintegers.Allothersets--setsofparticles,cells,
tissues,people,ideas,galaxies--inprinciplecontainelementsto differentdegrees.Their
membershipis partial,graded,inexact,ambiguous,oruncertain. " "
The sameuniversalcircumstanceholdsat thelevelof logicandtruth.Theonlyl_ically
true or falsestatements--statementsS withtruth valuet(S) in {0, 1}-are tautologies,
theorems,and contradictions.If statementS de,cribesthe universe,if S is an empirical
statement,then 0 < I(S) < I holdsbythe canonsof scientificmethodand by the lack
of a singledemonstratedfactualstatementS with t($) = 1 or t($) = 0. Philosopher
ImmanuelKant [1787]wrotevolumesin searchof factuallytrue logicalstatementsand
logicallytrue factualstatements.
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e (- Logicaltrutlldiffcrsinkindfromfactualtruth."2 -_ ! + l"has truthvalueI."Gra.ss
isgreen" has truth value[cssthan l but gre_terthan 0. Thisproducesthenlath/.niversc
crisisEinsteinlameatsinhisquoteatthebeginningofthischapter.Scientistshaveim-
poseda two-valuedmathematics,hotthroughwithlogical"paradoxes"or ;ultinomics
[Kline,1980],on a nmltivalueduniverse.LastcenturyJohn StuartMill[1843]argued
thatlogicaltruthsrepresentlimitingcasesoffactualtruths.Thisaccuratelysummarized
the truth-valuedistinctionbetween0 < t($) < I and t(S) "- 0 or t(S) = 1 but,
cast in linguisticform,seemsnot to havepersuadedmodernphilosophers.The Heisen-
berguncertainty principle,with its continuumof indeterminacy,forcedmultivaluedness
on science,though fexv\Vesternphilosophers[Quine,1981]have acceptedmultivalued-
ne_s.Lu"kasiewicz,GSdel,and Black[Rescher,1969]didaccept it and developedthe first
continuousor _fuzzy"logicandset systems.
Fuzzinessarisesfromthe ambiguityor vagueness[Black,1937]betweena thingA and
its oppositeA€. If wedonot knowA withcertainty,wedo not knowA" with certainty
either. Elseby doublenegationwewouldknowA with certainty. This ambiguitypro-
ducesnondegenerateoverlap:A 13A_ _ 0, whichbreaksthe "lawof noncontradiction."
( Equivalently,it also producesnondegeneratennderlap [Kosko,1986b]:A O A€ _ X,
e whichbreaksthe "lawofexcludedmiddle."HereX denotesthe groundsetor universeof
discourse.(Probabilisticor stochasticlogics[Gaines,1983]donot breakthese laws:P{A
and not-A) = 0 and P(A or not-A) = 1.) Formally,probabilitymeasurescannottake
fuzzysets as arguments.Wemustfirstquantize,roundoff,or defuzzifythe fuzzysets to
the nearestnonfuzzysets.
THE GEOMETRY OF FUZZY SETS: SETS AS POINTS
It helpsto see theb_metryoffuzzysetswhenwediscussfuzziness.Todatere,archers
haveoverlookedthis visualization,hstead theyh_veinterpretedfuzzysets as generalized
indicatoror membershipfunctions[Zadeh,1965],mappingsmAfrom domainX to range
[0, 1]. But functionsare hard to visualize. Fuzzy theorists [Kiir, 1988]often picture
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nlcml)crship fuuctions as two-dimensional graphs, with tile domain X represented a_ a one- _. _ j
dimensional axis. The gcm,netryof fuzzy sets involv_ both the domain X = {zt, ..., z_ }
and the range [0, 1] of mappings mA : X ----, [0, I1. Thc geo,nctry of fu_'_.ysets aids tts
when we describe fuzziness, define fuzzy concepts, and prove fuzzy theorems. Visualizing
this geometry may by itself provide the most powerfld argument for fizzziness.
An odd question reveals the geometry of fuzzy sets: What does the fuzzy power set
F(2X), the set of all fuzzy subsets of X, look like? It looks like a cube. What does a fuzzy
set look like? A point in a cube. The set of all fuzzy subsets equals the unit hypercube
I" = [0, 1]". A fuzzy set is any point [Kosko, 1987] in the cube I'. So (X, I") defines the
fundamental measurable space of (finite) fuzzy theory. We can teach mudl of the theory
of fuzzy sets_more accurately, the theory of continuous sets---on a Rubik's cube.
Vertices of the cube 1" define nonfuzzy sets. So the ordinary power set 2x, the set of
all 2_ nonfuzzy subsets of X, equals the Boolean n-cube B _ : 2x = B _. Fuzzy sets fill
in the lattice B _ to produce the solid cube I" : F(2 x) = I _.
Consider the set of two dements X = {zt, z=}. The nonfuzzy power set 2x contains
four sets: 2x = {O, X, {zt}, {z2}}. These four sets correspond respectively to the four
bit vectors (0 0), (I I), (I 0), and (0 I). The Is-and Os indicate the presence or absence
of the ith element x; in the subset. More abstractly, we can uniquely define each subset A
as one of the two-valued membership functions ms : X ----, {0, 1}.
Now consider the fuzzy subsets of X. We can view the fuzzy subset A = (_ _) as
one of the continuum-many continuous-valued membership functions ms : X ---, [0, 1].
Indeed this corresponds to the classical Zadeh [1965] sets-as.functions definition of fuzzy
sets. In this example element xt belongs to, or fits in, subset A a little b_t--to cl_grce _.
Element x= has more membership than not at _. Analogous to the bit vector representa-
tion of finite (countable) sets, we say that the fi! vector (_ _) represents A. The element
... mA(zl) equals the ith fit [Kosko, 1986b] or fuzzy unit value. The sets-as-points view then
geometrically represents the fuzzy subset A as a point in/2, the unit square, as in Figure
16.2.
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...... f Figure 16.2 Sets as points. The fuzzysubset A is a point in the unit 2-cube
O with coordinates or fit values (_ _). The first dement zt fits in or belongs to
A to degree I, the dement z= to degree _. The cube consists of all possible
fuzzy subse_ of two dements {zl, z_}. The four cornersrepresentthe power
set 2x of {z. =2}.
The midpoint of the cube I" is maximally fuzzy. All its membership values equal ½.
The midpoint is unique in two respects. First, the midpoint is the only set A that not only
equals its own opposite A€ but equals its own overlap and underlap as well:
A = A N A€ -" A U A¢ = AC (2)
Second, the midpoint is the only point in the cube 1_ equidistant to each of the 2_
vcrticez of the cube. The nearest comets are also the farthest. Figure 16.2 illustrates this
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O metrical relationship.
We combine fuzzysets pairwiscwith miuhnunl, maximum,and orderreversal, just as we _,.
coml)inc nonfuzzyscts. So wccondfincset clcmcats with thc opcratorsof I.,,"ka.sicwi_'.con-
tinuous logic [Rescher, 1969]. Wedefine fuzzyset intersectionfitwiseby pairwisc minimum
(picking the smaller of the two clements), union by pairwisemaximum,and coznpicmen-
ration by order reversal:
,_Ans = mln(_,,,_a) , (3)
.mAuo = max(mA, ms) , (4)
mA, = I- m,, ' (5)
Forexample:
A = (1 .8 .4 .5)
B = (.9 .4 0 .7)
" An B = (.9 .4 0 .5)
AuB = (I .8 .4 .7)
A_ = (o .2 .o.5)
A n A€ = (0 .2 .4 .5)
A u A€ = (1 .8 .6 .5)
The overlap fit vector A n A€ in this exampledoes not equal the vectorof all zeroes,
and the underlapfit vector A U A_ doesnotequal the vectorof all ones. This holds
forall properlyfuzzysets,all pointsin I" otherthan vertexpoints. Indeedthe rain-max
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(f- definitionsgive a:t oncethe followingfundamental cllaractcrization of fuzzinessas nondc-\
generate overlapand nonexhaustiveundcrlap.
Proposition. A is properly fuzzy iff A f_ A" # 0
iff A u A" # X.
The proposition says that Aristotle's laws of noncontradiction and excluded middle
hold, but they hold only on a set of measure zero. They hold only at the 2= vertices of I =.
In all other case,, and these are as many of these as there are real number,, contradictions
occur to some degree. In this sense contradictions in generalized set theory and logic
represent the rule and not the exception. Fuzzy cubes box Aristotelian sets into corners.
Completing ll_e fazztd square illustrates this fundamental proposition. Consider again
the two-dimensionalfuzzyset A definedbythe lit vector(at- _). Wefindthe corresponding
overlapand underlapsets byfirstfindingthe complementset Ac and then combiningthe
lit vectorspairwisewithminimumand withmaximum:
A = (i
AuA* =
The sets-as-points view shows that these four points in the unit square hang-tQgether,
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O and nmvetogether, in a very natural way. Considertile gcomctry of Figure 16.3.
{x2}ffi(0i) X--(l1)
4 -- •
312 • 0 .
• i...... ....4
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xt
Figure 16.3 Completing the fuzzy square. The fuzzier A is, the closer A
O is to the midpoint of the fuzzy cube. As A approachesthe midpoint, al! four
points--A, A_, A C_A_, and A U At--contract to the midpoint. The less
fuzzy A is, the closer A is to the nearest vertex. As A approaches the vertex,
all four points spread out to the fourvertices and the bivalent power set 2x is
recovered. Inann-dimensionalfuzzycube,the2"fuzzysetswithdementsa;
orI - alsimilarlycontracttothemidpointorexpandtothe2-vertices_ .'4
approachestotalfuzzinessortotalbivalence.
In Figure16.3 the fourfuzzysets involvedin the fuzzinessof set A--the sets A, A€, A 13A€,
' and A U AC--c.ontractto the midpoint as A becomesmaximally fuzzy and expand out
to the Boolean cornersof the cube as A becomesminimallyfuzzy. The same contraction
and expansion occurs in n dimensions for the 2" fuzzy sets defined by all combinations
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r of rrIA(XI) aJld lrxzA,(xt),---,mA(x-) aJnd rnA,(X,). The saJrnc contraction al|d expansion
occurs in n dimensions [or the 2" flw_y seesdefinedby _ll combinationsof mA(Zl) and
mA.(=,),.-.,mA(=.)and,,,A.(=.).
At the midpoint nothing is distinguishable. At the vertices everything is distinguish-
able. These extremes reprcsenLthe two ends of the spectrum of 1_oi¢aud set theory. In
this sense the midpoint represents the black hole of set thenry.
Paradox at the Midpoint
The midpointis fullof paradox.Classicalogicandset theory forbidthe midpointbv
the sameaxioms,noncontradictionandexcludedmiddle,that generatetile of =paradoxes-
orantinomiesof bivalentsystems.Wheremidpointphenomenappearin Westernthought,
thoeristshaveinvariablylabeledthem "paradoxes_ ordeniedthem altogether. Midpoint
phenomenaincludethe half-emptyand half-fullcup, the TaoistYin-Yang,the liar from
Cretewho said that all CreUmsare liars,BertrandRussell'sset of all sets that are not
membersof themselves,andRussell'sbarber.
O Russell's barber is a bcwhlskered man who lives in &town and who shaves. H',*barber
shop sign says that he shaves a man if and only if he does not shave himself. So who
shaves the barber? If he shaves himself, then by definition he does not. But if he does%
not shave himself, then by definition he does. So he does and he does not---contradiction
("paradox"). Gaines [19831 observed that we can numerically interpret this paradoxical
circumstance as follows.
Let S be the proposition that the barber shaves himself and not-._ that he does no:.
Then since $ implies not-S and not-S implies S, the two propositions are logically equiv-
alent: S = not-S. Equivalent propositions have the same truth s-alues:
=(s)= =(not-S) (6)
= -- t(S) (t)
ltrt
O Solving {'ort(S} gives the midpoint pointof tile truth intervM (tim one-dimcnsio._:Jcube
[0, l]): l(..q) = _. The midpoint iscquidistant to the vertic_ 0 and I. in the bivalent
(two-valucd) ca.sc,ro,,ndoffis impossibleand paradoxoccurs.(6) _,,d (7) dcscribcthe lug-
ical form of the many paradoxes, though different paradoxes involvc different descriptions
[quinc,1987].
In bivalentlogicbothstatements$ and not-$must havetruthvaluezeroor unity.
The fuzzyresolutionftheparadoxusesonlythefactthatthetrothvaluesareequal.It
doesnotconstraintheirange.The midpointvalue_ emergesfromthestructureofthe
problemand theorder-reversingeffectofnegation.
The paradoxesofclassicalsettheoryandlogicillustrateth pricewe payforanarbitrary
insistenceon bivalence[Quine,1981].Scientistsofteninsiston bivalenceinthe name of
science.But intheend thisinsistencereducestoa mereculturalpreference,a reflection
" ofan educationalpredilectionthatgoesbackatleastoAristotle.Fuzzinessshows that
therearelimitstologicalcertainty.We canno longerassertthela_:sofnoncontradiction
and excludedmiddleforsare---az_dforfree.
Fuzzinesscarieswithitintellectualresponsibility.We mustexplainhow fuzzinessfits
inbivalentsystems,or viceversa.The fuzzytheoristmustexplainwhy somany people
have been in exmr for so long. We now have the machinery to offer an explanation: We
round off. Rounding off, quantizing, simplifies Gfeand often costs little. We agree to call
empty the near em.pty cup, and present the large pulse and absent the small pulse. We
round off"points inside the fuzzy cube to the nearest vertex. This roundoff heuristic works
fine as a first approximation to describing the universe until we get near the midpoint of
the cube. We find these phenomena harder *.oroundofl'. In the logically extreme _ase, at
the midpoint of the cube, the pro_'.edurebreaks down completely because e_:r3' vertex is
equally close. If we still insist on bivalence, we can only give up and declare paradox.
Faced with midpoint phenomena, the fuzzy skeptic resembles the flat-earther, who de-
nies that the earth's sarface is curved, when she stands at the north pole, looks at her
compass, and wants to go south.
Q
(t Counting with Fuzzy Sets
ilow big is a fuzzy set? The size or cardi,lalityof A, M(A), equals the sum of the fit
values of A:
M(A) = _ ma(x,) (8)
i=!
I + _ _ 13 Some fuzzy theorists
The count ofA = (I _)equalsM(A) = _ • 1:"
[Zadeh, 1983]call tile cardinalitymeasureM the sigma-counL The measureM generalizes
[Kosko, 1986a]tile classical countingmeasureof combinatoricsand measuretheory. (So
(X, In, M) defines the fundamentalmemurespaceof fuzzytheory.) Ingeneralthe measure
M does not yield integervalues.
The measureM has a naturalgeometricinterpretationin the sets-as-pointsframework.
M(A) equals the magnitude of the vector drawnfrom the origin to the fuzzy set.:A, as
_igure 16.4 illustrates.
{x2}=(0 l) _ X=(l 1) I
O
A
%2 a
l tz}=(l 0)
O=(0 0 1 "
3 %t
Figure 16.4 The count M(A) of A equalsthe fuzzy Hammingnorm (P nor-
m) of the vector drawnfromthe origin to A.
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ICousidcrtheI_'distaslccbctwccufuzzysctsA and 13illIn:
I,-A(_,)InB(.,_i) I p (9)l'(A,B) = _)L- ,
i=!
oo . The/2 distanceisthe physicalEuclideaadistanceactuMlywhere 1 < p _
illustratedinthefigures.Thc simplcstdistanceistheItor fuzzyHamming distance,
-- thesum oftheabsolutefitdifferences.We shallusefuzzyHamming distancethroughout,
thoughallresultsadmita generalP formulation.UsingthefuzzyHamming distancewe
canrcwritethecountM asthedesiredItnorm:
I
M(A)= _mA(=,) _ (10)
i
= EI'_A(_,)- oi (iv.)
i
= _lmA(_,).- mo(_,)l 0_-)
= ['(A, O) (13)
THE FUZZY ENTROPY THEOREM
• How fuzzyis a fuzzyset? We measurefuzzinesswithby a fuzzyenlropymeasure.
Entropyisa genericnotion.Itneednotbeprobabilistic.Entropymeasurestheuncertainty:
ofa systemormessage.A fuzzysetdescribesa typeofsystemormessage.Itsuncertainty
equals its fuzziness.
The fuzzy entropy of A, E(A), varies from 0 to 1 on the unit hypercube I _- Only the
O 2oo
e
- cube vertices have zero entropy, since nonfitzzy sets are tmambiguous. The cube midpoint
uniquely has unity or maximum entropy. Ft,zzy eqtropy smoothly increases as a set point
mov_ fromany vertexto the midpoint. Kiir[1988]diseussc.',;the algebraicreqt,irenmnts
for fuzzy entropy ,neasures.
Simple geometric considerations lead to a ratio form for the fuzzy entropy [Kosko,
1986b].The closerthe fuzzyset A is to thenearestvertexA,,€,,,the fartherA is fromtim
farthest vertexA.r.,..The farthestvertexAI.,. r_idesoppositethe longdiagonalfromthe/
nearestvertexA._,. LetadenotethedistanceIt(A, An_,) to thenearestvertex,and let/
b denote the distance It(A, AIo,) to the farthest vertex.Then the fuzzyentropyequals
the ratioof a to b:
u V(A,A...,) (!4)
E(A) - b - I'(A,AI.,)
Figure 16.5 shows the sets-as-points interpretation of the fuzzy entropy, where _ = (I _),
1 2 3 17 SO
Anent = (0 l),and Alo, - (10). Soa = _ + ; = _andb = S + _ = 1-_"
E(A)= ,_.
l
e
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e Figure 16.5 Fuzzyentropy,E(A) = _, balancesdistanceto nearest vertex
with distance to farthestvertex.
Alternatively, if"you read this in a room,you can imagine the room as the unit cube
13 and your head as a fuzzy set in it. Onceyou locate the nearestcornerof the room, the
farthest cornerresides opposite the long diagonalemanatingfrom the nearest corner. If
you put your head in a corner, then a = O,and so E(A) = O. If you put your head
in the metrical center of the room, everycorneris nearestand farthest. So a -- b, and
E(A) = 1.
Overlap and underlapcharacterizeset fuzziness. So we can expect them to affect the
measure of fuzziness. Figure 16.3 shows the connection. By symmetry, each of the four
points A, A€, A n A€, and A U A€ is equally close to its neax_t vertex. The common
distance equalsa. Similarly,each point is equallyfar fromits farthestvertex. The common
0
_/- distmlce equals 6. One of the first four distanccs is the count M(A ¢1A¢). One of tile sccondfourdistancesis the count M(A U A¢). This gives_tgcomctricproofof tile Fuzzy Entropy
Theorcm [Kosko, 1986b-87], which statcs that fuzzi,cs._ cousists of counted violations of
the law of noncontradiction balanced with counted violations of the law of excludcd middle.
M(An Ao) 05)
Fuzzy Entropy Theorem: E(A) = M(A U A€)
An algebraic proof is straightforward. Tile completed fuzzy squarc in Figurc IG.G,contai,|s
a geometric proof (in this special case).
[zz}=(O I) X=(-I l)
• €1,
(
5
,_A €L
4
¢=(0 0) L ;_ {xt}=(1 0) .3 3
xt
Figure 16.6 Geometry of the Fuzzy EntropyTheorem. By symmetry each
of the four pointson the completedfuzzysquareis equallycloseto its nearest
vertex andequally far from its farthest vertex.
o
The Fuzzy Entropy Theorem explains why set fuzziness begins where Western logic
ends. When sets (or propositions) obey the laws of noncontradiction and excluded middle,
(
O 2o3
O overlapis empty and undcrlapis exhaustive So M(A n A€) = 0 and M(A U A_) = n,
and thus E(A) = O.
The FuzzyEntropyTheoremalso providesa first-principlesderivatio, of the basic fuzzy
set operations of minimum (intersection),maximum(union), and order reversal(comple-
mentation) proposed in 1965by Zadchat the inceptionof fuzzy theory. (Lu"ka_iewlczfirst
proposed these operations forcontinuousor fuzzylogics in the 1920s [Rescher,1969].)
For the fuzzy theorist, this resultalso showsthat triangularnormsor T-norms[Klir,
1988],which generalizeconjunctionor intersection,and the dual triangularco-normsC,
which ge.neralizedisjunctionor union, do not have the first-principlesstatus of rainand
max. For, the triangular-norminequalities,
T(x, 9) <_ rain(z, y) <_ max(x, y) <_ C(x, y) , (16)
showthat replacingrainwithanyT in tile numeratortermM(A N A€)canonlymakethe
numeratorsmaller.ReplacingmaxwithanyC in theterm M(A U A_)canonlymakethe
denominator larger..5o any T or C not identically rain or max makes the ratio smaller,
strictly smaller if A is fuzzy. Thon the eatmpy theorem does not hold, aad the resulting
O pseudo-entropyme.a.suredoesnot equal unity at the midpoint, though it continuesto be
maximizedthere. Wecan see this with the productT-norm [Prade, 1985]T(:, F) = z_j
and itsDeMorgandualc°'n°rmC(x' y) = I - T(I-x, l-y) = x+V - =Y,
or with the bounded sum T-norm T(x, I/) = max(0, x + 9 - 1) and DeMorgaa dual
C(x, y) -- min(1, x+y). The EntropyTheoremsimilarly fills in generalif the negationor
complementation operatorN(z) = 1 - z witha parameterizedoperator No(x) - -_+ .'-.
for nonzeroa > -1.
All probabilitydistributions,all sets A withM_A) - 1, in I" forma n- I dimensional
..... simplex S". In the unit squaretheprobabilitysimplexequals the negativdy slopeddiagonal
line. In theunit 3-cuhe it equalsa solidtriangle- In theunit 4-cube it equalsa tetrahedron,
and so on up.
If no pmbabilistic fit value l_ satisfies 1_ > 3, then the Fuzzy EntropyTheoremi Else
" implies [Kosko, lgs_!that the the distributioaP has fuzzy entropy E(P) - ._t
oo
/ - . .
O
E(P) < ,-_-_.Sothe probabilitysimplexS" iscntropicallydegeneratcforlargedimensions
( n. This result alsosho,gsthat-theuniformdistribution (_..,., _) maximizes fuzzy entropy
owlS" but not uniq,cly. This in turnshows that fuzzy entropy differsfrom thc average-
information mcasurc of probabilistic entropy, which thc uniform distribution maximizes
uniquely.
The FuzzyEntropyTheoremimpliesthat,analogousto log _, a unitoffuzzyinforma-
tionequals_ or L_£,dependingonwhetherthe fit valuef obeysf < _ or f > _. t
The event x can be ambiguousor clear. It is ambiguousif f equalsapproximately
and clear if [ equalsapproximately1 or 0. Ifan ambiguouseventoccurs,is observed,is
- ° disambiguated,etc., then it is maximallyinformative: g(f) = E(_) = I. If a clear
/ eventoccurs,is observed,etc., it is minimallyinformative: E(f) = E(O) = E(1) = 0.
•/ Thisagreeswiththe informationinterpretationof the probabilisticentropymeasurelog _,
/ wherethe occurrenceofa sureevent(p = 1) is minimallyinformative(zeroentropy)and
,* the occurrenceof an impossible vent(p = 0) is maximallyinformative(infiniteentropy)./
/ --
0 ('- THE SUBSETHOOD THEOREM
Sets containsubsets.A is a subsetof B, denotedA C B, if andonly ifeverydement
in A is an elementof B. The powerset 2s containsallof B's subsets. So, alternatively
[Bandler-Kohout,i'980],A is a subsetof B iffA belongsto B's powerset:
A C B if andonlyif A E 2B. . (17)
The subsetrelationcorrespondsto the implicationrelationin logic. Inclassicallogic
truthmaps the set of statements{$} to twotruth values:t : {S} ---, {0, 1}. Consider
the truth-tabulardefinitionof implicationforbivalentpropositionsP and Q:
o
O
-, q v --. q (, J
0 0 !
0 1 1
1 0 0
1 1 1
Tile implicationis false if andonly if tile antecedentP is true and the consequentQ is
false--when"truth impliesfalsehood."
The same holds for subsets. Representingsets as bivalentfunctionsor "indicator"
functions mA : X ---, {0, 1}, A is a subsetof B iffthe_eis noelementx that belongsto
...: .. .:"
A but not to B, or mA(x) = I but roB(X) = 0. Wecanrewrit_thismembership-function
definitionas "
A C B if-..=donlyif mA(x) <_roB(X) forallz . (18)
.I
.-.o
° °
Zadeh[1965]proposedthe samerelationforfury set cbntainmeat.Wereferto thisas
the dominatedmember_ip fundion re.lationship[If A = (.3 0.7) and B = (.4.7.9)1
o
- thenA is a fuzzysubsetof B, butB is nota fuzzysubsetof A. Eitherfuzzyset A is, or
is not, a fuzzysub.setof B. ,%the relationof fuzzysubsethoodis not fuzzy.It is either
blackor white.
The sets-as-pointsviewasksa geometricquestion:What doall fuzzysubsetsof B look
like? What does the fazzltpotoerset of B--F(2B), the set.61"allfuzzysubsetsof !_--Iook
like? The dominated membershipfunctionrelationshipimpliesthat F(2B) definesthe
hyper-rectanglesnugagainstthe originin a unit hypercubewithsidelengthsequal to the
fit valuesmA(zl). Figure7 displaysthe fuzzypowerset of the set B = (_ ]). F(2a)
has infinitecount if B is not empty.Forfinite-dimensionalsets, wecan measurethe size
of F(2a) [Kosko,1987]as the Lebesguemeasureor volumeV(B), the productof the fit
. v_ue$"
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Figure 16.7 Fuzzy powerset F(2"_)a.sa hyper-rectanglein the fuzzy cube.
Side lengths equal the fit values m_(_). The size or volume of F(2 _) equals
the product bf the fit values.
Figure 16.7 illustrates that F(2s) is not a fuzzyset. Either cube point A is or is not in
the hyper-rectangle F(2v). Differentpoints A outside the hyper-rectangle F(2_) resemble
subsets of B to different degrees. The bivalentdefinition of subsethood ignores this.
The natural generalization defines fuzzy subset-- :,:_.F(2a): Some sets A belong to
F(2 a) to different degrees. Then the abstract memb,z_hip function mt-ius}(A) can equal
any number in [0, 1]. This defines degrees of subsethood.
Let S(A, B) denote the degree to which A is a subset of B:
"! i
S(A, 13) = l}_ (a c n) (20)
= mr(,o)(a) (21)
S(., .) denotes the subsdhoodmeasure. S(., .) takes valuesin [0,1]. We willsee that it
providesthe fundamental,unifyingstructurein fuzzytheory.
We want to measureS(A, B). We will first presentan earlier [Kosko,1986b-87!
algebraicderivation of the subsethoodmeasureS(A, B). We will then presenta new,
morefundamental,geometricderivation.
Wecall the algebraicderivationthe fit-violationstrate_. Intuitivelywestudya la_vby
• breakingit. Consideragainthe dominatedmembershipfunctionrelationship:A C B if
-.- .
_i-/- and onlyif mA(z) <_ mS(") forall z in X. '
Supposeelement z, violatesthe dominatedmembershipfunctionrelationship:ma(z.)
> roB(a:,). Then A is not a subset of B, at least not totally. Suppose furtherthat the
dominatedmembershipinequalityholdsforall otherelementsz. Onlyelementz, violates
the relationship. For instance, X may consist of one hundred values: X = {zs,.. -, zse0}.
The violation might occur, say, with the firat dement: ::1 = z,. Then intuitively A is
largely a subset of B. Suppose that X contains a thousand elements, or a trillion elements,
and only the first element violates (18). Then it seems A is overwhelmingly a subset of B;
perhaps S(A, B) = .999999999999.
This examplesuggestsweshouldcountfit violationsin magnitudeand freque.ncy.The
greaterthe violationsin magnitude,ms(z,) - ms(x,), and the greater the numberof
violationsrelativeto the size M(A) of A, the lessA is a subset of B or, equivalently,the
moreA is a supersetof B. For,bothintuitivelyandby(18),supersethoodandsuhsethood
relateas additiveopposites:
SUPERSETHOOD(A,B) = I - S(A, B) (22)
Wecountviolationsbyaddingthem.If wesumoverall z, the summandshouldequal
e
n=A(=,)- mB(z,)whenthisdifferenceispositive,andequalzerowhenitisnonpositive.
_" So '.he summand equals max(O, mA(z) -- m,(x)). So the unnormalized count equals tile
sumofthesemaxima:
max(0, mA(_') -- ms(z)) - (23)
=(X
The count M(A) provides a simple, ,_nd appropriate, normalization factor. Below we
formally arrive at M(A) by examining boundary cas_ in the geometricapproachto sub-
sethood.We can assumeM(A) > 0,sinceM(A) = 0 ifandonlyifA isempty.The
emptysettriviallysatisfiesthedominatedmembershipfunctionrelationship(18).Soit
isa subsetofeveryset.Normalizationg vestheminimalmeasureofnonsubsethood,f
supersethood:
_ma.x(0, mA(=) - roB(n:)) ,
SUPEILSSTHOOD(A,B) = = M(A) (24)
Then subsethoodisthe negationof this ratio. This givesthe minimal fit-vk, lation measure
( ofsubsethooR:
mA(=)-
S(A,B) = I - * M(A) (25)
The subsethoodmeasuremayappear ungracefulat first, but it behavesas it should.
S(A, B) = I if andonly if (18)holds.Forif (18)holds,(23) sumszero violationi.Then
S(A, B) = 1 - 0 = 1. If5(A, B) = 1, eve_"numerator summandequalszero.So
no violationoccurs. At the other extreme,5(A, B) = 0 if and only if B is the empty
set. The empty set uniquelycontainsno propersubsets,fuzzyor nonfuzzy. Degreesof
subsethoodoccurbetweentheseextremes: 0 < $(A, B) < 1.
The subsethoodmeasurerdates to logicalimplication. Viewedat the l-dime_sional
levelof fuzzy logic,and so ignoringthe normalizingcount(M(A) = 1), the subsethood
measurereducesto the Lukasiewiczimplicationoperator:.
= --' !
@
l
s(a, /]) = t - ,n=(O.,,,A- '".) (2_)
= 1 - [l -mi,,(l - o, t - (,-_ - ,,,.))1 (27)
= rain(l, 1 - ma + roB) (28)
= t_ (A -_ B) (29)
The min(.) operatorin (28)clearlygeneralizestheabovetruth-tabulardefinitionof biva-
lent implication.
Considerthe fit vectors A = (.2 0 .4 .5) and B = (.7 .6 .3 .7). Neither
set is a propersubset of the other. A is almost a subset of B but not quite since
ma(z3) me(x3) = .4 .3 = .1 > 0. HenceS(A, B)= 1 ,., _ ,_o
SimilarlyS(B, A) = I - _ - _.
Subsethoodappliestononfuzzysets. ConsiderthesetsC = {xt, x2, xa, xs, xT,xg, xlo,
@ xs:, :q,} and D = {::, :_, :,, :s, x_, :7, xs, zs, zic, xs=,:s=, :s4} withcorrespondingbit vectors
" C = (] ] ] o ] o t o I ] o t o t)
D = (0 ] t t 1 1 t t t t 0 t t 1)
C and D axe not subsets of each other. But C should very nearly be a subset of D since
s while S(D, C) 1 _ _ 2only x, violates (18). WefindS(C, D) = I - [ = i = - - S-
So D is more a subset of C than it is not. This holds because the two sets are largely
equivalent. They have muchoverlap: M(C Cl D) = 8. This observation anticipates the
Fuzzy Subsethood Theorempresentedbelow.
@
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,_ ( We now turn to a new and purely geometric derivation of the subsethood opcrator
.q(A, B). Consider the sets-as-points geometry of subsethood in Figure 16.7. Set A is
cithcr in the hyper-rectangle 1"_(2B) or not in it.. Intuitively S(A, B) shouldapproach
unity as A approaches the fuzzy powcr set F(2B). S(A, B) shculd decrease, and the
supcrscthood measure 1 - S(A, B) should increase, as A moves from F(2e).
So the key idea is metrical: l!om close is A to F(2e)? Let d(A, F(2S)) denote this
ff distance defined in (9). d(A, B') denotes the distance between A and point B' in the
hyper-rectangle, and B' C B. Distance d(A, F(2e)) equals the smallest such distance.
Since the hyper-rectangle F(2 s) is dosed and bounded (compact) and convex, some subset
B" of B achieves this minimum distance. So the infimum, the greatest lower bound, equals
the distance d(A, B')i
d(A, F(2S)) = inf {d(A, B'): B" E F(2S)} (30)
= d(A, B') (31)
O
We can easily locate the closest set B" in the hypercube geometry. If A is a subset of
B--if A is in the hyper-rectangle F(2S) -then A equals the closest subset: A = B'. So
suppose A is not z proper subset of B. Then A lies outside the hyper-rectangle F(2S).
We cal slice the unit cube I n into 2n hyper-rectartgles by extending the sides of F(2 e)
to hyperplanes. The hyperplanes intersect perpendicularly (orthogon_ly), at le_t: in the
Euclidean case. F(2 e) defines one of the hyper-rectangles. The hyper-rectangle interiors
correspond to the 2n ca_ whether mA(zl) < ms(zl) or mA(zl) > ms(zi) for fixed B
and arbitrary A. The edges correspond to the loci of points where some m,t(zl) = ms(zi).
The 2n hyper-rectangles classify as mixed or pure membership domination. In the pure
case either rrtA < ms, or mA > ms, holds in the hyper-rectangle interior for all z and all
interior points A. In the mixed raze mA(x_) < mB(_) holds for some of the coordinates
O
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zl, and rn I(zj) > ms(zj) holds for the remainingcoordinates zj in the interior forall
interior A. So there are only two puremembership-dominaXionhyper-rectz,'tgles,the set
of propersubsets F(2B) andthe set of proper supersets,whidl includes X.
Figure 16.8 illustrates how the fuzzy powerset F(2s) of B = (_ _) linearly ex-
tends to partition the unit square into 2_ rectangles. Tile non-subsets AI, A2, and A3
reside in distinct quadrants. Tile nortilwest and southeast,quadrants define the mixed
membership-dominationrectangles. The southwest and the northeast quadrants define
the purerectangles.
°
{xz}=(o l) X--(I 1)
_=(00) [ {xt}=(10)
3 srl
Figure 16.8 Partition of hypercube I" into 2t hyper-rectangles by linear-
ly extending the edges of F(2s). We findthe nearest points B_tand B_ to
points At and As in the northwestand southeastquadrants by the normals
fromF(2s)toAIandA3.ThenearestpointB" topointA=inthenortheast
quadrantisB itself. This "orthogonal"optimalityconditionallowsd(A,B) by
the general PythagoreanTheoremas the hypotenusein an in, "right" triangle-
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B is the new,rest _t B" to A in tile Imre sulmrscthylscr-rectm'gle-To fi.d the near_l.
set B" in the mixed case we dra,v a Imrpe.dicular(orthogonal) li.e segment from A to
F(2B). Convexity of F(2B) is ultimately responsib!e. In Figure 16.8 the perpendicular
lines from A! and A_ intersectlineedges (l-dimensionallinearsuhspaces) of the rectmlgle
F(2B). The line from A2 to B, the cornerof F(2S), is degeneratelyperpendicularsince B
is a zero-dimensionallinearsuhspace.
These %rthogonality" conditionsalso hold in threedimensions. Let your room again
be the unit 3-cube. Considera large dictionaryfit snugly against the floor corner cor-
responding to the origin. Point B equals the dictionarycornerfarthest fromthe origin.
Extending the threeexposed facesof the dictionarypartitionsthe roominto 8 octants. The
dictionary occupies one octant. Weconnect points in the other 7 octants to the nearest
points on the dictionaryby drawinglines, or tyingstrings, that perpendicularlyintersect
one the three exposed faces,or one of the threeexposededges, or the corner B.
The "orthogonality"conditioninvokesthe _'-vemionof the PythagoreanTheorem. For
:I d(a,B) = d(A,B') + _(B,B') (m) '
The more familiax g-version, actually pictured in Figure16.8, requires squaring these
l
distances. For the general O' case:
IIA-BII"= IIA- B'II"+ liB"- BII", (33)
or equivalently,
i=l i=1 i=i
Equality holds for all p > 1 since, as is dear from Figure 16.8or 16.10 and, in general,
from the algebraic argument below,either b_= ai or b_= b;.
This Pythagorean equality is surprising. We have come to think of the Pythagorean
(
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Q Theorem (and orthogonality) as an tn or llilbert-spaceproperty.Yet here it holds in every :
t_ space--if B" is the set in F(2°) closest to A in t_ distaalce. Of course for other sets ".....
strict inequality hohls in general if p _ 2. This suggests a special status forthe clcLsestset
B'. We shall see below that the Subscthood Theoremconfirmsthis suggestion. We shall
use the term "orthogonality" loosely to referto this ff Pythagorean relationship, while
rememberingits customary resi.rictionto t_ spacesand innerproducts.
A naturalinterpretationdefinessupersethoodas the distance d(A, F(2B)) = d(A, B').
Supersethood increaseswith this distance; subsethooddecreaseswith it. To keepsuper:et-
hood, and thus subsethood, unit-intervalvalued,we mustsuitably normalizethe distance.
A constant provides the simplest normalizationterm for d(A, B'). That constant
L Ip and n in our _1 case•
.... equals the maximum unit-cube distance, n, in the general case
This gives the candidate subsethood measure
a(A,B') (as)S(A,B) = 1 Yl
This candidate subsethood measure fails in the boundary case when B is the empty
set.Forthend(A, B') = d(A, B) =M(A).Sothemeasurein(35)gives5(A, O) =
1 - _ > 0. EqualityholdsexactlywhenA = X. Buttheemptysethasnosubsets.O Only normalization factor M(A) satisfies this boundary condition. Of course M(A) = n"
when A = X. gxplidtly we require $(A, _} = 0, as wellas 5(O, A} = 1,
Normalizing by"nalso treats all equidistantpoints the same. Consider points AI and A2
in Figure 16.9• Both points areequidistant to their nearestF(2n) point: d(Ah B_) = d(A2, B[)
• But AI is closer to B than A=is. In particularA_is closerto the horizontalinedefined
by the fit value roB(X2) = ]- Thecount M(A) reflectsthis: M(At) > M(A2). The count
gap M(At) -M(A2) arisesfromthe fit gap involving"t,and reflects d(Ai, B) < d(A:, B).
In general the count M(A) relates to this distance,as wecan see by checkingextreme cas-
es of closeness of A to B (and drawingsome diamond-shapedIt spheres centered at B).
.. Indeed if ms > mB everywhere,d(A, B} = M(A) - M(B).
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! Figure 16.9 Dependence of subsethood on the count M(A). Al and A2
O are equidistant to F(2 B) but AI is closer to B than A2 is; correspondingly,
M(AI) > M(A2). Loci of points A of constant count M(A) define line seg-
ments parall.el to the negatively sloping long diagonal. 12spheres centeredat
B axe diamond shaped.
SinceF(2e) fitssnuglyagainstthe origin,thecount M(A) in anyof the other2" - I
hyper-rectanglescanbeonlylargerthanthecountM(B') ofthenearestF(2B)points.Tile
normalizationchoiceo[n leavesthecandidatesubsethoodmeasureindifferenttowhichof
the2" - l hyper-rectanglescontainsA andtowhereA residesisinthehyper-rectangle.
Eada pointineachhyper-rectangleinvolvesa differentcombinationof fit-violationsand
satisfactions.The normalizationchoiceofM(A) reflectshisfit-violationstructureand
.o
behavesappropriatelyinboundarycases.
_
l'FilenormalizationchoiceM(A) leadstotilesubsethoodnw.asure
d(a,a-) 13 )
S(A,B) = I M(a)
We now show that this measure equals the suhsethood measure(25) derived algebraically
above.
Let B' be any subset of B. Then by definitionthe nearest subset B" obeys tile inequal-
ity:
i=l
whereforconvenietleea_ = mA(z_),and/Ji= ,no(z_).We willassumep = Ibutthe
followingcharacterizationofb,holdsforanyp > I.
=Orthogonality"impliesai>_6_.Sofirstupposeai= b_.Thisequalityholdsifand
onlyifnoviolationoccurs:al<_/_-(Ifthisconditionholdsforalli,thenA = B'.)So
max(0,al- bl)= 0.Nextsupposea4> b_.Thisinequalityholdsifandonlyifaviolation
occurs:al> _.(Ifthisholdsforalli,thenB -"B'.)So6?= 5_sinceB"isthesubset
ofB nearesttoA.Equivalently,e4> 5_holdsifandonlyifmax(0,a_- 61)= a_- 51.
The two cases together prove that max(O, a_ - bl) - lal - b_l. Summingover all z_
gives
%
d(A, B') = :'_max(0, mA(zl) - mB(zl)) (38)
/4=--1
$o the two subsethood measures (25) and (36) are equivalent.
This proof also proves a deeper characterizationof the optimal subset B':
B" = A n B (39)
Forif a violationoccurs,thena_ > bl, and/_ = b;. SOmin(_, b_) = b;. Otherwise
al = b;, and so min(al, bl) = 6;. So B" = A RB.
Q
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Je - This in turn provcs that B ° is a point of dm,ble optimality. B" is both thc subset of B
ncarest A, and A', thc subsct of A ncarest to B:
d(B, F(2A)) = d(B, a') = d(n, B') (40)
Figurc 16.10 illustrates that B" = A n B = A" idcntifics the set within both the
hyper-rcctanglc F(2 a) and the hyper-rcctangle F(2 n) that has maximal count M(A n B).
I
X= (1 I){x21=(O1)
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J
J"/ -/ Figure 16.10. /3"as both the subset orb nearest A and the subset A" of A n-
earest B : B" = A" = A N B. The distance d(A, B') = M(A) - M(A n B)
illustrates the Subsethood Theorem.
Figure 16.10also showsthat the distance d(A, B') equals a vector magnitude differ-
ence: d(A, B') -'- M(A) - M(A n B). Dividing both sides of this equality by
M(A) and rearrangingprovesa still deeper structuralcharacterizationof subsethood, the
Subscthood Theorem.
(
/ . -- .
e
M(An a) (4t)
SubsethoodTheorem- S(A, H) - M(A)
The SuhsethoodTlmoremimmediatelyimpliesa BayesTheorem:
Subsethood Theorem.
M(B) S(B, A) (42)
S(A, B) = M(A) '
since(41) impliesM(A n B) = M(B) S(B,A).
The ratio formof the subsethoodmeasureS(A, B) has the same ratio form as thei
/ conditionalprobabilityP(BIA) has in (I). We derivedthe ratioformforthe subsethood
/"
measure5{A, B) but assumedit for the conditionalprobabilityP(BIA). Sinceevery
probabilityis a conditionalprobability,P(A) = P(AIX), this suggestswe can reduce
- probabilityto subsethood.Weshallargue that this reductionholdsbothfrequeatistor
Je "objective"probabilityandaxiomaticor Bayesianor Usubjectivemprobability.
Considerthe physicalinterpretationof randomnessas the relativefrequencynA/n. nA
denotesthenumherofsuccessesthat occurin n trials. Historicallyprobabilistshavecalled
the successratio ( or its limit) nA/n the "probabilityof success"or P(A). We cannow
derive the relative-frequencydefinitionof probabilityas S(X, A), the degreeto whicha
bivalentsupersetX, the samplespace, is a subsetof its ownsubset A. The c6a'ceptof
"randomness"neverentersthe deterministicset-theoreticframework.This holdsequally
forflippingcoins,drawingballsfromurns,or computingEinstein-Bosestatistics.
SupposeA is a nonfuzzysubsetof X. Then
"/ M(A ffl X) (43)
z S(X,A) - M(x)
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_ M(A) , (44)
C u(x)
-A (45)
rl
'file n elements of X constitute the de facto universe of discourse o[ the experiment.
(We can take the limit of the ratio S(X, A) i[ it ma£hera_tically makes sense to do so
..... [Kac, 1959].)The "probability"_ has reducedto a degreeof subsethood,a purelyfuzzy
set-theoreticalrelationship.Perhapsif, centuriesago,scientistshaddevelopedset theory
beforethey formalizedgambling,theundefinednotionof "randomness"mightneverhave
culturallyprevailed,if evensurvived,in tile ageof modernscience.
The measureof overlapM(A f3 X) providesthe keycomponentof relativefrequency.
Thiscountdoesnot involve"randomness".M(A fl X) countswhichelementsareidentical
or similar. The phenomenathemselvesare deterministicandblackor white. ,Thesame
situationgives the same number.Vie may usethe numberto placebets or to switchx
phoneline,but it remainspartof thedescriptionof a spedficstateofall'airs.Weneednot
( invokean undefined"randomness"to furtherdescribethesituation.
O- Subsethoodsubsumesdem_thood. Weca,, interpret he membe_hipdegreemA(z;)
as thesubsethooddegreeS({:_,},A) where{_}denotesa ingletonsubsetor"elemen-
t"z_ of X. {zl}correspondsto a bit vectorwitha I in the ith slot and Oselsewh_-re:
• {z_} = (0,...,0,I,0,...,0). If we view A as the fit vector(a,,...,ai,...,a-), then
_. {z_}n A = (0,... ,0, al,0,... ,0), the ith coordinateprojection.SincethecountM({:rl})
equalsone, theSubsethoodTheoremgives
M({_,}n A) (461
s({,,},A)= M({,,}}
= M((o,...,_,...,o)) (47)
(4s)
-- al
(
I-- .-
O = r_A(=_} (49) (_;
= DcCr=(z_ A) Ca)
Sosubsethoodreducesto clementhoodif antecedentsets arcbivalentsingleton_ts.
Tile subsethoodorthogonalityconditionsprojectA onto the f.xcingsideof the hyper-
rectangleF(2a). This projectiongivesthe "normalequations_ of least-squaresparameter
estimation[Sorenson,1980],a versionof whichwesaw in Chapter5. In generalfor two
/_ vectorsx and y, we project x onto y to givethe projectionvector p - c y. The
differencex - p is orthogonalto y : (x - p) .Ly. So
0 ---- (X _.p) yT (51)
i
= (x - _')yT (S2)
.- xyT -- ¢yyT , (53)
0 wherecolumnvectoryT denotesthetransposeofrowvectory. (53)givesthe projection
coemdentc as the familiarnormalequations:
%
..... xyT (s4)
c - yyT
_x_ Yi
_--, (ss)
..i ..... i_-!I
Consider the unit square in Figure 16.10 with the same A, say A -" (_ ½). But
supposeweshiftB directlyto the left to B "-(0 _}.ThiscontractstherectangleF(2B}to
the line segment [0 _] along the vertical axis These assumptions simplify the correlation
.... ._.
O ( mathematics yet still pr_.rve the least-squaresstructure. Wc expect that B" - cB,
or ¢B = A N 13,when wc project A onto F(28) or, cquivalcn0y in this special case,
when we project A onto B. The intersection A n B equals tile mininmm fit vector (0 _),
AB "r = 0 + _ = _, aad BB T 0+(I)' = 9"4-Then
! 3
-- 4_ 4 '9
axld !
B" = cB
( 2
i
= (0
%
= AoB ,
as expected. Moregenerallyif B = (hi b2),bl = 0, b_ > 0, anda2 _< b2,then
A BT _ albl + a262 (56)C --
B Br b_ + I_
...... (ST)
--
e
k
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ThencB =" (0 "_-'_')= (0a2) = A n Bsincea2 <_ /_.
SubscthoodhascxtcndcdthePythagoreanTheorem,relativefrequency,and element-
hood,and hwolvesthenormalcquatlonsofleast-squareesthnation.We shallnow scchow
subscthoodrclatcstoaxiomaticor Bayesianprobabilityand tofuzzyentropy.
Bayesian Polemics
Bayesian probabilists interpret probability as a subjectivc state of knowledge. In prac-
tice theyuserelativefrequencics(subsethooddegrees)butonlytoapproximatehese"s-
tatesof knowledge." i
Bayesianism is often a polemical doctrine. Some Bayesians claim that they, and only
they, use all and only the available uncertaintyinformationin the descriptionof uncertain
phenomena- This stems from the BayesTheoremexpansion of the _a posteriorV condi-
tional probability P(HdE), the probabilitythat H_,the ith of/:-many disjoint hypotheses
{Hi},istueven obv a eviden
P(En fl_) (so)
P(HdE) - P(E)
= P(EIHOP(H_) (_)
P(E)
P(EIHO P( tt_) 161}
-" k
" __,P(EIHj) P(Hi)
/ j-_l
since the hypotheses partition the sample spaceX : Ht u H2 u ... u Ht = X and
H_ nHi = 0 if i # j.
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O ,'- The Bayesianapproachus_ all available informationin computing tile posteriordis-
- - tributlon P(lldE) by using the _a priori" or prior distrlbutio,t P(iI_) of tile hypotimse,.
Thc Bay_ian approachsten_ from the ratio formof the conditional probability mc_urc.
Tile Subscthood Theorem trivially implies BayesTheorem when thc hypotheses {1t_}
and cvidence E are nonfuzzysubsets. More important, the Subsethood Theorem implies
the Fuzzy Baycs Theorem in the more interestingca_ when the observed data E is fuzzy:
S(E,H,)= S(H,,E)M(H,) (62)
ai=l
_ $(1-/. El fa (631-- $1.
S(Hj, E) fj t
j----I
where fi = _M(x) = _ = S(X, Hi) gives the =relativefrequency"of Hi, the degree
to which all the hypothesesave Hi.
The Subsethood Theorem implies inequality when the partitioning hypotheses are
ftw.zy. For instance, if/_ = 2, H= is the complement of an arbitrary ftt_y set H,
i and evidence E is fuzzy, then [Kcsko, 1986b1the occurrenceof nondegeneratehypothesis
overlapand under.L3pgives a lower bound on the posteriorsubsethood:
S(H,E)f. (o4)S(E, H) > S(H$ E)fu 4- $(H =, E)f..
where fn -- $(X, H). The lowerbound increaseswith M(H) and decreaseswith M(H=).
Since a like lower bound holds forS(E, He), adding the two posteriorsubsethoods gives
the additive inequality
S(E, H) + S(E, H=) > 1 , (65)
.*
an inequality Zadeh [1983]arrivedat independently by directlydefining a =relativesigma-
o0unt" as the subsethood measuregiven by the Subsethood Theorem. If H is nonfuzzy,
/
t
equality holds as in the additive law of conditional probability:
P(ltlE) + P(II'IE) = ! (_)
Thc Subscthood Thcorem implics a dccpcr Bayes thcorcm for arbitrary fuzzy scts, thc
Odds-Form Fuzzy Bayes Theorem:
S(A, n H, A,) _ S(A_n H, A,) S(t/, A_) (67)
S(A, n H, A_) S(A_n H, A,) S(H, AW
-- _7 _ Weprovethis theoremdirectlyby replacingthe subsethoodtermson the righthandside
with their equivalentratiosof counts,cancelinglike terms three times, multiplyingby
u(A,, H) rearranging,and applyingthe SubsethoodTheorema secondtime.
M(AI nil) _ i
We have nowdevelopedenoughfuzzytheoryto examinecriticallythe recentanti-
fuzzypolemicsof Lindley[19871andJaynes[mtg](andthus Cheeseman[1985]who uses
Jaynes'arguments).Tobeginweobservefourmorecorollariesof the SubsethoodTheorem:
O
(i) 0 <_..S(H, A) <_ 1, (68)
(ii) S(H, A)= I if H C A. (69)
(iii) S(H,Az U A2) = S(H,A_) + S(H,A2) - S(H,.4tn A_) ,(70)
(iu) S(n, At n A_) = S(H,A,)S(A,n _, A2). (7z)
Eachrelationshipfollowsfromthe ratioformof S(A, B). The thirdrelationship(70)uses
theadditivityof the countM(A), whichfollowsfrommin(z,y) + max(z, y) = z + y.
Supposewemakethe notationalidentification$(H, A) = P(A[H). Wethen obtain
the definingrelationshipsof conditionalprobabilityLindleyproposed:
°.
• C
Conucziq/: 0 <_ P(A]ll) <_ l and I'(A[il) = ! if Ii implies A, (72)
._
Addilion: P(A, U A2]II) = P(AI]lt) + P(A,Ili) - P(At n A=IH)(Ta)
Multiplication: P(A, 0 A_Ill) = P(A,IIf) P(A21A, n H). (74)
"Fromthese three rules,"Lindleytellsus, =allof tile many,rich and wonderfulresults
• • of the probabilitycalculusfollow.Theymaybe describedas tile axiomsof probability."
Lindleytakes theseas "unassailable"axioms:"\Vereally haveno choiceabout the rules
governingour measurementof uncertainty:theyaredictatedto us by the inexorablelaws
of logic."Lindleyproceedsto builda "coherence"argumentaroundthe Odds-FormBayes
Theorem,whichhe correctlydeducesfrom theaxiomsas the equality
P(A,IA, o H) P(A,IA2 n H) P(A21H) (7,5)( P(A_IA,n H) = P(A,IA_n H) P(A_IH)'
O whereherewe interpretA€ as not-A. _Anyotherprocedure,_ Lindleyclaims,_is inco-
herent3 Thispolemicevaporatesinthefaceofthe abovefoursubsethoodcorollariesand
the Odds-FormFuzzy RayesTheorem. Ironically,ratherthanestablishthe primacyof
axiomaticprobability,Lindleyseemsto arguethat it is fuzzinessin disguise.
Maximum-entropyestimationprovidesanothersourceof Bayesianprobabilitypolemic
[Cheeseman,1985]. Herethe axiomaticargumentrestson the so-calledCox'sTheorem
119461.
According to physicist E.T..]aynes [1979]: "C_x proved that any method of inference in
which we represent degrees of plausibility by real numbers, is necessarily either equivalent
to Laplace's, or inconsistent," wiiere Jaynes cites Laplace as an early Bayesian probabilist.
In fact Cox used bit_=/_l logic (Boolean algebra) and other assumptions to show that,
againaccordingto Jaynes,the =conditionsofconsistencycan be be stated in theformof
functionalequations,"namelythe probabilistlcproductand sum rules:
p(a n nlc) = V(altJ n c)p(OlC) , (76)
P(BIA) + P(B'IA) = 1 (77)
The Subsetho0d Theoremimplies
S(C,An B) = S(13n C,A)S(C,B) , (TS)
S(A, 13) + S(A, 13") > I , (79)
i
with,as wehaveseen,equalityholdingfor thesecondsubsethoodrelationshipwhenB is
nonfuzzy,whichholdsin the Cox-Jaynessetting.
In the probabilisticaseoverlapandunderlaparedegenera_ ,SoP(A NAC[B)= P(O[B)
0 = J_ = O'aadP(BIAOAC) = P(BlO)istmdetmed.YetingeaeralS(B, AnA*)> O,
and we can define S(A n A*, B) when A and B are fuzzy or nonfm
Jaynes' claim is either false or concedes that probability is a special case of fuzziness.
Forstrictlyspeaking,since the subsethoodmeasureS(A, B) satisfiesthe multiplicative
and additive laws specified by Cox and yet. differs from the conditional probability P(B[A),
Jaynes'claim is false.
Presumably3ayneswasunawareof fuzzysets.Hesuggeststhat the frequencyti_eoryof
prot,ability providestheonly alternativeuncertaintytheory,and we havereducedrelative
frequencyto the subsethoodmeasureS(X, A)..$o if werestrictconsiderationto nonfuzzy
setsA and B, equalityholdsinthe abovesubsethoodrelations,and Jaynesarguescorrectly:
probabilityand fuzzinesscoincide. But fuzzinessexists, indeed abounds,outside this
restrictionand classicalprobabilitytheorydo.,,not. So fuzzytheory extendsprobability
theory.Equivalently,probabilityrepresentsa specialcaseof fuzziness.
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O When we cxarnine Cox's actual arguments, we find that Cox assumes that the nncer-
tainty combination opcrators arc contimlously lwice diJTcrentiablc. Mia and max axe not
twicc diffcrentiablc. TcchnicaJly, Cox's thcorcm does not apply.
THE ENTIIOPY-SUBSETHOOD THEOREM
Weindependentlyderivedthe FuzzyEntropyTheoremand tile SubsethoodTheorem
fromfirstprinciples,fromsets-as-pointsunit-cubegeometry.Boththeoremsinvolveratios
of cardinalities.So wecansuspecta connection.
Tile Entropy-SubsethoodTheoremshowsthat tileconnectioninvoh'esoverlapA n A"
and underlapA U A'. The theoremeliminatesfuzzyentropyin favorof subsethood.
So subsethoodemergesas the fundamental,characterizingquantityof fuzziness--and,ar-i
guably,of probabilityas well.
O Entropy-Subsethood Theorem: E(A) - S(A U A', A n A') . (80)
ThetheoremfollowsifwereplaceB andA intheSubsethoodTheoremwithrespectively
overlap A n A" and underlapA U A'. Sinceoverlapis a subsetof underla.lLsince
S(A n A_, A o A') = 1,the intersectionofthe twosets equalsthe overlap.
The Entropy-SubsethoodTheoremdescribesa peculiarrelationship.It givesfuzziness
or ambiguityas the degreeto whidt the supersetA U A" is a subset of its own subset
A n A€, the extent to whichthe wholeis a part of one of its own parts, a relationship
Westernlogicforbids.
This relationshipviolatesour ingrainedVean-diagramintuitionsof unambiguousset
inclusion. Only the midpointd I" yieldstotal containmentof underlapinoverlap. The
(
_
O
cube vertices yield zero containment. This parallels in the cxtreme the relative freqnc,_cy _
rc|_tionsltipS(X_ A) = _, wllercno.Gw_.ysubsetA containsto somedcgrccits noufuzzy (.... i
supcrsctX.
Figure 16.11 illustratc_ the Entropy-Subscthood Thcorcm. it shows that d', the short-
cst distance from undcrlap A U A€ to the hypcr-rccta_g|e that dcfittcs thc ['ttzzy power
set of overlap A I"1A€, equals tile distaacc d(A U A_, A N A€) = d(A, A€) and equals
a dilTcrcnceof vector magnitudes: d" = M(A U A€) - M(A I'l AC).
{xz}=(0 t) X=(I 1)
z €. ..
•
iX/d"
JL o o . Q
O_(0 0 ]. Z. {xa}=(l 0)3 3
xt
Figure 16.11 Entropy-SubsethoodTheorem in two dimensions. Just,as the
long diagonals haveequal length,d(A, A_) = d(A U A_, A N A_) = d" = M(A u A€) -
M(A N AC),the short,est distance fromA t.lA_to the fuzzypowerset,o[ A N A_.
The Entropy-SubsethoodTheorem impliesthat no probabilitymeasure measuresfuzzi-
ness. For the moment, suppose not. Suppose fuzzy entropy measuresnothing new; fuzzi-
ness is simply disguised probability. Suppose, as Lindley [19871claims, that probability
,. ..
Q (.w ° ° ° n
theory "is adcquatc for .'dlproblcms revolving uncertaJnty. Then thcrc exists some proba-
bility mcasure P such that P = _. P cannot cqual _,_rocvcrywhcrc hccau_ P(X) = 1.
Thcn thcrc is some A such that I'(A) = E(A) > 0. But in a prol)ability sp.-mcoverlap
orunderlaparedegcneratc: A O A€ = O, and A O A* = X.
The Entropy-Subsethood TImorcm then impliesthat 0 < P(A) = E(A) = S(A O A',
A o A€) = $(X, _). X can be _ subset to nonzero degree of the cmpty set only if X
itself is empty, and hcnce only if A is cmpty: X = A = O. Thcn the succ event X is
impossible: P(X) = P(O) = 0. Or the impossible event is sure: P(O) = 1. Either
outcome gives a bivalent contradictlon, impervious to normalization. $o there exists no
probability measure P that measures fuzzine*s. Fuzzin_s cxists.
-\
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O 7. ProvethefuzzyDe Morgam Laws:C (_)Ann = (A'un')°
.... (b)AuB = (a,nm)'
8.Prove: ,ztl_ n11p p > I.
o< f(A, A..,.)< _ < _'(A,A_.,)< , -
/
9.ProvetheIt-versionoftheFuzzyEntropyTheorem:
e(A,A.,,,)_ M(AnAt)
E(A) = -tt(A, AI..) M(AUA_)
10.Prove:M(A)+M(B)= M(AnB)+M(AUB).
i
1_.Prove:.'-M(AhA')+ -_M(Av_')=1.
12.Prove:
(a)E(P)= _ if _(P)= 1and,Jrp,< 1/2,
0 --_ ( (b) E(P) < _ if M(P) = I and some pj > 112.
" 13. Prove the fit-violation version of the Subsethood Thoerem:
" _max(O, mx-mB(:=)) M(A N B)
S(A.B) -'- I - _ M(A) = -- M(A)
14.Prove= S(H. E) fi
S(E,nl)- K
_ S(Hj, E) fj
j=l
where f_ = S(X,H_), the nonfuzzy sets Ht,...,HK paxtition X, and E is fuzzy.
15.Prove: S(H, E)I.
s(f., I_)>_s(n, E)f. + S(H',E)I,,.'
(
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o f- =-
r _1---
•@- where fn = S(X, It) and i:_and I! arc arbitrary fttT_ysees.
IG. Prove the Odds-Form Bayes Thcorem:
S(AtOlt, A2 ) S(AaOII, At) S(It, A2)
.... for arbitrary fuzzy sees At, AT, and 1t.
17. Prove directly the additive inequality: S(A,B)+ S(A,B*) > 1.
18. Prove:
++ (a)0 <_S(H,A)<_t,
Cb) S(H,A)= 1 if IICA,
(0 S(H,A,uA_)= SCH,A,)+ S(n,A_)- S(n,A,nA,),
(d)S(H,A,n A,)= S(H,A,)S(A,n H,A,).
'+ 19. Show that Ns(Ns(z)) = z for the generalized negation operator
1--z a>-l, 0 <:<1,
• .N.o:)=
20. If we define intersection I_r pointwise by
%
T(z, ll) - 1 - rain(l, [(t - x)"+ (1- y)'ltl'), p> 0,
how should we define the corresponding De Morgan dual union Us?
-- 21. What De Morgan dual union operator corresponds to the intersection operator
maxC0,: + y - t) ?
• d
22.. 7.,adeh's consequent conjunction syllogism schemalizes as
o
jr- +
|_. • oo .,
ql As a.'c 8s
Q2 As aro. Cs
Thcreforc= Q As arc Bs and Cs
Show that if qt = S(A, B) and Q2 = S(A, C), then the fuzzy quantifier q obeys
max(O, QI +Q2-l) _ Q _ min(Qi,Q=).
23. Define the volume subsethood measure V( A, B) as
_(AnB)
V(A,B} - v(A) '
for fit vectors A = (az,...,a,,) and B = (bz,...,bj,) such that a; > O. vCA) is
the Lebesgue or volume measure of A:
(. ,,(A)= II
O i=l
. The volume subsethood measure V(A, B) measures the ratio of the volume of the
overlap hype_-recta_gle F(2 Arts) to the volume of A's fuzzy power set F(2A). Prove
that the volume subsethood measure V(A, B) underestimates the subsethood ,ms-
sure S(A, B):
_- V(A,B) < S(A,B)
_°(
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r ADAPTIVE FUZZY SYSTEMS FOR BACKING
.- UP A TI:LUCK-AND-TRAER
\
Seong-Gon Kong and Bart Koako
'" Department of Electrical Engineering
Signal and Image Processing Institute
University of Southern California
Los Angeles, California 90089-0272
Abstract _"
We developed fuzzy and neural.network control systems to back up • simulated truck,
and truck-and-trailer, to a loading dock in a planar p_king lot. The fuzzy systems per-
- formed well until we randomly removed over 50 %of their fuzzy-associative_memm7 (FAM)rules. They also pe_rmed wellwhenwereplaa_ keyFAMequ_'brsfion_ withde..
structive or _sabotage n rules. We trained the neural network systems with the su_
badcpropagation learning algozithm and tested their robustness by zemoving random sub-
sets of training data in learning sequences. The neural systems F-_fonned well but _Iuized
extensive computation for tralning. We used unsupervlsed d_rential competitive learn-
ing (DCL), and product-space clusto_ng, to adaptively generate FAM rules from training
data. The ozlglnal fuzzy and neural control systems generated trajectory data. The DCL
system rapidly x_-coveredthe underlying FAM rules. P_duct-q, aes eluste_ng converted
the neum/truck systems into structured sets of FAM rules that approximated the neural
system'sbehavior.
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Fuzzy and Neural Control Systems
We construct fuzzy sad neural control systems dL-ectly from control data, but from
difYenmttypes of control data. Fuzzy systems use a small number of struciured
input-output samples from an expert or fzom some other a_laptive estimate. Neural
systems use • large number of numeric input-output samples from the control process or
...
from some other database. Adaptive fuzzy systems also use numeric control data.
F'q_xe I illustrates this difference. The neural system esthnates function )€: X _ Y
... Y
from several numerical point samples (z,_). The fuzzy system estimates f fzom • few
(a) Co)
FIGURE 1 Geometry of neural and fussy function esthnation. The
,pproaz.h (a) uses several numerical point samples. The fnzzy approach (b)
uses• fewfussy setsamples.
-f Fussy and neuralsystemsoffer• key advantageovex traditionalcontrolapproaches.
They offernudd-fr_ e.stimationof the controlsystem. The user need not sl_clfy how
the controller's output m_thematicaIly depends on its input. Instead the use_ provides a
few common-sere associations of how the control variables behave- Or the user provides
/ a sta_tically representative set of numezical training samples. Even if • math-model
" controller is avail_le, fuzzy or neural controllers may prove more robust and ea_e_ to
Whlch system, fuzzy or neural, performs better for which tyl_of control problem de-..
•pends on the type and availabilityof sampledata- Ifexperts peovidestructuredkmwlai8 e
_- of the amtrol process,or if sufficientnumedad trainingsamplesaxeunz_ the fzssy
approachn_y be pre_e_ble. We can construct• fus_ cont_ system with
esse whea experts or fussy _eezs provide_ structun_ knowledSe-A fma_ coa-
trol system seems s reasonablebenchmark_ such cases, eves if we caa deveh,p • neaxal
contmll_ or math-modelcontrolle_.
If we have representativenumerical dat_ but not structuredcxperfise, the neaml =p-
proachm_y be pMuable. Or z statistical regressionapproachmy be mo_ ap_
The data simply tell their own story--_ there is • story to ten. Yet even he_em_
j _ ..... use a hyb_d fuzzy.neural system, an adaptive fury system- We can use t]_e
i " " to e_te _---" asso_ memory (FAM)rules. The FAMrulesam then foau the
estimateit. This rosy be morepractlcalthanit would_l_n_ because afthe smAllmm_er
of control FAM rulesneeded to reliablycontrolmanyre_w_ proceueL
Howcanwe comparefuzzyandneuralcontrollers?AbstractcompamonIn--Yesdi/_mlt
becauseboth approachesbuild • controlblackbox in d_erent wzys. That they lnnldblack
/°_ boxes _ them from math-modelcontrollers. It also su_ests we can
_ them, _t least approximately,by their bl_k-box control_ce.
Each controlsystem generatedan output _ontroI_urj_ceas it rangedove_ the connnon
input spaceof parametervalues.Figure5belowshows_ension,l coatntstances
for the fuzzy and neural contro_ers. For control systems with _w inpui pas_asel_ with
/ moderately qusntlsed nudes, we can store both fu_ and aeund contmil_s--oz rather
their quant]zedcontrol_ dec_on look-uptables. Thenonce wespe_ a system
_ce cr_te_on,we can in pr]nclplequantitativelycomparethe amtrollcx_
Gompaxin8 system t_jectoties proved more complicated. In the case _t lured, we
wanted to back up a truck, and truck-sud-ttm'ler,to • loading dock. Weam messm_ and
comparethe quality and quantityof the trucktrsje_ory, perhapswith meam-sqmu_ e_-
mt cs_tes_. Intuitively,we p_ed smoothshort trz_eclos_s to jaggedlong tra_
the loading-dockgoal was aim important. In pm_tlce it is the mo_ impor-
tant pedorman_ requirement.We must balance the tr_jedory type with the t__
o
O - destinLtion, and this reduce, to the pragn_tic issue of l_dtncing means sad enda.
Below we develop s simple fuzzy control system and • simple neural control system
for backing up • truck, and truck-and-trailer, in an open parking lot. The recent neural
network truck barker-upper simulation of Nguyen and Widow [1989] motiv'Atedour choice
of control problem.
The fuzzy control system compared favorably with the neural controller in terms of
black-box d_,rdopmeat effort, black-box computational load, smoothness of truck trajec-
tozles, and robustness.
We studied robustness of the fuzzy control systems in two ways. We deliberately added
confusing FAM rules_sabotage" rules--to the system, and we randomly removed di_er-
ent subsets of FAM rules. We studied robustness of the neural controller by randomly
removing different portions of the training data in learning sequences. We also _c_nverted
" the neural control systems to structured FAM-bank s_stems.
Backing up a truck
O F'_uxe 2 shows the simulated truck and loading zone. The truck corresponds to
the cab
part of the neural truck in the Nguyen-WiKrow neural truck backer-uppe: system. The
thzee state vaxiables _, ::, and !; exactly determine the truck position. _bspecifies the ansle
of the truck with the horizontal. The coordinate pair (z,y) spedtles the position of the
rear center of the truck in the plane.
The goal was to make the truck arrive at the loading dock at • right angle (_! --- 90")
and to a/ign the position (z,y) of the truck with the desired loading dock (zt,yt). We
considered only backing up. The truck moved backwa:d by some fixed distance at every
stage. The loadlng zone corresponded to the plane [0,100] x [0,100], and (zl,ltt) equaled
(5O,lOO).
At every stage the fuzzy and neural controlle:s should produce the steexing angle 0 that
backs up the truck to the loading dock from any initial position and from any angle in the
loading zone.
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FIGURE 2 Diagram of simulated truckandloadingzone.
Fuzzy Truck Backer-Upper System
We find specified each controller's input and output variahles. The input variables were
the truck angle _band the z-pmition coordinate z. The output vaxlable was the steering-
angle signal O. We auumed e_ough clearance between the truck and the loading dock so
' _'e could ignore the _-posltlon coordinate. The va_ble ranges were as follows:
0_< z_< 100 ,
-9o _<4,_<2_o,
-30 < $ < 30 .
Positive values of 0 represented clockwise rotations of the steezln8 wheel. Negative values
repz_nted counterclockwise rotations. We dlscretlzed all values to reduce computation.
The resolution of _ and 0 was one degree eac_ The resolution of z was 0.1.
Next we specified the fuzzy4et values of the input and output fuzzy vaziables. The
fuz_ sets numerically represented linguistic tennJ, the sort of llng_stic terms an expert
might use to descn*bethe control system's behavior. We ch_e the fuz_y4et values of the
fuzzyvariablesasfollows:
RB: R_htBelow LE: Left NB: NegativeBig
RU: Ri_tUpper LC: LeftCenter NM: NegativeMedium
RV: Right Vertical CE: Center NS: NegativeSmall
VE: Vertical RC: R._t C,_ter ZE: Zero
LV: Ldt Vertical RI: Right PS: Positive Small
LU: Left Upper PM: PositiveMedium
LB: Left Below PB: Pmitive B_
Fuzzy subsets contain dements with degrees of membership. A fuzzy memberthip
function m_ : Z --_ [0,1] assigns a real nmnl_ between0 and 1 to every dem_eatz in
the universeof discourseZ. This numberma(z) indicatesthe degreeto which the object
" ordata z belon_ to the fuzzysetA. Equivalently,ma(z) de_mesthe fit (fuzzyunit) value
<,
[Kod_o,1986]of dement z in JL
FmmTmembershipfunctionscan havedi_erentshapesdependingon the de_gne_s Irrd-
create or _p,_"_. In practicefu, sy engineer, 1,avefound t_aagulffirand
ahapes help capturethe modek_', sense of fuzzynumb--rsandsimpF_-computation.F_-
ure 3 show*memberddp4unctlongraph, of the fuzzy subsets above. In the third graph,
forexample, 6 = 20"is PositiveMedium to degree0_5,but only PositiveBig to degree0_.
In F'_mxe3 the fuzzy sets CE, VE, and ZE ate narrowerthan the other fumT sets.
These nan_w fuzzy sets permit fine controlnear the loadingdock. We used wider
to de_:dbe the endpoints of the rangeof the fuzzy wu'iable-_b,z, and.6. The wider
fuzzy sets permittedrough controlfax fromthe loadingdock.
' Nextwespecifiedthefuzzyarul_ase"orbarkof.fuz_ soc&_rem_nor_(FAM)raM.
Fuzzy associations or "rules" (A, B) associateoutput fuzzy sets ,B of controlvalues with?
input fuzzy set* A ofinput-variablevalues. Wecan write fuzzyasso_ations u antevedent-
consequentpah_ or IF-THEN statement_.
In the truckbacker-uppercase,the FAMbankcontainedthe 35 FAMrulesin F_ 4.
Forexample, the FAMruleofthe leftupperblock(FAMruleI) cor_espon&to the follow:_g
FIGURE $ Fuzzymembershipfunctionsforeach linguisticfuzzy-set value.
To allowfine_control, the fuzzy sets that correspondto near the loadingdock
are narrowerthan the fuzzy set# that correspond.tofar fromthe loadingdor.k.
¢.
fuzzy association:
IF ffi= LE AND 4, = RB, THEN 8---IS.
-- FAM rule 18 indicates that if the truck is in neat the eqm'libzlumportion, then the
O controller shouldnot produce a positive or negativestee_-angle signal The FAM
_ in the FAM-bankmatrix reflectthe symmetryof the controlL-dsystem.
For the initial condition ffi-- 50 and _ - 270, the fuzzy truck did not pedonn welL
The symmetryof the FAMrule, and the fnzzysets cancelledthe fuzzy controlleroutput in
a raresaddle point. For this initial condition, the neuralcontroller(and truck-and-trailer
below) also performedpoorly. Any perturbationbreaksthe symmetry. For example, the
rule (If z = 50 and _ = 270, then 8 = 5) correctedthe problem.
The thre_dhnensiona_control surfacesin F'_ure5 show #teeing-angle signal outputs
0 that correspond to all combinations of values of the two input state variables_ and
z. The control surface defines the fuzzy controlle_. In this simulation the corre]ation-
minimum FAM inference procedure, discussed in [Kosko, 1990a], determined the fuzzy
control surface. If the control surface changeswith sampled variablevalues, the system
LlZ LC CZ ItC E
IrJ PS =I'M 3194 41'B sPB
]W 'NS _PS /'hi PB PB
"v M4 NS PS I'M PB
LV NB NM NS PS I'M
LU NB NB NM NS PS
I_ l_S NM _ _NS
FIGURE 4 FAM-bank matrix for the fuzzy truck backer-upper controller.
X Z
(.) Co)
• '. FIGUR_ 5 (a) Control suda_ of the fuzzy contro]_r. Fuzzy-set values
determined the input and output combinationcorrespondingto FAM rule 2
..... - (IF =:=LCAND 4_=RB,THEN 8=PM). (b) Correspondingcontrol surfaceof
-. the neural controllez for constant value y=20.
.- • :.
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behsves as an •duple fussy controller. Belowwe de=awstrate unsupervisedadaptive
@. (_- .. contml of the truckand thetruck-and-trailcrsystan_
Finzlly, we determined the output action given the input conditions. We used the
correhLtion-minJmuminferencemethod illustratedin F'qpzre6. Etch FAMruleproduced
the output fuzzy set clipped at the de_ee of membetzhJpdeterminedby the input€ondi-
flowsand the FAMrule. Alternatively,correlstiou-produciinference[Kosko,1990a]would
_ combineFAMrules multipficatlve]y.EachFAMrule emitted • fit-welghtedou/imt fussy
set 0; at each iteration. The total output 0 addedthese weighted output=:
o = (z)
i
= _,=_(f,,s,) , (2)
i
where/_ denotes the antecedent fit value and S; :ep_.nmmt=the consequentfm=y set of
stce:ing-sngle values in the ith FAM rule. EazUe:fuzzy systems combined tlm cmtput
sets O; with pairwisemsxJmA.But this tends to produce • uniformoutput set O as the
number of FAM rules increases. Addi_ the output set= O_invokesthe fuzzy vezsion of
the CentralLi_t Theorem. Tlds tends to produce• symmet_¢, unhnodd ouqmt fm=y
( _ 0 ofsto=_-==de_=lues.
Fuzzy systems map fu_ set= to fussy sets. The f_azsycontrol system's outlml &e_zes
_@ thefiusyset0 ofsteering-anglevalues=teachiter_on.Wemust=d_ thefu=y
set O to produce • nume=ical(poln¢-estlma_) _-snr, le output valueO."
As discussed in [Kmko, 1990=],the simplest defu==ifu_tionscheme se.lec_ the value
correspondingto the mazimum fi_ value in the fuzzy set. This mode-se.lect_nappro_.h
ignores most of the inform••ion in the output fussy netand_ an.additionaldecision
algozithmwhen multiple modes occur.
Oentroid dduzzificztion provides • more ef_dive procedure. This method us_ the
fuz_ centroid_ as output:
• , (3)
=o(0j)
;ill
C
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|FIGURE 6 Correl*tion-miuimuminference with controld dcfuzziflcation
method. Then FAM-ruleanteceden'.scombinedwith AND use the n_num
/it value to activate consequents. Those combined with OR would use_the
ma:imtunfit value. ('"
where0 defines=.f-.',=.-subsetof the steedng-zngleuniveomeofdiscourse = {0_,..., Op}.
Thece=tnd-limit..theozemeff ctproducedbyaddingoutputfnssysetO_benefitsbothmax-
mode and centrc_d defmu_cation. Figure6 showsthe _tion-miuimum _ and
centroiddefuzs]flcafionappliedto FAMrules 13and 18. We used controiddefuzzificztion
i in =n simulations.With 35 FAM rules, the fuzzy truck controllerproduced successful truck backi_-up
tra_ectol_es starting _ any _ti_ portion. _ 7 SHOWStypical e=amplesof the fus_y-
controlledtrucktrajectoriesfrom di_enmt initial podtlons. The _ controlsystem dld
not use ('_e") all FAMrulesat each iteration. Equivalentlymost output consequentsets
are empty. In most cases the system used only one or two FAMrules at each iteration.
The system used at most 4 FAMrules at once.
Neural Truck Backer-Upper System
The neural truck backer-upper of NKuyon and Widrow [1989] consisted of multilayer
.. _1:;
J
t• .... (-o. j
/i/"
(a) to)
FIGURE 7 Sample truck trajector;es of the fuzzy controlle_ :for initial
p_o_ (:,y,_)- Ca)(20_0_0), Co) (30,10,220), and (c) C30,40,-10).
feedforwardneural networks trained with the backpropagatlon gradlent-descent (_:_aastlc-
approximation) algoritlLm. The neura/cordrol _qlste_ consisted of two neural networks:
the controller network and the truck emulator network. The controller network produced
an Lppmpdate stee_g-angle signal output given any parklng-lot coordinates (:,y), and
the angle _b.The emu/a_or network computed the next position of the truck. The emulator
( network took as input the previous truck position and the current steexing-an_e output
computed by the controI_ network.
_ We did not train the emulator network since we could not obtain %nivem_ synaptic
connection weights for the truck emulat_ network. The backpropagation leandng algo-
rlthm did not converge for some sets of tmining samples. The number of training samples
for the emulator network might exceed 3000. For example, the combinations of training
samples of a given angle _, z-pmltlon, _-po_tlon, and stee_ng angle _nal e might cor-
respond to 3150 (18 × 5 x 5 × 7) samplesdepending on the division of the input-output
product space. Moreover, the trah_ samples were numerically similar since the neuronal
signals mumed scaled values in [0,I] or [-I, I]. For example, we treated close values, such
as 0.40 and 0.41, as distinct sample values.
Simple kinematic equations replaced the truck emulator network. If the truck moved
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ba_wa_--'dfrom(=,_) to(=',_')at in it_ratlo=,t]u=
=' = = (4)
y'= _+,._(_'), (5)
_,'= 4,+o. (6)
r denotes the fixed driving distance of the truck for all backing movements. We used
equations (4)-(6) instead of the emulator network. This did not affect the post-tralnlng
performance of the neural truck backer-upper since the truck emulator network back-
propagated only errors.
We trained only the controller network with backpropagation. The controllez network
used 24 "hidden" neurons with logistic sigmcid functions. In the training of the truck-
controller, we estimated the ideal steczlng-angle s_nal at each stage before we trained the
controller network. In the shnulatlon, we used the arc-shaped truck trajectory produced
by the fuzzy controller as the ideal trajectory. The fuzzy controller generated each training
sample (z,_, _, e) at each iteration of the bacMng-up process. We used 35 training sample
vectors and needed mote than 100,000 itemtlons to train the controller network.
Figure 5b shows the resulting neural control surface for _ = 20. The neural control
+
surface shows leas structure than the corresponding fuzzy control surface. This reflectsthe unstructured nature of black-boxsupervised leam_g. Figure 8 shows the network
connection topology for our neural truck backer-upper control system.
Figute.9 shows typical e.xamples_ the neural-controlled truck trajectories from sev-
initial positions. Even though we trained the neural network to follow the smooth
arc-shaped path, some learned truck trajecto_es were non-optimaL
Comparison of Fuzzy and Neural Systems
As shown in Figure 7 and 9, the fuzzy controller al_yz smoothly backed up the truck
but the neural controller did not. The neural-controlled truck sometimes followed an
/
irtegula_ path.
Y_I [---- Yk.I
_ ltkl_a Imas
FIGURE 8 Topologyof our neuralcontrolsystem.
(a) (b) (€)
.+'
FIGURE 9 Simple trucktrajecloziesof the n_-al conuoll_ for initial
positions(z,l/,_): (a) (20,20,30), (b) (30,10,220),and (c) (30,40,-10).
(=) co)
FIGURE I0 Thefuzzy trucktram'toryafterwereplacedthe key_e_ly-
state FAMrule IS by the twoworstrules: (a) IF z = CE AND _ = VE,
THEN 0= PB,and(b)IFz= CE AND 4,= VE,THEN 0= NB.
Trahfing the neural control system was thne-consumlng. The backpropagxtlon xlgo-
rlthm xequired thousands of back-ups to train the controller network. In some cases, the
learning algorithm did not converge.
We €_-alned" the fnmW az_'o]ler by encoding our own common sense FAM rides. Once
we develop the FAM-rule bank, we can compute control outputs f_om the x_mltlng FAM-
bank matzlx or control surface. The fuzzy cont.-ol/er did not need a truck emulator and
(lid not Z_lUlre a math model of how outputs depended on inputz.
The fuzzy controIler was computationally lighter than the neural control]_. Most
computation operations in the neur._ controller involved the multiplication, addition, or
loga_thmof two real numbe_. In the fuzzy controller, most computational operations
involved compaxlng and adding two real numbers.
Sensitivity Analysis
__ We studled the sensitivity of the fuzzy controller in two ways. We replaced the FAM
rules with deztructive or "sabotage" FAM rulez, and we randomly removed FAM rules.
25o
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FIGURE 11 Fussy truck trajectory when (_) no FAM rules are removed
and (b) FAMrul_ 7, 13, 18 and 23 areremoved.
We delibe_te.ly chose sabotage FAM rules to confound the system. F'q_re 10 shows the
trajectory when two sabotage FAM rules repl_ed the important steady-stale FAM rule--
FAM rule 18: the fuzzy controller should produce zero output when the truck is nearly in
the _zroct parking position. Figure 11 shows the truck trajectory after we removed four
randomly chopin FAM rules (7, 13, 18, ud 23). These perturbations did not slgnifu_utly
- _ the fussy controllers _ce.
O, We studied robustness of each controller by examining failure rates. For the fussy
"J controller we removed fixed percentages of randomly selected FAM rules from the system.
For the neural €ontroller we removed training d_ta. Figure 12 shows performance en_zs
averaged o_verten typical back-ups _th missing FAM rules for the _ controller and
missing training d_t, for the neural controller. The missing FAM rules and training dad_
ranged from 0 % to 100 % of the toto]. In Figure 12a, the docking error equaled the
, E_ _an_ _ the,_ual_-,x_tlo,,(€,=,y)tothed_,_cX_alpo_ti_(_,
._:i-.;_ =I,_I): _.
X>o_ _ro. = _/(_- _)'+ (=_- =)'+ (_ - e)' (t)
In F'q_ure 12b, the trajectory error equaled the ratio of the actual trajectory length of the
_m _mkm_ m_
_ FAMm m _ Ir&Mm nmmmml
(a)Fu_ €onu_kr
I_Mq _mr _am_
I.I
(b) BP-Ncual coauoner
FIGUR_ 12 Compaa_mnof robustnessof the controIlers:(a) Docklngand
-- '1_._'torye rorfthe fussycontroll_,(b) Dockinsad Trajectoryenorof
the neural controller.
truck divided by the straisht line distance to the loading dock:
_..
length oftrucktrajectory
. _ TrajectoryError = distance(initialposition, desiredfinal pozition) " (8)
Adaptive Fuzzy Truck Backer-Upper
Adaptive FAM (AFAM) .yzte_ generate FAM rules directly from traini_ data. A
oB_OBal FAMsystem, S :P -'-* P, defines• FAMrule, • singleassociation of the
fore (A_,B;). In this case the input-outputproduct space equals P' x _'. As discussedin
.... EKosko,1990a], • FAMrule (A. B_)defines• dusteror ball of points in the product_space
.... I cube/" x_' centeredat the point (A_,_). Adaptive d_ algozlthmscan estimate the
!
/
/
unknown FAM rule (ih, B_) from training samples in R 2. We used diff_xti_ compe_tiveC
lesumi_ (DCL) to recover the bank of FAM rules that generated the truck training dais.
We generated 2230 truck samples from 7 different initial positions and varying an-
gt_.We_metheinitialportion,(20,20),(30,20),(45,20),(50,20),(55_), (70,20),and
(80,20). We changed the anklefrom -60" to 240" at each initial position. At each step, the
fuzzy controller produced output steering angle 0. The training vectors (z, _, 8) defined
palnt# in a three-dlmen_onal product-space, z had 5 fuzzy set values: LE, LC, CE, RC,
and P,/. 4 had7 fuzzy_-t values:P.B, PJ/,/W, TIE,LV, £U, and2;B. 0 had 7fuz_ set
values:NB, NM, NS,ZE,PS,PM, andPB.Sotherewere245(5x 7x 7)possible
FAMcells.
We defined FAM cells by partitioning the effective product-space. FAM cells near the
center were smaller than outer FAM cellsbecause w©chose narrow manbershlp _udious
near the steady-stMe FAM ceil. Uniform partitions of the produci-space produced poor
of the ox_d FAMrules. Asin Figure3, thisreflectedthe needto judlclously
- d_fine the fussy-set values of the system fuzzy _es.
We pe_zmed product-space clusteKug with the verdon of DCL discussed in [Kosko,
( 1990a].Ifa FAM cell contained at least one of the 245 synaptic quantlsffition vector, we
entered the conmpondlng FAM rule in the FAM matrix.
.... Figure 13a shows the input sample distribution of (z,_). We did not include the
variahte 8 in the:figure. _ data clustered near the steady-state position (z -----50
and 4 = 9fl'). Figure 13b dLsplaysth_ synaptlc-vedor histog_x after DCL classi_ed2230
training vector, for 35 FAt&rules. SincesuccessfulFAMsystemKeneraledthe
samples, most training samples, and thus most _aaptlc vectors, clustered in the steady -
state FAMceJL
DCL product-space clustering estimated 35 new FAM rules. F'_qxre14 shows the DCL-
estimated FAM bank and the corresponding control su,'.ac_ The DCI,-estimated control
visually _embles the underlyingunknown controlsurfaceinlq_mre5a. The two
syztems produce nearly equivalent truck-backing behavior. This suggests adaptive product-
space clustering can estimate the FAM rules underlying expert behavior in many cases,
even when the expert or fuzzy engineer cannot articulate the FAM rules.
(
FIGURE _S (a) +,,put_ dl,t,lb-_on, (b) Syn,,_¢-,,_,_o,_,tos,,-n.
Difl'erenti_ competitive leaxni_ allocsted synaptlc quanfisatlon vecto_ to
FAM cells.The,teady-sta_FAM _ (CE,VE;ZE)containedthemost
synaptic w_-tom.
FIGURE 14 (a)D_ted FAMbank. (b) Con_po-di_control
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We also used th-- neural control surface in Fignxe 5b to estimate FAM rules. We divided
the inpzt-o.u,tput product-space into FAM celia as in the fnszy control case, If the neurffil
_mtrol surface intenected the FAM ceil, we entered the _ndlng FAM rule in • FAM
bank. We •vex-aged all neural €ontml-_ vtluesin• _aaxe _en owu the two input
-" " _ z and _. We assigned the average value to one o_7 output _y sets. Figure 15
e shows the zesultlng FAM bank and con'esponding contxol Imrfacegenerated by the neurtl
controlzu=faeein Figure5b. Thisnewcontrolsuzfacex_mbles the o_ginal"_y control
n_face in Fig_e 5_ more than it x_se_hles the neural control surface in Hguxe 5b. Note
the absence of • steady-state FAg rule in the FAM matzix in Figure 5ffi.
F'_qzre16 compares the DCL-AFAM and BP-AFAM control zurfaces with the fuzzy
control zurfzce in Fign_e 5a. Figure -b dxows the tbsotute difrex_nce d the cont.,_l_.
As expected, the DGL-AFAM system produced less absolute- e_rc_ than the BP-AFAM .
systemirmduced.
F'_m_ 17 shows the docking and trajectory errors of the two AFAM control systems.
The DG'L-AFAMsystem produced less docking error than the BP-AFAM system produced
for 100 arbitrasy btcking-up trials. The two AFAM systems 8enerated simJlLrbar.Hug-up
tx_ject_6e_ This s_,gests that bltck-box neural estimtton can define the front-end of
(
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FIGURE 16 (a) Absolute ditferencc of the FAM surface in Figure 5L and
the DCL-esthnsi_FAM snfmce;-Figure 14b. (b) Absolute di_ex_xee of the
..... FAM surface in Figure 5t and the neugal-es4imated FAM gurfacein Figure 15b.
o. - - FAM-_tructm_l systems. In principle we can use this tecJ_que to generate structured
FAMx'ulesfor any _ apldic_tioa.We can then i_l_'t _d zefmethese rulesand
- pedxmps replace the ox_nal aeu_ ayt4em with the tuned FAM
..... _azzy Truck-and-Trailer Controller
• -" We added • trailer to the truck system, as in the original Nguyen-Widmw model.
Irqguge18 shows the dmulated truck-ud-traileg rystem. We added one more variable (cab
/ ugle, _,_) to the three stale va_bles of the trailede_ truck. In this cue • FAM rule takes
the farm
i,....
/ IFz= LE AND _= RB AND €,= PO, THEN _= NS.
-:_'-. The _ state vxt_bles z, _, ¢t, and ._ determined the position of the track-and-traile_
_._ tTatem in the plane. Fuzzy variable €_ corresponded to qbfor the trd]edeu truck. Yu_y
" _" v_adde _,speckled the relative cab a_le with zegpect to the center rule along the trax'le_.
;' _ rmuged from -90" to 90". The extreme cab |ingles 90" and -90" correspondedto two .,.,
- "--"_. - ". _" ----..-z._.. ":-._-----__= ----'_.... _----2-':- - _' ." •°_ ......... - - --- " ".'s_''-_:<C...... - ..... . -
• _ -_ _ ?-:_:_---_ -- "i____.------.'_?_';._ " - __"_---.-__"7 . _._.-7-"_ -_ . _....... '- . •-_----.... -_'__;:_ ._._-."-_._T-_-;:.-.... "----"
--'" _._;--._"_;-A. _" "_- --_ _ "_C._-_-_'7_>.._ o ._. "--_:_.--'_'_";--t--::_;;_ C-.--'-_......... C_.-_-:---_".':-_--''_-_"- -- -_-;-....._-L_.-_':.....

(x.y) (z. y): Carudm,_ d Umrut *,_ [o.leOI.
(e, v) :Carmdmmerdlme*d'nm,,idm.
(u,v) ._ #t : ._,_,f amu.,a,,._ b,,Umud,_-_Wt.
4)€"Zdsth,,,_ ,€U,cab_ U',a,r,I._eei.
:'" e :_ ml_',i-._,_1.
/ FIGURE 18 Diagramof the simulatedtruck-a_zd-tzaQexsystem./
• -_ _ "jv.kkni_ pMtio_ of the cab with zespect to the trailex. Positive _ valueindicated
that the cab xe_ded on the left-handside of the tra_lez.Negativevalue indicated that it
' - xesidedon the zlght-hnaxdside- HKuze18 showsa positiveaz_le valueof _. '
- Fusffiyvffizlablesz, _, and _ de£medthe input 7axlsbles. Fuzzy vzxlablefl _ the
output vaxlahle,fl meuuxed the anglethat we neededto update the _ Ltam.h itez_
tloL We computed the steedng-angleoutput 0 with the followinggeometriczzZationdfip.
..... With the output fl vtlue computed, the _ position (z,y) moved to the Dewpmitlon
_. .... (=',_):
.- :, = =+, _(_, +p), (9)
¢ =_y+,,_(_,+/3), (10)
where r deletes a fixed backingdlstaace. Thea the _oi_tof the cab andthe tn61e_(_,_)
.....: :movedto thenewposition _u',s/):
" ._-:- 'u,' ----z'--tco_(_+,8), (11)
. -..
_-__. ,,,,= ¢-t,_(_+_), (_)
......._: wheret deaotes the t_a_lerlength. We updated the _izectiozmlvector (dirU, dirV), which
definedthe cab ang/e, by
=-:=__. _._
- _rU'= _,U+ A., (13)
€_rV' = dirV + A_, (14)
".--_"2".... -.:_ !.'".-- _.__- _'. '. _-..._-,_- " .--._":7_.._ -. '" _-_ -. :. •
....... ., -_-_._._.... -:-
NE ZR PO
" -90 -65 -15 0 15 65 90 _C
FIGURE 19 Membe_hip graphs of the three f_y-set values of fuzzy
variable_,.
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Zi_ 28_
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FIGURE 20 FAM bxuk of the fuzzy tmck-and-tmi]_ control sy_em.
whereAu = u'- u, _d _v = I/- _. Thenewdh_.-ctionalvector(J:_-/_,J_V') der_=
the new cab angle _. Then we obtain the stee_ing angle value as 0 = _ - .,_, where
_j, denotes the cab angle with the ho1_ontal. We chose the same _.4el values _d
.:- - _p function# for _ u we chose for 0. _ ranged from -30" to 30% We chose the
• 7" fuzzy-_d values of _, u NE, ZR and PO u in F'q_re 19.
• " . F'q_=e 20 display# the 5 FAM-rule matrices in the FAM bank of the fuzzy truck-and-
i_ trailerq_tem. In F'q_-e2Owe_ the fus_ _r_ble z u.2;_, LC, 6'_, P-__,*,,d .R/.
The_'e were 735 (7 x 5 x 7 x 3) po_ble FAM rule# and only 105 actual FAM rules.
F'q_ 21 shows typical bar.]_g-up trajectories of the fuzzy truck-and-tna'kr control
- -_'-- ../ :..:.
(
7- _/,/
._0_" 250
FIGURE 21 Sample truck-and-tm_le:trsjecto,_es from the fuzzy con-
..... " t_,n_fo_t_ _ (=,y,_, _,): (,_)(_,, 30,-20, 30),(b) (SO,SO,
2ZO,--40),and(_)(_0,30,200,30).
" systemfrom d_'e_mt initial positions. The truck-and-tzaile=backedup in dH_nt
t_onsdepend_uSon the :dative portion of the cab with respect to the tma'le:.The fuzzy
control systems succesdu]/ycontrolledthe truck-ud-trailer in j,_mlfe po_tkauk
-- f
BP Truck-and-Trm3er Control Systems
We _lded the cab-anslevazi_ble_ as to the bsr.L-p_pagttion-trainedneurattruckcon-
" t.-oIIerasaninput. The conh_er nq_ork contained24 hiddenneuronswith output w_i-
able _. _ t_ samples€onsisted of _,_on_ ,p_ of the form (=,_, _, _,,_).
We trained the cont_Ile_networkwith52 tm_u_m8samples from the fuzsy ¢ontrol]e_.26
samples for the left half of the plane_26 samples for the _ht half of the plane. We
u_d equ_ons (9)-(14)in_.d of the emul,iornetworLTr,i_nS_quir_ moreth_
200,000 iterations. Some tm_a_u_sequencesdid not conv_ The BP-tminedcontroller
pedormedwellexceptin i few_ Flip,re 22 showstypical b_]_u_-up tmje__.z_.; of
the BP truck-and-tn_ez ce_rol syztem from the same _uiUalpositions used in F'_m-e21.
We pe_rmed thesame mbustnes: tests foxrue fuzzy andBP-tra_uedtru&-and-tm:'_
controllers as in the trai_e:ksstruck case. Figure 23 shows performanceerro_ _wn_ed
Fi
(.) (b) (c)
FIGURE 22 Sampletruck-and-trailertrajectoriesof the BP-trainedcon-
troller for initial positions(=, _/,_, _,): (*) (25,30,-20, 30),(b) (80,30,210,
-40), and (c) (70,30, 200, 30).
o_er ten typical be_-ups from ten dLf_t initial positions. Theseperformaace_,raphs
resemblecloselythe performancegraphsfor the _eu track systemsin Figure 12.
A.FAM Truck-and-Trailer Control Systems
.
i@ We gene_ted 6250 truck-and-_ datL _ the original FAM system in Figure 20.
We barked up the truck-and-tmg_ from the same initial positions u in the t'railedess truck
case. The trailer angle _ ranged frown--60* to 240", and the cab angle _€ assumed only
the three values -45 °, 0",and 45". The training vectors (z, _, _, fl) defined points in the
foux-,_ensional input-output product-space. We nonuniform]y partitioned the product
space into FAM ce]b to allow narrower fuzzy-set values near the steady-state FAM cell.
We used DCL to t:dn the AFAM truc]_-and-trdler conL,ol]er. The total number of FAM
equaled 735 (7 x 5 x 7 x 3). We used 735 synapfic quantL_fion vectozs. The DCL
algox_hm clsu_ed the 6250 dah_ into 105 FAM cells. F'_Qre24 shows the synapfic-vector
,. ]zlsto/F_n correspond_ to the 105 FAM rules. Figure 25 shows the estimated FAM bank
by the DCL algorithm. Figure 26 shows the original and DCL-estimated control surfaces
\
• for the fuzzy truck-and-_ systems.
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FIGURE 23 Compa._isonof robustnm of _ two truck*Lud-_ con-
and trujecto_, en_ of the BP controIle:.
'O - N
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" " FIGT.I_ 24 Synaptic-vector histogram for the AFAM truck-and-trailer
=l-l,-l,.i=l=l-l_
.1= I.I "l=_'l-I'J
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loiN"
FIGURE 25 DG%-estlmatedFAM bank for the AFAM truck-and-trtil_
system.
F's_uze27 shows the tm_-ctoziesof the ozlghsalFAM and the DCL-esth_ted AFAM
tnsr.k-and-trailezcontml]enk Figure 27s and27b showthe two trajectozlesfromthe
initial portion (60,30_10,-60). The odl_in=lFAM and DCL-estimated AFAM systems
' ex_M comparable truck-and-trailez control performance except in & few cases, where
the DOL-estimatedAFAMt._jectos-;.eswere izregulaz.
(
x=LE x=LC
x=CE
x=RC ... x=RI
(b) _ cattrolsurfacesfoe"thetruck4nd.tranersystem
FIGETR_26 (,_)0d_in,J_ntzolsez_ce(b) DCL-_thn_ €o-trolsurface
@(a)_ FAM _b)_ F,tM
(€)_ FAM (a}D_,_e_d FAM
FIGURE 2T Sample truck-and-trailertrajectories from the ori_nal and
the DCL-estimated FAM systems starting at initial positions (z, _, _, _,) =
(30,30,10,45) and (60,30,210,-60).
Conclusion
We quickly engineeredfury systems to succesduIly bark up • truckand truck-and-
trailer system in ,_paxki_ lot. We used only common sense and er:or-nuHingintuitions
to _ _,-t banks of FAM ,_1_. These systems p_rformedwellunt_ we
ovex 50 %'of the FAM rules. This extra.merobustne_ suggests that, for many estimation
andcontrol problems,differentfurayengineersam rapidlydevelopprototypefnzzy
that performslmilaxlyand well.
The speedwith which the DCLcluste6_ techniquerecove_ the underlyingFAMbank
-- fnrther sW_geststhat we can likewise construct fussy systems for more conq,lex, hi_he_-
" _:nne:n_onalproblems. For these problems we may have access to only incomplete numer-
kzl _put-output data. Pu_e neural-networkor stathtlcal-process-controlapproachesmay
generate systems with comparableperformance-But these systems will involve fargreater
annputttional effort, _ be more difficult to modifyt and will not provide• structured
(
_-presentation of the system's throughput.
Our neural experiments suggests that whenever we model a system with a neural net-
work, for little extra computational cost we can generate a set of structured FAM rules that
appzo_nate the neural system's behavior. We can then tune the fuzzy system by refining
the FAM-rule hank with fuzzy-engineering rules of thumb and with further training data.
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D APPENDIX: Product-space Clustering with Differential
Competitive Learning
ProducL-speze clustering [Kosko, 1990a] is L form of _:hutlc tdaptive vector quantl-
zztion. Adaptive vector quantisation (AVQ) systems adaptively quantlze pattern dusters
in R_. Stochastic competitive learning systems aze neural AVQ systems. Neurons compete
for the activation induced by randomly sampled patterns. The corresponding synaptic M-
in vectors adaptively quantise the pattern space R n. The p synaptlc vectors mj define the
p columns of the synaptlc connection matrix M. M intezconnects the n input or linear
neurons in the input nonmnal fidd Fx to the p competing nonlinear neurons in the output
field Fy. Figure 28 below illustrates the neural network t_,pology.
Leaxnlng algorithms estimate the unknown probability density function p(x), which de-
scribes the distribution of patterns in 1_. Morn synaptic vectors arrive at more probable
regions. Where samplevectozs x aze dense or sparse, synaptic vectors n_j should be dense
sparse. The local count of synapti© vectors then gives a nonparamet_¢ estimate of the
O volumeprobabilityP(V)for volumeV C 1t":
e(v)=./,,v(x) (15)
Numbex of m i E V (16)
p
1
",, In the extxeme case that V = R _, this approxhnffition gives P(V) = p/p = 1. For improb-
- ablesubsetsv, P(V) = o/p = o.
t
i
i
i
!
1
l
@ ,
1
t
iO
Stochastic Competitive Learning Algorithms
metaphor of competing neurons reduces to near_-nelghbor classification. The
AVQ sy_m compares the current vector random sample x(t) in Euclidean distance to the
p columns of the synaptic connection matr;Y M, to the p synaptlc vectors m_(t),..., rap(t).
If the flh synaptic vector mj(t) is closest to x(t), then the jth output neuron _wlns_ the
competition for actiration at time t. In practice we sometimes define the nearest N synapti¢
vectors as winners. Some scaled form of x(t) - mj(t) updates the nearest or "winning j'
synaptic vectors. _Losers" remain unchanged: m_(t + 1) = m_(t). Competitive sTnapti¢
vectors converge to pattern-class centzoids exponentially fsst [Kosko, 1990b].
The following three-step process describes the competitive AVQ algorithm, where the
third step depends on which learning algorithm updates the winning synaptle vectors.
Competitive AVQ Algorithm
z. _m_ _y_tic ,_ors:_(0) =x(i), i = x,...,p.
Sample-dependent initialization avoids many pathologies that can distort nearest-
n_hbor learning.
2. For random sample x(t), find tl_e closest or _ synapfic vector m_(t):
llmj(t)- x(t)[I - m_ Ilm_(t)-x(t)lI , (17)
2 defines the squared Euclidean vector norm ot_x. We can
define the N synaptic vectors closest to x as _hlners _.
3. Update the winning synaptlc vector(s) mj(t) with an appropriate learning algor;thm.
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--_/° Differentialcompetitivel arning(DCL)
I
_-';-_ _tia] competitive "synapses" learn only if the competing "nt-azon" ¢.hang_ its
__-- competitivestatus[Kosko,1990c]:
,_j = _jC_j)[s,c=,)-,_] , (18)
°
"..t- or in vector not_tion,
_i = s_(_J)[s(=)-mi] , (19)
.
.h_ s(=)= CS,(=,),...,s=(=.))..d mi= ('_,J,...,"_)" '_ d..ot_the,T.,fptic
i'_-_- w_,ht bctm_n the ith neuron in input field Fx and the jth neuron in competitive fldd
-.:--- Fy. Nonne_atlve signal functions S_ and Sj transduce the real-valued activations z_ and
--"_=" Itj into bounded monotone nondeczeadng _gna_ S_(z;)and Sj(I/j)._h_jand Sj(yj)denote
,..... thetimedffiivffitiwofm_ andSj(yj),vyn_ptic_d _,do_ti_- S_(yj)m_-_ the
_L_ competitive status of the flhcompeting neuron in Fy. U_ually S_ app_te_ a binary
-_;_- threshold function. For example, S_may equal a _teep binary logistic slgmoid,
(..".0)
- S_(9._) - 1 + • "_ '
:: for some co.taut c > O. The jth neu_n wins the laterally inhibitive competition if S_ = 1,
lo_ if S_= O.
For disc_te implementation, we use the DCL algorithm as a _toe3astlc diff_m_ equa-
tlo_ [Kong, 1991]:
- _._. m_(t + 1) = m_(t) +_. _S_(_/i(t))[ S(x(t))- mj(t)] if the ]th neuronwins, (21)
' m_(t + 1) -- m_(t) if theith neuronloses. (22)
._ { _Sj($5-(1)) denotes the time change of the jth neuron's competition slg_d Sj(yi) in the
._ :. competitive field Fy:
_S_(y,_(t)) = $$n[S_(1t_(t.+ 1)) - S_(ll_(t)) ] • (23)
.°.
_ -/-
_:.'... "'" • -, j - " . , . . -- --° . . -_i . : -._
i __...._
-:__ .f- We define the signum operator sgn(z) as
I: 1 if z>O
_:=.= ,_ffi(=)= 0 _ ==0 . (24)
_ {c,} denotes a slowly decreash_ sequence of leamning cod_dents, such as c, = .1 (1 -
. ..:i_:- t/2000) for 2000 training samples. Stochastic approximation [Huber, lg81] requires a de-
,- creasing gain sequence {_} to ,appress random disturbances and to guarantee convergence
---_-- to local minima of mean-squaz_ performance measures. The learning co¢_dents should
decease slowly,
_.._ ....
....: _ = _ , (25)
•"; 1=1
" but not too slowly,
-. _' c_ < oo . (26)
e=l
_ Harmonic-serles coeHidentg, ct = l/t, satisfy these constrnints.
" " :" We approximate the competitive signal difference ASS as the activation difference Ayj:
•- -- A..qj(yX._;) " = sgu[ _6(t + 1) - 16(t) ] /,27)
: = a_j(t) . (28)
Input neurons in i'eedformurdnetworks usually behave linearly: S_(z;) = zi, or $(x(t)) =
x(t). Then we update the _ zyaaptic vector mj(t) with
...... =_(t+ 1) = mj(O+_ _j(t) [=(t) - mj(t)] . (29)
We update the Fr neurmud activations Pi with the additive model
wt •
y.i(t + 1) = y,_t) + y_ S,(z,(t)) m_j(t) + _, Sa.(p,(t)) u,,j . (30)
i i,,
- • - i
o ..
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FIGURE 28 Topology of the laterally inhibitive DeL network.
----
-.":--"--'- For linear signal functions Si, the fust sum in (30) reduces to an inner product of sample
and synaptic vectors:
..:.. - ~ ~.~ ..2: Zj(t) tnii(t) = xT(t) mi(t) .
i
(31)
A:
W··
.,
- ' .. _'.
Then positi"e learning tends to oc:cur-~7nii > o-when X is dole to the jth synaptic
vector mi.
Since a binary threshold function approximates the output signal function S.(r.), the
second sum in (30) sums over just the,mnmg neurons: E w'i for an winnins neurons r. .
• •The p x p matrix W contains the Fy within-field synaptic coJmedion strengths. Di-
agonal elements Wii are positive, off-diagonal elements negative. WmninS neurons excite
themselves and inhibit all other neurons. Figure 28 shoWi the coDDedion topology of the
laterally inhibitive DeL network.
--'-.'-.
..'
-..
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_ Product-space clustering
_o: We divided the space 0 (__z _ 100 into five nonuniformintervals[0,32.5], [32.5,47.5],
_- [47.5,52_5],[52.5,67.5], and [67.5,100]. Each interval representedthe five fuzzy-_t values
_=.:- LE, r.G_GE, RGI and R/. This choice correspondedto the nonov_rlappin8interva/s
of the fuzzy m_nbership function graphs re(z) in Figure 3. Similarly,we divided the
_. -...-. space --90 __ _ _ 270 into seven nonuniform intervals [--90,0], [0, 66_5], [66_,86], [86, 94],
[94,113.51,[ 13.5,182.5],and {182.5,270],whichcorresponded,erpectlvelytoRB, P,LV,
RV, VE, ._V, LU, and LB. We divided the spnze -30 _(8 _ 30 into seven nonuniform
" intervals [-30,--20], [-20,-7.5], [-7_5,-2.5], [-2.5,2.5], [2.5,7.5], [7_5,20],and [20,30],
which corresponded to NB, NM, NS, ZE, PS, PM, and PB.
"_" DCL clas_l_edeach input-output data vectorinto one of the FAM ce.lls.We added •
FAM rule to the FAM bank if the DCL-trainedsynaptic vector fell in the FAM ceil In
case of ties we chose the FAM ceil with the most densely clustereddata.
" '" _. For the BP-AFAMgeneratedfrom the neural control sudace in _ 15, we divided
the rectangle [0,100] x [-90,270] into 35 nonuniform squareswith the same dlvi_ons
defined above. Then we added and averagedthe controlmdaco valuesin the azluaxe.We
added a FAM ruleto the FAM bankif the averagedvalueco_esponded to one of the seven
-O FAM cells.
Fozthe truck-and-trailercase,we.._videdthe space -90 (_ _€ -( 90 into threeintervals
[--90,--12_],[--12.5,12.5],and[12.5,90],whichcorrespondedtoNE, ZR,andPO. The_re
..... -__ were 735 FAM cells, and 735 pom'bleFAMrules, of the form (z,_,_,;_).
_ !
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Depaxtmcnt of Electrica! Enginccring ..
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ABSTRACT
We comparedfuzzy and Kalman-filtercontrol systems for realtime target tracking.
Both systems performedwell,but in the presenceof mild process(tmmodeledeffects) noise
the fuzzy system exhibited finer control. We tested the robustnessof the fuzzy controller
O by removingrandomsub_ts of ftn_y a_odatlon_ or _ru_ _ and by adding destructiveor
Usabotage_ fuzzy rules to the fuzzysystem. We tested therobustnessof the Kalman track-
ing system by increasingthe variance of the unmodeled-effectsnoise process. The fuzzy
controllerperformedwell until we removedover50%of the fury rules. The Kalmaa con-
troller'sperformance quicklydegraded as the unmodeled-effectsvariance increased. We
used unsupervised neural-networklearning to adaptively generate the fuzzy controller's
fuzzy-associative-memorystructure. The fuzzy systems did not require a mathematical
modelof how system outputs depended on inputs.
_ PAGE_ NOTRLMED
0
Fuzzy and Math-Model Controllers
O i
Fuzzy omtrollcrs differ from classical math-model controllers. Fuzzy controllers do
not requirea mathematicalmodel of how controloutputs functionallydepend on control
inputs. Fuzzycontrollersalsodifferin the typeof uncertaintythey representand how they
representit. The fuzzyapproachrepresentsambiguousor fuzzysystem b.ehavioras partial
implicationsor approximate"rulesof thumb'--as fuzzy associations(A, B_).
Fuzzy controllersare fuzzy systems. A finite fuzzy sd A is a poi_ [Kosko, 1987] in
a unit hypercube/" = [0,1]_. A fuzzy system F : 14 --+ Ip is a mapping between
unit hypercabes. I" containsall fuzzy subsets of the domain space X = {xn,...,z,,} .
I_ is the f_ry p0wcr se_ F(2x) of X. IP contains all the fuzzy subsets of the range
spaceY = {yl,---,Yp}- Elementxl _ X belongsto fuzzyset A to degreemA(xl). The 2"
nonfuzzysubsets ofX correspondto the 2_ comersof the fuzzy cube I_. The fuzzy system
•F maps fuzzy subsetsof X to fuzzy subsets of Y. In general,X and Y are continuousnot
discretesets.
Math-model controllers usuallyrepresentsystem uncertaintywith probabilitydis-
trihutions, probability models describe systembehaviorwith first-orderand second-order
statistics--_ith conditionalmeans and covariances.They usuallydescribeunmodeledef-
O fects and measurementimperfectionswith additive Unoise"processes.
Mathematical modelsof the systemstate and measurementprocessesfacilitate a mean-
squared-emzranalysisof systembehavior. In general we cannot accuratelyarticulatesuch
mathematicalmodels. Thisgreatly restrictsthe rangeof realworldapplications. In practice
weoften use linearor quasi-linear(Markov) mathematicalmodels.
Mathematicalstate and measurementmodelsal'somakeit dimcult to add non-mathem-
atical knowledgeto the system. Experts mayarticulate such knowledge,or neuralnetworks
may adaptively ;nferit fromsample data. In practice,once we havearticulated the math
model,weuse human expertiseonly to estimate the initialstate and covarianceconditions.
Fuzzy controllers consist of a bank of fuzzy associalive memory (FAM) "rules"or
associations CA, Bi) operating in parallel, and operating to differentdegrees. Each FAM
J
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"- rule is a set-level implication. It represents ambiguous expert knowledge or learned input-
O output transformations.A FAMrulecan alsosummarize atile behaviorof specific math-
ematicalmodel.The systemnonlinearlytransformsexact or fuzzystate inputsto a fuzzy
set output. This output hzzy set is usually_defuzzified"with a centroidoperationto
generatean exactnumericaloutput. In principlethe systemcanuse the entirefuzzydis-
tributionas the output. Wecan easilyconstruct,process,aJIdmodifythe FAMhank of
FAMrulesin softwareor in digitalVLSIcircuitry.
Fuzzycontrollersrequirethat wearticulateor estimatethe FAMrules.The fuzzy-set
frameworkprovidesmoreexpressivenessthan, say,traditionalexpert-systemapproaches,
whichencodebivalentpropositionalassociations.Butthe fuzzyframeworkdoesnot elimi-
nate the burdenof knowledgeacquisition.Wecan useneuralnetworksystems to estimate
the FAMrules. But neuralsystemsalso requirean accurate(statisticallyrepresentative)
set ofarticulatedinput-outputnumericalsamples.Belowweuseunsupervisedcompetitive
learningto adaptivelygeneratetarget-trackingFAMrules.
Expertscanhedge theirsystemdescriptionswithfuzzyconcepts.Althoughfuzzycon-
trollersare numericalsystems,extm_ cancontribute_heirknowledgein naturallanguage.
This is especiallyimportantin complexproblemdomains,such as economics,medicine,
and history,wherewemaynot knowhowto mathematicallymodelsystembehavior.
-i Belowwecomparea fuzzycontrollerwitha Kalman-filtercontrollerforrealtimetarget
tracking. This problem admits a simple and reasonably accurate mathematical description
of its state and measurement processes. We chose the Kalman filter as a benchmark because
of its many optimal linear-systems properties. We wanted to see whether this "optimal"
controller remains optimal when compared with a computationally lighter fuzzy controller
in differentuncertaintyenvironments.
" We indirectlycomparedthe sensitivityof the twocontrollersby varyingtheir system
uncertainties.WerandomlyremovedFAMrulesfromthe fuzzycontroller.Wealso added
"sabotage"FAMrulesto the controller.Bothtechniquesmodeledless-stucturedcontrol
environments.Forthe Kalmanfilter,wevariedthe noisevarianceof the unmodeled-effects
noiseprocess.
Bothsystemsperformedwellformildlyuncertaintargetenvironments.They degraded
(
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differently as tile system uncertainty increases. Tile fuzzy controilcr's performance de-
graded when we removed more than half the FAM rules. The Kahnan-filtcr controller's
performance quickly degraded when tile additive state noise process increased in variance.
R.ealtime Target Tracking
..
Atargettrackingsystemmapsazimuth-elevationi putsto motorcontroloutputs.The
nominaltargetmovesthroughazimuth-elevationspace. Twomotors adjust the position
of a platformto continuouslypoint at the target.
The platformcan be any directionaldevicethat accuratelypoints at the target. The
devicemay bea laser,videocamera,orhigh-gainantenna. Weassumewehaveavailable
a radarorotherdevicethat candetectthe directionfromthe platformto the target.
The radarsendsazimuthand elevationcoordinatesto the trackingsystemat the end
ofeachtime interval.Wecalculatethe currenterrorekin platformpositionand changein
error_k. Thena fuzzyor Kalman-filtercontrollerdeterminesthe controloutputs forthe
motors,one eaz.hforazimuthand elevation.The controloutputs repositionthe platform.
Wecan independentlycontrolmovementalongazimuthandelev_.tionif we apply the
samealgorithmtwice. This reduce_the problemto matchingthe target's position and
velocityin onlyone dimension.
Figure1 showsa blockdiagramof the targettrackingsystem.The controller'soutput
v_givesthe estimatedchangein anglerequiredduringthe next time interval.In principle
a hardwaresystemmust transducethe angularvelocityvk into a voltageor current.
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FIGURE 1 Taxget tracking system.
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FUZZY CONTROLLER
O We restrict the output angular velocity vt of the fuzzy controller to the interval [-6, 61.
So we must insert a gain dement before the voltage transduction. This gain must equal
one-sixth the maximum angle through which the platform can turn in one time interval.
Similarly, the position error ek must be scaled so that 6 equals the maximum error. The
product of this scale factor and the output gain provides a design parameter--the "gain_
of the fuzzy controller.
The fuzzy controller uses heuristic control set-level "rules" or fuzzy associative memory
(FAM) associations based on quantized values of ek, ek, and vk-l. We define seven fuzzy
levelsby the following library of fuzzy-set values of the fuzzy variables e_, _k,and vt,-l:
Q
i
LN : Largc Ncgativc
MN : Mcdit, m Ncgative
SN : Small Negativc
ZE : Zero
SP : Small Positive ..
MP : Medium Positive
LP : Large Positive
We do not quantize inputs in tile classical sense that we assign each input to exactly
one output level. Instead, each linguistic value equals as a fuzzy set that overlaps with
adjacent fuzzy sets. The fuzzy controller uses trapezoidal fuzzy-set values, as Figure 2
shows. The lengths of the upper and lowerbases provide design parameters that we must
calibrate for satisfactory performance. A good rule of thumb is adjacent fuzzy-set values
should overlap approximately P.5percent. Below we discuss examples of calibrated and
uncalibrated systems. The fuzzy controller attained its best performance with upper and
lower bases of 1.2 and 3.9---26.2%overlap. Differenttarget scenarios may require more or
less overlap.
2_
t.5
LN MN SN ZE SP MP LP
1
O-5
.. /
o- 4 6 8
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2
_E OF DLSCOUR_E
FIGURE 2 Library of overlapping fuzzy-set values defined on a universe
| d!mma
!of dis.'_urse.
We assign each system input to a fit vector of length 7, where the ith fi/, or fuzzy unit
[Kosko, 1986],equals the value of tile ith fuzzy set at the input value. In other words,
the ith fit measuresthe degreeto which the input belongs to the ith fuzzy-set value. For
instanco,weapply the input values 1,-4, and 3.8 to the seven fuzzysets in the library to
obtain the fit vectors -.
1 --. (0 0 o .7 .7 0 0) ,
-4 --. (0 1 0 0 0 0 0) ,
3.8 --. (o o o o .I I o)
We determine these fit values above by convolving a Dirac delta function centered at the
input value with each of the 7 fuzzy sets:
ms_,(3.8)= _(y- a.8)• ,_,sp(_)= .1 . (1)
Ifwe usea discrefizeduniverseof discourse,thenweusea Kroneckerdeltafunctionin-
stead. Equivalently,forthe discretecasen-dimensionaluniverseofdiscourseX = {x,,...,
xn}, a controlinputcorrespondsto a bit (binaryunit) vectorB of length n. A single 1
elementin the ith slot representsthe "crisp"input valuezi. Similarly,we representthe
kth libraryfuzzyset byan n-dimensionalfit vectorA_ that containssamplesof the fuzzy
set at the n discretepoints within the universeof discourseX. The degreeto which the
crispinput zi activateseach fuzzyset equals the innerproductB- Ak of the bit vectorB
and the correspondingfit vectorA_.
"WeformulatecontrolFAMrulesbyassociatingoutput fuzzysetswith input fuzzysets.
The antecedentof eachFAMruleconjoinsek, d_,and vk-i fuzzy-setvalues.Forexample,
IF e_ = MP AND _k = SN AND vk-, = ZE, THEN vk = SP.
We abbreviate this as (MP, SN, ZE; SP).
"4(
II
tThe scalar activation value w; of the itit FAM rule's consequent equals the mi'timffim
of the three antecedent conjuncts' values. If alternatively we combine the antecedents
disjunctively with OR, the activation degree of the cousequent would equal the maximum
of the three antecedentdisjuncts'values. I. the followingexample,ms(et) denotesthe
degreeto whiche_belongsto the fuzzyset A:
LN MN SN ZE SI?.MP LP
i
et -- 2.6 ---, (0 0 0 0 I .4 0)
_ = -2.o ----. (o o I o o o o)
vk-l -- 1.8 _ (0 0 0 .I 1 0 0)
mMp(e_,) = .4
msN(_) = 1
mZE(_k-,)= .1
u,_ = min(.4, 1, .l) = .i
So the system activates the consequent fuzzy set SP to degree wl -" .1.
The output fuzzy set's shape depends on the FAM-rule encoding scheme used- With
0 correlation-minimum encoding, we clip the consequent fuzzy set Li in the library of fuzzy-
set values to degree wi with pointwise minimum:
,'-o,(y) -- minC_,,_L,Cy))• (2}
With correlation-productencoding,wemultiplyLi bywi:
,-o,Cy) = w,muCy), C3)
or equivalently,
Oi = wi L_ (4)
Figure3 illustrateshow bothinferenceprocedurestransformLi toscaledoutputOi. For
i
!
(- tile example above, correlation-product inference gives output fuzzy set Oi = ASP,0
where Li = SP denotes the fuzzy set of small but positive angular velocity values.
I I tt
Ca)
..
Consequent L i Outp_ 0 i
W_ f" --t
(b)
Con_.equem L i Output 0
FIGURE 3 FAMinferenceproceduredependson FAMrule encoding proce-
dure: (a) correlation-minimum encoding, (b) correlation-product encoding.
The fuzzy systemactivates each FAMrulecon__equentset to a differentdegree. For the
ith FAM rulethis yields the output fuzzyset0_. The system then sums the Gi to form
- " the combined output fuzzy set O:
. . 0 = _Oi ,
i=l
//
"' or equivalently,
-" ]q_
-- moCy)= Zmo,Cy)• (6)
i--I
\ The control output vk equals the fuzzy centroidof O:
... " fy mo(v)dy (7)
". Ok =
' f m°(y)dy
• ":.... -S_'--_-J-Z"-- : -" . :- -.
. _ __-.:_/.._..: ..... - ,, ..... -:-:......
" . • -_"----, - , _ -"" •_..-L
r
/
O wherethe limitsof integrationcorrespondto the entireuniverseof di_.:ourseY of angular
velocityvalues. Figure4 si,owsan exampleof correlation-productinferencefor two FAM
rules followedby ceatroiddefuzzificationof the combinodoutp,t fuzzyset.
FIGURE 4 Correlation-productinferencesfollowedby centroiddefuzzifi-
cation. FAMruleantecedentscombinedwith ANDusethe minimumfit value
to activate consequents.Thosecor._binedwith OKuse the maximumfit value.
O ..... Toreducecomputations,wecandiscretizethe output universeof discourseY te p values,
Y = {_,..., yp},whichgivesthe discretefuzzycentroid
,',,oCyi)
'" ok - i=, (8)P
, moCyi)
j=l
.... ~
Fuzzy Centroid Computation
\
..... Wem,wdeveloptwo discretemethodsforcomputingthe fitzzycentroid(7). Theorem
I s_atesthat we cancomputethe globalcentroidv_from localFAM-rulecentroids.Th..-
orem 2 states that vk can be computed from only 7 sample points if all the fuzzy sets
are symmetric and unimodal (in the broad sense of a trapezoid peak), though otherwise
arbitrary. Both results reduce computation and favor digital implementation.
Theorem 1: Ifcorrelation-productinferencedeterminesthe output fuzzysets, then we
can compute the globalcentroidvk fromlocal FAM-rulecentroids:
N -°
wicili
,=, (9)Uk N
_w,l,
Proof. Tile consequent fuzzy set of each FAM rule equals one of tile fuzzy-set values
shown in Figure 2. We assume each fuzzy set includes at least one unity value, mA(x) = 1.
Define I; and ci as the respective are_ and centroid of the ith FAM rule's consequent set
Li:
I, = f,,,,.,Cy)dy,. (lO)
f, mL,C,)d,
I_
substituting from (10). Hence
f y mL,(y)dy=" _/_ (11)
Using (3), the result of correlation-product inference, we get
Jf y mo,(y)dy = f y wi nL,, Cy )dy
: (
t
I
I= w_l_ , (12)
substituting from (11). Similarly,
/ mo,(y)@ = / w_mL,(y)dy ..
= _,,I, , (13)
substituting from (10).
We,can use (12) and (13) to derive a discrete expressionequivalent to (7):
N
f y mo(y)dy = f yl_mo,(u)laysubstituting from (6) ,i----I
= _ f !t tool(y)dy
i
= _,_,_h, (14) t
i
from (12). Similarly, N
f mo(y)dy = f i_=tmo,(y)dy
!
= _,I, , (IS)
i
from (13). Substituting (14) and (15) into (7), wederive a new form for the centroid:
i
(
'=, (16)
i=!
whidlis equivalentto (9). Each summandin each summationof (16) dependson only
a singleFAMrule. So weran computetile globaloutput centroidfromlocal FAM-rule
centmids.Q.E.D.
° .
Theorem 2: If tile 7 libraryfuzzysets aresymmetricand unimodal(in tile trapezoidal
sense)and weusecorrelation-productinference,then wecan computethe centroidv_ from
only7 samplesof the combinedoutput fuzzyset O:
7
mo(yj)yjSj
J=_ (,7)Vk : 7
j----I
( The 7 samplepointsare the centroidsof the outputfuzzy-setvalues.
Proof'. Define Oi as a fit vector of length 7, where the fit value corresponding to
O the ith consequentset has the valuewl, and theotherentriesequalzero.If all the fuzzy
sets aresymmetricand unimodal,then the jth fit valueof Oi is a sampleof mo; at the
centroidof the jth fuzzyset. The combinedoutput fitvector is
N
0 = _O,... (18)
i=1
Since u
too(v) = _mo,Cy) ,
i=1
i the jth fit valueof 0 is a sampleof mo at tilecentroidof tl!ejth fuzzyset. Equivalently,
the jth fit valueof0 equals thesumof theoutput activationstvi fromthe FAMruleswith
(
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consequcnt fuzzysets cqual to the jth library fuzzy-set value.
O Dcfinc the reduced univcrscof discourseas Y = {9h---,gz} such that yj equals thc
ccntroidof thc jth output fuzzy sct. In vcctor form
r = (y,,...,y,)
= (-6, -4, -2, o, 2, 4, 6) .
for tile library of fuzzy sets in Figure 2. Also define tile diagonal matrix
J = diag(JI,...,JT) , (19)
where Jj denotes the area of tile jth fuzzy-set value. If tile ith FAM rule's consequent fuzzy
set equals the jth fuzzy-set value, then the jth fit value of 0 increases by wi, c.i = yj,
andli = Jj. So 7 N
Ojy T = ___mo(yj)yiJi = _.,wlcil, (20)
j=l i=l
Also, r ,'I
OJ1 T = __,mo(yj)Jj = _wili , (21)
j=l i=l
@ where 1 = (1,...,1). Substituting (20) and (21) into (16) gives
7
mO(Yj) Y.i JJj=l (22)
" Uk _ 7 I
mo(yi)Jj
j=l
whichisequivalent,to (17).Therefore,(22)givesa simpler,but equivalent,formofthe
centroid(7)ifallthefuzzysetsaresymmetricand unimodal,and ifwe usecorrelation-
productinferencetoformtheoutputfuzzysetsOi.Q.E.D.
Considera fuzzycontrollerwiththefuzzysetsdefinedinFigure2,and 7 FAM rules
with the following outputs:
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0
\
..--
' i wl Consequcnt
I 0.0 MP
2 0.2 SP
3 1.0 ZE "
4 0.4 SN
5 0.1 SP
6 0.8 ZE
7 0.6 SN
Figure 5 shows the combined output fuzzy set O, with the SN, ZE, and SP components
displayed with dotted lines. Using (7) we get a velocity output of -0.452. Alternatively,
the combined output fit vector (5 equals (0, 0, 1.0, 1:8, 0.3, 0, 0). From (22) we get
-2×1 q- 0×1.8 . 2×0.3
- -0.452
vk "- 1% 1.8 -!- 0.3
0
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FIGURE 5 Output fuzzy set O.
Fuzzy Controller Implementation
A FAMbank or "rulebase"of FAMrules definesthe fuzzy controller. Each FAMrule
O associates one consequentfuzzyset with threeantecedentfuzzy-set conjuncts.
Suppose the ith FAM rule is (MP, SN, ZE; SP). Suppose the inputs at time k are
eL = 2.6, _k = -2.0, and v_-i = 1.8. Then
tnl= min(mMp(ek),)nSN(ek), )nZE(Uk-,))
= min(.4, I, .1)
If all the fuzzy sets have the same shape, then they correspond to shifted versions of a
J
29O
J
/
//
singlefuzzyset ZE:
ms_(_)= mz,(y-2)
Defineei, di, and vi as the centroidsof the correspondingantecedentfuzzysets in the
exampleabove. So ei ----4, di -- --2, and v; - 0. Then the output activationequals
= min(mzg(-l.4), mzg(0), mzg(1.8))
= min(.4, 1, .1)
.I )
as computedabove. Figure6 schematizessucha FAMrulewhen presentedwithcrisp
inputs.
-no
! iI: , e!
!
O _ mza(')
-i
€
mzE(.) • Correlation-Product OiInference
a i
i V
J! -F -v_.. razE(.)I
I
L_
FIGURE 6 Algorithmicstructure of a FAMrule for the specialcase of
identically-shapedfuzzysets andcorrelation-productinference.
.
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Tile output fuzzy set Oi in Figure 6 equals the fuzzy set ZE scaled by w_ and shifted
by c_:
,_:,_(y)= w,mZE(y- _) (23)
Figure 7 ilWustratesOi.
too.(y)!
i Y
C.
!
!
FIGURE 7 TrapezoidaloutputfuzzysetOi.
O The fuzzycontrolsystemactivatesa bankof FAMrulesoperatedin parallel,as shown
in Figure8. The systemsums the output fuzzysets to formthe to*.aloutput set O, which
the systemconvertsto a _defuzzified"scalaroutput bycomputingits fuzzycentroid.
, )
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FIGURE 8 Fuzzy control system as a parallel FAM bank with centroidal
output.
0 KALMAN FILTER CONTROLLER
We designed a one-dimensional Kalman filter to act as an alternative controller. The
state and measurementequationstake the generalform
x_+_ = _k+i,_ xk + Fk+_,_wk "+ _k+l.k uk ,
(24}
zk = //I, xk + Vk ,
where V_denotes Gaussianwhite noisewith covariancematrix Rk. If Vkis colorednoise
or if Rk = 0, then the filtering-errorcovariancematrix Pkl_becomessingular. Thestate zk
and the measurementszk are jointlyGaussian.Mendel[1987]givesdetails of this model.
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Assumetile followingone-dimensionalmodel:
o
_+t.k = ['_+t.k -- qJ_+t.k ---- Ilk ---- 1 for all k,
ul: = ek + il: (25)
Lct xl:+,denotetheoutput velocityrequiredat time k to exactly lockonto the targetat
timek+ 1. So the controlleroutput at timek equalsthe "predictive"e_timate@l:+,ll:= vl:.
Notethat
el: = zl: - xl:ll:-t
----_klk-I,
_l: ----el:-- e_-i
.... Substituting(25) into (24), weget the newstate equation
xk+t = xl:4- el:.-t- @kq- wl: , (26) (-
where w_ denotes white noise that models target acceleration or other unmodeled effects.
O The new measurement equation is
zk = xk + I/l:
= Zkl}-,+ "_t,lk-t+ I/l: (27)
= -_kll:-,+ V_..
Since we assume Xklk-tand Vkare uncorrelated, the variancc of I/_ is
= E[v:I
= E[@_t,,_,]+ E[V#I (28)
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i-
._a, ¢ = /'klk-i+ rk
Thc gencralformof the recumiveKalmanfilterequationsis
i_IL - iklL-t + KL[zL-- IlL_LIk-d ,
K, - PJ,I,-tlt_IIILPJ, IL-,Itr_ + rid-' ,
ZL+tlL "-" _L+t,_ :_LIL + qlL+I,L Uk , (29)
r T
PklL-t "- _L.L-tPL-tlI,-t_L.L-I+ FL.L-_QL-_I"L.L-_'
PLIL= [I- KLIILII'LIL-_,
whereQL - Var(wL) = E[wLw_].Substituting(25), (27),(28)and the definitionof vL
into (29),weget the followingone-dimensionalKalmanfilter:
Unlikethe fuzzycontroller,this Kalmanfilterdoesnot automaticallyrestrict the output
vL to a usable range. We must apply a threshold immediatelyafter the controller. To
remainconsistentwith the fuzzycontroller,weset'the'followingthresholds:
lull < 9.degrees azimuth ,
lull _ 4.5 degrees elevation.
4
=
Fuzzy and Kalman Filter Control Surfaces
F_,achcontrol system maps inputs to outputs. Gcomctrically, these input-output trans-
formations dcfine conlrol surfaces. The control surfaces arc sheets in the input space
(since the output velocity v_ is a scalar). Thrcc inputs and one output give rise to a
four-dimensional control surface, which we cannot plot. lnstcad, forcacl! controller we can
plot a family of three-dimensional control surfaces indexed by constant values of the fourth
variable, the error ek, say. Then each control surface corresponds to a different value of
the error eL.
The fuzzy control surface characterizes the fuzzy system's fuzzy-set value definitions
and its bank of FAM rules. Different sets of FAM rules yield different fuzzy controllers,
and hence different control surfaces. Figure 9 shows a cross section of the FAM bank when
eL : ZE. Each entry in this linguistic matrix represents one FAM rule with eL = ZE
as the first antecedent term.
Vk.1
LN MN SN ZE SP MP LIP
e LN I...N LN I.N LN MN SN ZE
MN LN LN LN MN SN ZE SP
SN LN LN MN SN ZE SP MP
k 71= L,N MN SN ZE SP MP LP
SP MN SN I_7_'Z_._SP MP LP LP
MP SN ZE SP MP LP LP LP
LP ZE SP MP LP LP LP LP
FIGURE 9 eL -- ZE cross section of the fuzzy control system's FAM bank.
Each entry represents one FAM rule with eL = ZE as the firstantecedent term.
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°_ /'I- Tile shaded FAM rule is "IF ek = ZE AND _k = SP AND vk-t = SN,
\
O THEN vL = ZE," abbreviated as (ZE, SP, SN; ZE). Note tile ordinal xnti-
symmetry of this FAM-bankmatrix. Tile six other cross-sectionFAM-bank
matrices are similar. Wecan eliminatemany FAM ruleentries without greatly
perturbing the fuzzy controller'sbehavior.
The entire FAMbank--includingcrosssections foreLequal to cach of tile seven fuzzy-
set valuesLN, MN, SN, ZE, SP, MP, and LP---determines how tile system mapsinput
fuzzy sets to output fuzzy sets. The fuzzy set membershipfunctionsshown in Figure 2
determine the degreeto which each crisp input value belongs to each fuzzy-set value. So
both the fuzzy-set value definitionsand the FAM bank determine the defuzzifiedoutput
vL for any set of crisp input valueseL,dL,and vL-t.
Figure 10 shows the controlsurfaceof the fuzzy controllerfor eL = O. Weplotted the
. control output vL against ik and vL-l. Since we use the same algorithm for tracking in
azimuth and elevation, the control surfacesfor the two dimensions differin scale only by
a factor of two.
0
FIGURE 10 Controlsurfaceof the fuzzycontrollerforconstanterror
e_ = O. We plottedthecontroloutputvk againstdk and v_-talongthe
respectivew stand southborders.
The Kalman filter has a random control surface that depends on a time-varying pa-
(
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rameter. From (30) we see that
v_ = kklk + ek + dk ,
• t
where V_ denotes white noise with variance given by (28). Combining these two equations
givesthe equation for the randomcontrolsurface:
• t
vk = vk-, +e_ +dj, + I{kV_ (31)
At time k the noise term KkV_ has variance
a_ = I{'_ _ (32)
_ P'_lk-, upon substituting from (30) ,
Pkl_-, + R_'
substituting from (28). Combining(31)and (32)givesa newcontrolsurfaceequation:
vk = uk-I + ek + dk + _rkV_', (33)
whereV_'denotes unit-varianceGaussiannoise.So the Kalmanfilter's controloutput
equalsthe sumof the threeinputvariablesplusaddi_ive'Ganssianoisewithtime-dependent
variancea_. Forconstanterrorek,wecaninterpret (33)as a smoothcontrolsurfacein Ra
definedby
v,, = vt_, + eL + dl, ,
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, I- and perturbed at time k by Gaussian noise with variance_r_.
_i('- in our simulations the standard deviation _ convergedafteronly a few iterations. We
w
i" used unity initial conditions: PoI°= Rk = I forall k.
! Table 1 lists tile convergence rates and steady-state values of ak for three differen-
t values of the variance Var(va) of the white-noise, unmodeled-effectsprocess wk. For
l/ar(w) = O, ak decreasesrapidly at first--_,s = .10, _,r = .05--but does not attain
its steady-state value of zero within 100 iterations. ""
/
Var(w) Steady-state Number of iterations
value of _r_ required for convergence
1.00 0.79 2
:_ 0.25 0.46 4
,!
i 0.05 0.22 9
_L
' ( TABLE 1 Convergencerates and steady-state valuesof _rkfor differentval-
ues of the variance Vat(w) of the white-noise, unmodeled-effec_ process w_.
0
! Figure 11 shows four realizations of the Kalman filter's random control surface for
: ek= 0, each at a time k when crkhas convergedto its steady-state value. For each plot, we
i used output thresholds and initial variances for the azimuth case: l,,d---9.0, Rt_ = Polo
= 1.0. As with the fuzzy controller, elevation control surfacesequal scaled versionsof the
! corresponding azimuth controlsurfaces.
i
/"" (a) "(b)
(c) (d)
FIGURE 11 Realizations of the Kalman filter's random control surface
with ek = 0 for different values Var(w) steady-stateof the variance
and values
of the standard deviation _: (a) Vat(w) = ak = O,(b) Vat(w) = .05,
at -- .22; (c) Vat(w) = .25, at = .46; (d) Var(w) = 1.0, ak = .79.
SIMULATION RESULTS
Our target-tracking simulations model several realworld scenarios. Suppose we have
mounted the target tracking system on the side of a vehicle,aircraft, or ship. The system
tracks a missile that cuts across the detection range on a straight flight path. The target
maintains a constant speed of 1,870 miles-per-hour and comes within 3.5 miles of the
3OO
e
r
° ... ._
iz
i f platformat c'osest approach. The platformcan scan from0 to 180 degreesin azimuth at
O a maximumrate of 36 degrees-per-second,and from0 (vertical) to 90 degreesin elevation
\.
at a maximum rate of 18 degrees-per-secend.The sampling interval is 1/4 of a second.
The gainof the fuzzycontrollerequals0.9. So the maximumerrorconsideredis 10degrees
azimuth and 5 degreeselevation. We thresholdall errorvaluesabovethis level.
Figure 12 demonstrates the best performanceof the fuzzy controllerfor a simulated
scenario. The solid lines indicate target position. The dotted lines'indica_ platform
J position. To achieve this performance,wecalibratedthe three designpaxameters--upper
and lowertrapezoid bases and the gain. Figures13and 14show examples of uncalibrated
systems. Too much overlap causes excessiveovershoot. Too little overlapcauses lead or
lag for severalconsecutive time intervals. A gain of 0.9 suffices for most scenarios. We
can fine-tune the fuzzy control system by altering the percentageoverlapbetween adjacent
; fuzzy sets.
f Figure 15 demonstrates the best performanceof the Kalman-filtercontrollerfor the
, same scenario used to test the fuzzy controller.Forsimplicity,Rk = P010for all values of
' k. For this study we chose the values 1.0 (unit vaxiahce) for azimuth and 0.25 for eleva-
(" tion. This 1/4 ratio reflects the differencein scanningrange. We set Qt to 0 for optimal
performance.Figure16 shows the Kalman-filtercontroller'sperformancewhenQk = 1.0
azimuth,0.25 elevation.S
Sensitivity Analysis
WecomparedtheuncertaintysensitivityoftheFuzzyand Kalman-filtercontrolsystems.
Undernormaloperatingconditions,whenthe FAMbank containsall fuzzycontrolrules,
and whenthe unmodeled-effectsnoise varianceVar(u,)is small, the controllersperform
almostidentically.Undermoreuncertainconditionstheirperformancediffers.The Kalman
filter'sstate equation (26) containsthe noiseterm tokwhosevariancewe must assume.
When Vat(to) increases,the state equation becomesmoreuncertain. The fuzzycontrol
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FAMrulesdependimplicitlyon this sameequation,but withouttilenoiseterm. Instead,
O the fuzzinessof tileFAMrulesaccountsfortilesystemuncertainty.Thissuggeststhatwe
can increasetile uncertaintyof tile implicitstate equationby omittingrandomlyselected
FAMrules.Figures17and 18showtileeffecton tile root-me.an-squared error (RMSE)in
degreeswhenweomit FAMrulesandincreaseVat(w). Bachdata pointaveragesten runs.
The controllersbehavedifferentlyas uncertainty increases.The RMSEof the fuzzy
controllerincreaseslittle until weomitnearlysixty percentof the FAM'_ules.The RMSB
of the Kalmanfilterincreases teeplyforsmallvaluesof Vat(w), then graduallylevelsoff.
Wealso tested the fuzzycontroller'srobustnessby "sabotaging"the mos_,vulnerable
FAMrule.This couldreflectlackofaccurateexpertise,or a highlyunstructuredproblem.
Changingthe consequentofthe steady-stateFAMrule(ZE, ZE, ZE; ZE) to LP givesthe
followingnonsensicalFAMrule:
IF the platformpoints directlyat tile target
ANDboth the targetandtile platformare stationary,
THENturn in the positivedirectionwith maximumvelocity.
Figure19showsthe fuzzysystem'sperformancewhenthis sabotageFAMrulereplaces
the steady-state FAMrule. Whenthe sabotageFAMruleactivates, the system quickly
O adjusts to decreasethe error again. Thefuzzysystemis piecewisestable.
I_'_AI'IO_ ,hi.1'1_[ ..
I_" _ .
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FIGURE 12 Bestperformanceofthe fuzzycontroller:(a) azimuthposition
anderror,(b) elevationpositionand error. Fuzzyset overlapis 26.2%.
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OFIGURE 13 Uncalibratedfuzzy controller: (a) azimuth'position and error,
(b) elevationpositionand error. Fuzzyset overlapequals 33.3%.Toomuch
overlapcausesexcessiveovershoot.
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FIGURE 14 Uncalibratedfuzzycontroller:(a) azimuthpositionanderror,
(b) elevationpositionand error. Fuzzyset overlapequals 12.5%. Toolittle
overlapcausesleador lag forseveralconsecutivetimeintdrvals'.
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FIGURE 15 Kalman filter controller with unmodeled-effects noise variance
Vat(w) = O: (a) azimuth position and error, (b) elevation position and error.
IFIGURE 16 Kalman filter controller with Vat(w) = 1.0 azimuth, 0.25
elevation: (a) azimuth position and error, (b) elevation position and error.
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FIGURE 17 Root-mean-squared error of the fuzzy controller with random-
ly selected FAM rules omitted.
i FIGURE 18 Root-mean-squared error of the l(alma:l filter controller a_
Var(w) varies.
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FIGURE 19 Fuzzy controller with a "sabotage" FAM rule: (a) azimuth po-
sition and error, (b) elevation position and error. The sabotage rule (ZE, ZE, ZE; LP)
replaces the steady-state FAM rule (ZE, ZE, ZE; ZE). Tile system quickly
adjusts each time the sabotage rule activates.
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-O- AdaptiveFAM (AFAM)
Wc usedunsupervisedproduct-spacelustering[Kosko,1990a]to trainan adaptivc
FAM (AFAM) fuzzycontroller.Differentialcompetitivel arning(DCL) adaptivclyclus-
teredinput-outputpairs.The Appendixdescribesproduct-spaceclusteringwithDCL. For
this tudy,tlmrewerefourinputneuronsinF=.A manually-designedFAM bank and 80
randomtargetrajectoriesg nerated19,230trainingvectors.Eachproduct-spacetraining
vector (e_, dk, u_-l, v_) defined a point in/_.
Symmetryallowedus to reflectabout theoriginallsamplevectorswithnegativeerrors
ek. Wethentrained3,000synapticquantizationvectors(p -- 3,000)in the positiveerror
half-space.Foreachsamplevector,wedefinedthe 10closestsynapticvectorsas _winners"
(N = 10). The matrixW of Fy within-fieldsynapticconnectionstrengthshad diagonal
elementstOii -- 2.9, off-diagonalelementsw;i = -0.1. Aftertraining,wereflectedthe
' 3,000synapticquantizationvectorsabout the originto give6,000trainedsynapticvectors.
The product-spaceFAMcellsuniformlypartitionedthe four-dimensionalproduct
space.EachFAMcellrepresenteda singleFAMrule.Thefourfuzzyvariablescouldassume
only the 7 fuzzy-set values LN, MN, SN, ZE, SP, MP, and LP. So the product space
O contained 74 --- 2401 FAM cells.At the end of the DCL training period, we defined a _'AM cell as occupied only if it
contained at least one synaptic vector. For some combinations of antecedent fuzzy sets,
synaptic vectors occupied more than one FAM cell with different consequent fuzzy sets. In
these cas_ we computed the centroid of the consequent fuzzy sets weighted by the number
of synaptic vectors in their FAM cells. Wc chose the consequent fuzzy set as that output
fuzzy-set value with centroid nearest the weighted centroid value. We ignored other FAM
rules with the same antecedents but different consequent fuzzy sets.
Figure 20(a) shows the e_, = ZE cross section of the original FAM bank used to
generate the training samples. Figure 20(b) shows the same cross section of thc DCL-
estimated FAM bank. Figure 21 shows the original and DCL-estimated control surfaces
for constanterror ek --O.
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O ( for constant error ek = 0.
• Tile regions where tile two control surfaces differ correspond to infrequent high-velocity
situations. So the original and DCL-estimated control surfaces yield similar results. Table
2 compares tl,e controllers' root-mean-squared errors for 10 randomly-selected target tra-
jectories.
..
Vk.l Vk.l
[
tO (a) (b)
FIGURE 20 CrossectionsftheoriginalandDCL-estimatedFAM banks
whenek= ZE:(a)ori_nal,(b)DCL-estimate.
(
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FIGURE 21 Controlsurfa_sforconstanterrorek -- 0: (a)original, ,-
(b) DCL-estimaJ_l.
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: k, Trajectory Azimuth Elevation
i A Number OriginalEstimated OriginalEstimated
IP
i 1 2.33 2.33 3.31 3.37!
2 4.14 4.14 3.03 2.89
3 6.11 6.11 3.69 3.68
4 3.83 3.83 3.32 3.30
5 4.02 4.02 3.11 3.10
, 6 2.84 2.84 1.20 1.21
: 7 3.22 3.22 3.04 2.98
8 0.75 0.74 2.00 2.00
! 9 9.28 9.27 5.50 5.41
10 1.81 1.81 2.29 2.29
Average 3.83 3.83 3.05 3.02
TABLE 2 Root-mean-squarederrorsfor 10 randomly-selectedtarget tra-
( jectories. Theoriginaland DCL-estimatedFAMbanks yieldedsimilar results
since they differedonly in regionscorrespondingto infrequenthigh-velocity
situations.
o
f
Conclusion
Wedevelopedandcompareda fuzzycontrolsystemand a Kalman-filtercontrolsystem
forrealtimetarget tracking.The fuzzysystemrepresenteduncertaintywith continuousor
fuzzysets, with the partial occurenceof multiplealternatives. The Kalman-filtersystem
representeduncertaintywith the randomoccurenceof an exact alternative.Accordingly,
our simulationstested each system'sresponseto a differentfamilyof uncertaintyenvi-
ronments,one fuzzyand the other random. In generalrepresentativetrainingdata can
"blindly"generatethe governingFAMrules.
(
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These simulations suggest that in many cases fuzzy controllers may be a robust, corn-
putationally effective alternative to linear Kalman filter, indeed to nonlinear extended
Kalman filter, approaches to realtime system control--even when we can accurately artic-
ulate an input-output math model.
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_- Appendix: Product-space Clustering with
Differential Competitive Learning
m
Adaptive Vector Quantization
Product-spaceclustering[Kosko,1990a]is a formof stochasticadaptivevectorquanti-
zation. Adaptivevectorquantization(AVQ)systemsadaptivelyquantizepatternclusters
in R". Stochasticcompetitive-learningsystemsare neuralAVQsystems. Neuronscom-
pete for the activationinducedby randomlysampledpatterns. The correspondingfan-in
vectorsadaptivelyquantizethe pattern space/P. The p synapticvectorsmi definethe
p columnsof the synapticconnectionmatrixM. M interconnectsthe n input or linear
neuronsin the input neuronalfieldFx to the p competingnonlinearneuronsin the output
fieldFy. Figure22belowillustratesthe neuralnetworktopology.
Learningalgorithmsestimate the unknownprobabilitydensityfunction p(x), which
describesthe distributionof patternsin R_. Moresynapticvectorsarriveat moreprobable
( regions.Wheresamplevectorsx aredenseor sparse,synapticvectorsmi shouldbedense
orsparse. The localcountof synapticvectorsthengivesa nonparametricestimateof the
.. volumedensityP(V) forvolumeV C R_:Q
P(V) = fv p(x)dx (34)
Number ofm i E V (35)P
In the extreme case that V = /_, this approximation gives P(V) = p/p = 1. For
improbable subsets V, P(V) = O/p = O.
r
t
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Stochastic Competitive Learning Algorithms /_....i
.Q
The metaphor of competing neurons reduces to nearest-neighbor classification. The
AVQ system compares the current vector random sample x(t) in Euclidean distance to the
p columns of the synaptic connection matrix M, to the p synaptic vectors rn_(t),..., mr(t).
If the jth synaptic vector mi(t) is closest to x(t), then the jth output neuron "wins" the
competition foractiwtion at time t. In practice we sometimes define the nearest N synaptic
vectors as winners. Some scaled form of x(t) - mj(t) updates the nearest or "winning"
: synaptic vectors. "Losers" remain unchanged: mi(t + 1) -- rn;(_). Competitive synaptic
vectors converge to pattern-class centroids exponentially fast [Kosko, 1990b].
The following three-step process describes the competitive AVQ algorithm, where the
third step depends on which learning algorithm updates the winning synaptic vectors.
CompetitiveAVQ Algorithm /
' )
1.Initializesynapticvectors:n_(0)-x(i),i -- 1,...,p. Sample-dependentinitial-
, ization avoids many pathologies that can distort nearest-neighbor learning.
O
2.Forrandomsamplex(t),findtheclosestor"winning"synapticvectormj(t):
i!
i.
IlmiCt)- xCt)ll= _nllm_Ct)- xCt)ll , (36)
2 defines the squared Euclidean vector norm of x. Wewhere Ilxll2 -- =_+ ... + =.
candefinethe N synapticvectorsclosestto x as "winners."
3. Update the winning synaptic vector(s) mj(t) with an appropriate learning algorithm.
i
[i
|.
J
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_i_ " Differential Competitive Learning (DCL)
Differential competitive _synapses" learn only if the competing _neuron" changes its
competitive status [Kosko, 1990c]:
% = _jCyj)[s,Cx,)- re,j], (3_)
or in vector notation,
mi = _jCyj)IS(x)- mj] , (3S)
where S(x) - (Sl(xl),...,S,_(z,_)) and mj = (mli,.-.,rr_j). mlj denotes the synaptic
value between the ith neuron in input field Fx and the jth neuron in competitive field
F_.. Nonnegative signal functions Si and Sj transduce the real-valued activations xl and
yj into bounded monotone nondecreasing signals $1(x;) and $i(YJ)" rhlj and ;_j(yj) denote
the time derivatives of rn_j and Sj(yj), synaptic and signal velocities. Sj(yj) measures the
competitive status of the jth competing neuron in Fy. Usually Sj approximates a binary
(_ threshold function. For example, Si may equal a steep binary logistic sigmoid,
1 (39)
Sj(y.i) -- 1 q"e.-_J '
for some constantc > 0. The jth neuron wins the laterally inhibitivecompetitionif
Sj = 1, losesif Sj = 0.
Fordiscreteimplementation,weuse the DCLalgorithmas a stochasticdifference
equation[Kong,1991]:
mjCt+ 1) = m_(t) + caASj(yj(t))[S(x(t)) -- m_(t)] if the jth neuron wins, (40)
mi(t + 1) = m_(t) if the ith neuron loses. (41)
ASj(yj(t)) denotesthetimechangeofthe jth neuron'scompetitionsignalSj(yj) in the
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competition layer Fv:
O , : .: ,,
Asj(yj(t)) = sgn[Sj(yj(t+ 1)) - Sj(ylt))] (42)
We define the signum operator sgn(x) as
1 if z>0
sgn(z) = 0 if x = 0 (43)
.:_ -1 if x<0
{q} denotes a slowly decreasingsequenceof learningcoefficients,such as ct = .1(1 -
t/2000) for 2000 training samples. Stochastic approximation[Huber,1981]requiresa de-
creasinggain sequence{ct} to suppressrandomdisturbancesand to guaranteeconvergence
to local minima of mean-squared performancemeasures.The learning coefficientsshould
decreaseslowly,
' _ ( )c, = co , 44 _
t=l
but not too slowly,
O E4 < co (45)l=l
Haxmonic-seriescoefficients,c, = l/t, satisfy these constraints.
Weapproximate the competitive signal differenceASi as the activation differenceAyi:
ASi(yi(t)) = sgniYi(t+l)_ yi(t)] (46)
• = Ayi(t) (47)
Input neurons in feedforwardnetworks usuallybehave linearly:Si(xl) = xl, or S(x(t)) = x(t).
Then we update the winning synaptic vector mi(t) with
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it
.:,:_i_: mj(t+ 1) = mj(O+ _ _y#)[x(O- mj(O] (4s) __'_,_
We update the Fy neuronal activations ttj with the additive model
It P
yj(t + 1) = yj(t) + E$1(zi(t))mij(t) + E St(vdk(t))wtJ (491
i k .
For linear signal functions $/, the first sum in (49) reduces to an inner product of sample
and synaptic vectors: "'
i _xiCt)m;i(t ) = xT(i)mj(,) (50)
t
r Then positive learningtends to occur--Am;j > O---whenx is close to the jth synaptic
i vector mj.
Since a binary threshold function approximatesthe output signal function Sk(Vk), the
i secondsum in (491sumsoverjnst the winningneurons: _"_tokj for all winningneuronsyk .l kt
! The p x p matrix W contains the F_, within-field synaptic connection strengths. Di-
ll ( agonal elements to, are positive, off-diagonalelements negative. Winning neurons excite
.... i themselves and inhibit all other neurons. Figure 22 shows the connection topology of the
O laterally inhibitive DCL network.
Input field F x Competition field Fy
FIGURE 22 Topology of the laterally inhibitive DCL network.
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INTRODUCTION
m SS Freedomis a highlyvariablesystemwhich requiresa
general,robustcontrolsystem
e Masspropertiesvary ordersof magnitudeduring
assembly
• Vehicleorientationfor normaloperationschanges
significantlyduringassembly
m Operationalenvironment
"_, e Disturbances typically 0-2 times orbit frequency\\ ---Aerodynamic,gravitygradient,gyroscopictorques
\
_. • Sensorssampledat 5 Hz, effectors commandedat 2.5 Hz\
m Vehicleis controlledusingtwo different systems
• CMG's (Control Moment Gyroscopes)
e RCS(Reaction Control System) • _,.',;!,i
' ii i' i: !
.... :,,.'!;]=,!
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HIGHLY DYNAMIC PLANT
i! Vehicle changes significantly after each assemblystage
® Masspropertiesvariations
--- Massvaries from 60,000 - 8001000lb.
---Center of Mass (cm) locationmoves over 100 ft. t
o.
I
--- MOrs (Momentsof Inertia)vary_. by 2 ordersof " _" i
magnitude .'1
--- DeltaMOl's(Ixx - Izz etc) can change sign during ,
plannedoperationsresultingin the gravitygradient i
torquederivativeschangingsign ii
e RCSsystemvariations
--- Numberand locationof thrusterschanges
dependingon assemblystage
-- BlowdownACS thrustvaries from 25 - 9 Ibf.
--- Reboostvaries from50 - 20 ibf.
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HIGHLY DYNAMIC PLANT (cont.)
m Masspropertieschangesignificantlyduring eachassemblyphase
® Orbiterdockingaddsapproximately220,000 Ib and
causessignificantchangesin cm and MOl's
e Armmotionwith heavypayloadattachedcauses
continuallyvaryingmasspropertiesduringoperations
II Vehicleorientationduringnormaloperationschanges
duringassemblyflights
e Assemblyflights 1-6
--Nominal attitude is gravitygradientstablewith the
trussalignedwith the localvertical
--During reboost'Arrow'orientation is maintainedwith
the trussaligned withthe velocityvector
• After assembly flight 6 vehicle maintains TEA (Torque
Equilibrium Attitude) during normal operations, LVLH(LocalVertical LocalHorizontal)during reboost
-_ SpaceStati _ ,,on Freedom McDonnellDouglas • GE • Honeywell • IBM • Lockheed " '
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SS FREEDOM FLIGHT ATTITUDES
Ir
{_ GravityGradientOrientation Arrow Orientation
Y
Nadlr
Normal Orientation
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EFFECTORS
_J CMG(ControlMomentGyroscopes)
• DualGimbal,constantspeed rotorsstore angular
momentum(3500ft-lbf-seceach)
• Providetorqueto the vehicleby Changingthe net
angularmomentumvector of the CMG(s)
• Linearactuator
• Relativelysmallangularmomentumstorage
capacity (4 CMG'sin current design)
I RCS(ReactionControl System) .
• Uses small, rocket thrusters to provide vehicle
attitude control & reboost
e Requires consumable propellant
• Non-linear actuator
I"
.... _'_
'! ! ;I i
'i _ ' I :f
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SENSORS
=
n InertialAttitudeSensors
e iSA(InertialSensorAssembly) .
--Three axis ring lasergyroscope ,
t "'i;
Provides body rate information _ ', "-" :!
"' i J
----3 ISA'son the AttitudeReferenCeAssembly "1
/
/!
e StarTracker
---Provides inertialattitudebased on star catalog
t
-- Softwareprovides'deadstart'capability
-- 2 star trackerson AttitudeReferenceAssembly
I CMGangularmomentummeasuredviasensedgimbal
angles
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CONTROL SYSTEM
PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
[] Attitudecontrol
, • TEA mustbewithin+ 5° of LVLH(currentlynot
doable)
® Attitudevariationsfrom TEA of lessthan2.5°/orbit
m Minimizepropellantconsumptionduringprogramlifetime
® Requiresa CMG momentummanagementsystem
---Manages CMG momentumusinggravitygradient
torques
--Can fly TEA and consumeno propellant
® RCSmustuse minimumpropellant
--TEA seekerminimizespropellantconsumption
--- Useof fuel optimaljets for every firing
. I "!Z'i
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/CONTROL SYSTEM
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
FUNCTION CMG RCS COMMENTS
Primary Attitude Control Orbit at TEA using momentum
(Normal operations) X manager
Backup Attitude Control X Orbit in TEA seeker mode
Attitude Maneuvers X CMG's in reset mode
Reboost attitude control X X CMG's in reset
Large Transient X X Cooperative CMG/RCS control -
Disturbances RCS assists CMG's to prevent
saturation
Adequate Flex Stability X X No active damping of structural
Margin vibrations, Controllers must
not excite significant flex-body
modes,
LVLH Attitude Hold X X
Inertial Attitude Hold X X
CMG controller must handle
i Failure Accomodation X X failed CMG(s)
RCS must handle failed
thruster(s)
---- Space Station Freedom McDonnellDouglas • GE • Honeywell • IBM • Lockheed 9
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CONTROLLERARCHITECTURE
CONTROLLERS CMG
I I Commanded Torque
COMMANDS Attitude,Rate, •
• Attitude CM(_momentum CMG Command Ratescontroller
• Rate
• Momentum
Desired
Angular
RateChang_ls;_'o'ctL.-
E,.mat,d "[ -L-_;J
Attitude & Rate Jet ID's,
OnTlmee I
|(Attitude DllarmlnltlonSensed { RBSE _-" /
I 8.ylbm) Attitude & Rate (rigid body slate esUmstor)
' / • StarTrackers v /
l • ISA's • FiltersFlex Motion
_,• KalmanRlter • Estimatesrate & attitude CMG' Glmbal
T r _ Angles
Elfactors
yqhlcle Motion and
Vehicle
Dynamics
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CONTROLLEROVERVIEW
D MomentumManager/CMGController
• Maneuvers the vehicle to generate time-varying gravity
gradient torques to manage the CMG momentum and thus
use no consumables
o Gravity gradient torques about roll and pitch axes only.
,_ Yaw momentummust be dissipatedvia roll maneuvers1/4
_ orbitaftermomentumbuildupoccurs
\i_ • Low Bandwidth(poles are .3-10times orbit frequency),
)_ _ continuouscontroller
: m RCSController
o
• Generatescontrol torquesusingpre-processedfuel optimal '
sets of jets
e 50 millisecondminimumon-time
• Bang-off-bangcontrollerwith variablephaseplane
parameters
la Structuralflex-bodymodefiltersused
----SpaceStation Freedom McDonnellDouglas • GE ° Honeywell" IBM ° Lockheed 11
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SUMMARY
'_, In Robust,multi-variablestablecontrol system is required
for SS Freedomattitudecontroldue to dramatic
variationsof the vehiclemassand aerodynamic
properties
lti CMGcontrollerrequiresa guidancemomentum
managementalgorithmso no consumableis required 1duringnormaloperations t
m RCSsystemmust minimizepropellantconsumptionby I
, usingsetsof fuel optimaljets for maneuvers
m Bothsystemsmust be fault tolerantand operatewith
failedcomponents(thrustersand individualCMG's)
a= Multipleopportunitiesfor fuzzy logic controllers,
particularlythe RCS if fuel use can be reducedbelow
currentlevels
---Space Station Freedom McDonnellDougtas • GE • Honeywell- IBM • Lockheed
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[] Outline
• Introduction
® Thrust Prediction Problem
• Solution Approach
e Limitations of CurrentApproach
• Summary ._
• PanelDiscussion ,_\-
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BLOWDOWN THRUST PROFILE PREDICTION
b
Kelly D. _lurdock
(Continued)
[] INTRODUCTION =
• SpaceStation Freedompropulsionsystem consists of a blowdown(non.constantthrust) hydrazinesystem. The thrust depends on the
tank pressurewhich "blows down" as the thrustersare fired.
• The station is periodicallyreboostedto mairitainorbital lifetime and
reduceorbital eccentricity. Due to the low thrust to mass ratio
available,typical reboostmaneuverscan require hours of
continuousthrusting.
e Computationof the burnon/off times for a reboost require accurate
predmtionof the thrust profile for the lengthof the burn.
• Computationof the burn on/off times onboard require a meansof
genera_,nga predictedthrust prof,le without resorting to a 6-dof
simulation.
• Predictionof the thrust profile is complicatedby the following:
--- Thrustercycling to maintainart,rudecontrol.
--- Both reboostand attitude control thrustersare cycled for
attitude control dependingon the relativethrust miss-matchon
the modules.
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BLOWDOWN THRUST PROFILE PREDICTION
by
Kelly D. Murdock(Continued)
[] Introduction(continued)
--- Thruster cyclingisfrequencylimiteddue to structural
constraints.
t
i 'i
Sp ,i ,
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BLOWDOWN THRUST PROFILE PREDICTION
by
Kelly D. Murdock(Continued)
Typical Blowdown CurveforOne Module & One Thruster
.I-
I--
TIME
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BLOWDOWN THRUST PROFILE PREDICTION
by
Kelly D..Murdock
',i (Continued)
\
'\\
Typical TotalThrust ProfileWith
ThrusterCycling&
DifferentInitialTank Pressures
on Each of the 4 Modules
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",.' BLOWDOWN THRUST PROFILE PREDICTION
•i b_
i"/ Kelly D. urdock
,/ (Continued)
/ PropulsionModuleGeometry
/ Attitude Control Module Reboost Module
D Dl,]',/'
' i
D D
,, Reboost Module Attitude Control Module
(Primary)
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BLOWDOWN THRUST PROFILE PREDICTION
by
Kelly D. Murdock(Continued)
[] Solution Approach
e The current solution approach seeks to determine an
approximation to the average thrust curve representingthe
blowdownthrust profile. The curve is smooth and does not contain
the spikesassociatedwith thruster cycling.
• The algorithm for determiningthe thrust curve runs as follows:
-- Determinewhether attitude can be maintained by pulsing
attitudecontrol jets only with both reboost jets on full or whether
one reboostjet must be cycled with the other reboostjet on full.
This can be determinedby consideringthe geometry.
-- Select a burn durationfor the full on reboostjet.
=:",.,=,ace Station Freedom McDonnellDougtas • GE • Honeywell • iBM • Lockheed
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wBLOWDOWN THRUST PROFILE PREDICTION
by
Kelly D. Murdock
(Continued)
[] SolutionApproach (Continued)
:: --- Formthe equationfor the static momentof the two reboost and
singleattitude control module. This providestwo equations
(oneeach in pitch and yaw) in two unknowns(scale factors onthe burn times of the athtude control module and the reboost
modulethat has the pulsing jet). Mathematicallythis is
expressed as:
T .-o
I{rl ×_(t) +F=x f2(_). F3×_(/_ t)}dt = 0
\ o
where the _ are the position vectors (relative to the truss center) of th_
" full on reboost module,the pulsing reboostmodule and the attitude
control module respectively. The _ are the thrust vectors of the
respectivemodules(all in the +X body direction) and the _xand/_ are
time scale factors.
-- Solve the above system of equations for the time-scale
constants.
_n_,.aceStation Freedom McDonnell Douglas * GE * Honeywell • IBM • Lockheed
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BLOWDOWN THRUST PROFILE PREDICTION
b
Kelly D. [lurdock
(Continued)
--- Iterationon the burn time for the full-on module providestime-
scale factors for the other two modulesover the lengthof the
reboost.
-- The total thrust profileas a functionof time is then given by.
Thrust(t) =_(t),_(a t),_(fl t) 0_<t_<T
-_'_",,t,a,,eStation Freedom McDonnellDouglas • GE • Honeywell • IBM • Lockheed.mmm_m_o
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BLOWDOWN THRUST PROFILE PREDICTION
by
Kelly D. Murdock
(Continued)
in Limitationsof Current Approach
® Althoughfull numericalevaluationof the algorithm has not yet been
completedthe following points can be made:
The predictedthrust curve is more accurate towards the end of
the reboosttime T than it is at the beginning. This is a drawback
since the predicted curve is usedfor maneuverperformance
monitoringas well as targeting. _
-- The thrust profile is also more accurate in predictingthe
Integratedthrust the longer the time span chosen. Once again
though,the accuracyof the curve near the start of the burn is
reduced.
------Space Station Freedom McDonneSIDougtas• GE • Honeywell • IBM • Lockheed
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BLOWDOWN THRUST PROFILE PREDICTION
b
Kelly D. _urdock(Continued)
[] Summary
® A meansof generatingan estimate of the total thrust curve
encounteredduringa reboost using a blowdownpropulsionsystem
has been developed.
• The algorithm is straight forward and does not Involve a large
amount of code.
[] Questionfor Panel Discussion:
® Can a fuzzy logicalgorithm be developedthat would provide a
thrust profilecurve that would predict the Integratedthrust of the
propul_ionsystemover tnmespans of a few hundredseconds
rather than over lO00's of secondswith equal accuracy over all
regionsof the curve?
Q"_',.,_,=ceStation Freedom McDonnellDouglas • GE • Honeywell • IBM • Lockheedi
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_ Topic:. Blowdown ThrustPredictionPrcsent_. Butch Stcgall
Comment (Stegall) Environmem on the groundis .worsethanin space. They cuncndy
haveananalyticalnmhmodel(runningmForu'anandAda).GN&C
eXlXmareavailableatJSC,Marshall,_ etc.
- Highly dynamic sysa::mduring assembly & operation-opinionis that this
isa goodareafor_ty management
-Thelargestcriteriafordecidingwhichmethodtouseistheminimizationof
thecodesize.
Queskm: (Stegall) What can bedone?Currentalgorithmsam simple, butLhcyare
approximations- largeamountof uncertaintyandmany combinations
, Q(Berenji): Whyis sourcereductimagoal?
A: $4.50.per line of code fordeveloptmm formanned flight software sysmms;
Large life cyclecosts;30 yearprogram(SSFP); software maimenan_
Q(I.awler): Oversuiteofcombinations,isit stillfueloptimal?
A: Yes, 98% optimal
Q (Lawler_. If fuzzy logic cattleupwith an algorithmto match curve (see figure from
presentation of "typical"thrustprofile with timLstercycle), how much
precision will they gain?
A: Don't know; full blownMonte Carlo simulationshave not been run. This is
nota '_,€" softwareapptication- containsless than40 lines of code. The
- tradeoffis in perfonmnce and MIPS.
•. Q (Lawler): What is thevalue added2
A: in MIPS - any reduction in M]PS is a value. Right before rcboost, they arepn_dictingcrunch (rchoost -> every 90 days).
C (Smgall): Reboost case is a Iong-un-mhigh fuel utilization.
Q (Lawler):Why can'tthisbedoraontheground?
A: ZoneofExclusion,tankmanagement,attitudecontrol- needtobeonboard
inordertorunclosedloopandtodealwitherrors.
__ Q (Kosko): On control system, whatkind of sensitivity studies have been done and
what will the benchtmddngbedoneagainst?
A: 5 out of 21 Shuttle flightsarc being looked at in detail for star_l_diTedset
of disturbances;The main conconwafion is usinganalytical verification.
Exampl_ Verified shuttleaeao-variableshave some range. In testand
verification,GN&C doesMonteCarlosimulations;destructive testing,
tryingtobreakit.
C (Lea): Thet_ is a good deal of work on phase plane control attimtdeusing fortyfor
attitudehold. Also, we have used fuzzy logic on pre-editing of filtering rate
attitudedatafrom sen._ts (sensordataIa'e_g).
On the attitudecontrol we are still testingbut have seena significant
decrease in fuel usage (over 1/3) for an attitudehold..Propellant
consumption is propulsion metric.
C (Sugvno): If the flightcontrolsysmmiscontrolledon the helicoptm',you have also
succeeded in controllingSpace Station(less complicated controlsequence).(
tO ., •
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Presenter:. Andy
Q (Berenji): TheLQTassumtxions-whichone canyoumakewithconfidence?
Comment: (Lea)Whatfrizzygainfunctionsdon'trequirereinifializafion.
A candidat¢is toattackthedrawbacks.
Commenu (McGuir¢)The softwareis sfiUinpreliminarydesignphase.
Comment: (Bercnji)observation- no restrictioncombiningfuzzy logic withdetailed
domainmodel;usethefuzzy logicapplicationasa highlevelconnoHer.
Possibility-> usefuzzy logic foedoingrcinidalizadon.
Gain-> Adaptability,flexibility
Q (Lawler): How "bad"off arethey? Computational?i.e. can trafficcontroluse it's
own SDP,what'sthroughput;sizingproblem?Whatarethemetrics? JAIl
systemsneedto answ_ ",his].
A: Fuel Performance.Run againstperf_c¢ usingexistinginformation.
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PROXIMITY OPERATIONS IN
SPACE STATION ENVIRONMENT ,z
by ' '_
BrandtRhodes / Senior Engineer , €_
: zGuidance,Navigation& TrafficManagement- Proximity Operations
McDonnellDouglasSpace System Co., SSD (Houston) '
\ Phone: (713) 280-1500 x 3227 Fax: (713) 28G-1583 _
• Introduction
• Requirements& Constraints
• ProblemFormula,on
• ProposedApproach _ _ -_%
• Summary __ '
• Panel Discussion --_ _
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PROXIMITY OPERATIONS
, INTRODUCTION
...... m Proximity operations encompasses all free.flying vehicle relative
motion within I km radius sphere of the Station, the proximity
operations zone (POZ)
m U.S. efforts traditionally Include manual piloting of an active chase
vehicle about a passive target
[] Primary active vehicle is the Shuttle
• Greatest effects on Station components and operations
• Highest frequency of interaction
[] Station era may Involve unmanned cooperative vehicles
• Potential candidates for automated flight
-- Man-Tended Free-Flyer (MTFF) - currently plans Station visits
-- Assured Crew Return Vehicle (ACRV)
-- Flight Telerobotic Servicer (FTS)
• Remote manual piloting from Station cupola or ground
-- Shuttle- and Station-based OMVs / OTVs
Crew Equipment Retrieval System (CERS)
Flight Telerobotic Servicer (FTS)
[] Direct Influences on system design, SE&I and operations
Space Station Freedom ,_..moo.g_ " GE " Honeywell • IBM • Locklzeed
1I/9/90- pqe -2 Author. Br,md!Rhod_ FilcnJune:FuzzyLo|k/Pmx Opefor SSF
PROXIMITY OPERATIONS
, TASK REQUIREMENTS& CONSTRAINTS
m Fllghttechnlques/ proceduresdevelopmentaccountsfor
• Llghtlng/ vlslbllltyconstralnts
• Trajectoryand attitudecontrol
• Plumeimpingement& environmenteffects
• Docking/ berthingcontactconditions
• Structuralclearances
• Contingencyplanning
• Crew timelines
• Groundrules
• Fuel usage
m Flightperformancedirectlydependanton
• Frighttechniquesdevelopmentand pilotingskill
• Controlsystemauthority,capacityand performance
• Propulsionsystemfunctionalityand effectiveness
• Relativenavigationsensoraccuracyand precision
• Orbitalenvironmentaleffects
---Space Station Freedom _[_.,.,_. • _= • _ • .. • Lo_..d
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PROBLEM FORMULATION
[] Controltask is regulatingthe six degree-of-freedom(DOF) relative
motionbetweenvehiclesto achievethe desiredtrajectory
• Chaser performstranslationaland rotationalmaneuvers
• Targetdriftsor activelymaintainsan attitude profile
• Criticalflight parameterswit relnavsensor line of sight (LOS)
[] Traditionally,flight profilemanuallyflown by refinedprocedures-
• Relativestatecontrolis split intothree distinct aspects:
-- Rotationalattitudeand attitude rates
-- Range,closingor openingvelocity
-- Cross range,bearingangles& ratesNSTS Tra ector' Relative to St8 Ion
m Vbarapproach .o...
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PROBLEM FORMULATION
(CONTINUED)
II Flight parameter flow I pilot I"telaet.on for proximity operations task
4v I Environment Ahe,.
Relative Velocity.Tra)ectory r-----.J..J
Attitudes & Attitude Rates
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PROBLEM FORMULATION
, (CONTINUED)
_),!_":'_i"l a Rotationalstate (3 DOF) automaticallymaintainedby attitudeii _l determination/ controland pointingsystems
.mm.nd°°,,v°,,on..o,unc,,on,. o.°0,r
ii!il [] Pilotingtask centerson executionof RCStranslationalfirings (3 DOF)
• Rangerateflownas .do= ..._..t
functionof range/ time. _ adotIR
the relationmaybe eronk.
-- Simplylinear (seeplot) a ]
_,; -- Basedonnon-linear
I ,;_ i, _t I • Gateboundaries sized nc_t/R
, _I _i_I Illi_l to subjectvehicleand GatingI,
_,_',,',, desiredprofiletightness _ot
a: I _J_.'/!l ndn
.... ) ',l
;'_I1 R._. Rm=, • FiringDecisionLogic R=.=o
,(i: REGION Rdot State Thrust ReactionI ! Constant or Increasing Decrease Rdot
IClose to Box & I)ecreeslng ; N/Ae follow trend
_'I/ II Moderateor no & In Rdot N/A_follow trend
'' .," ' Deoroaee & rateRapid & In Rdot j
III Close to Box & Increasing N/A_ follow trend
Constant or Decreasing Increase Rdot
" Spa
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PROBLEM FORMULATION
t
Elevationmax
_,.. e Crossrangeflownas
functionof LOSbearing B_,._ng_g_
_ion
ii -- Translationalburns " __t= norm lt LOS i TarOtLOS
[',,, -- DatafromCCTV,COAS,
._}_..-:_,, '".. relativenavavionics
't' Azimuth Azimuthmln
• " to subjectvehk:leand I[_,q,r, e Angleboundariessizedi!l/
_,._:_,, desiredprofiletightness
, ,r
i"I _ • FiringDecisionLogicindependantforazimuthal iv v
1_, andelevationparameters ....1.€_€.
i:]"' in eachzone _e_ n_._r_
i; ' ElevItion rain Boundary
t_.
;' LR_" I Phi dot 8tire Thrum Reaction Theli dot Stite REGION
i" !ll'¥ C°n'tant°rI ©reuln°I ConItant or Increasing I,!I" ' Decrelsl g N/A, follow trend 'gecre.aIIng
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' SUMMARY
i' '
a Tecl_nlquesexist that model, augment, automate prox ops piloting
/i iI . /
, //"
!_, m Overall task requires flexibility for broad application and poses
_/* multiple requirements constraints
/
•'_ m Automation may be applied to specific aspects of the prox ops task
[] Traditional simulation paper pilots are tuned for their environment
,i l
, _ • Contributing vehicle factors:i
-- Digital autopilot (DAP) / RCS configurations
_ Propulsion system characteristics
,,i ,, Sensordataquality
' t_ e Tuning parameters:
-- Frequency of response •
' -- Number of Input Impulses per response •
-- Filtering and / or trend evaluation of the sensor data
[] Could fuzzy logic provide a way to develop generic automatic flight
control applicable to various active vehicles for prox ops?
---- Space Station Freedom , I_l_nnsllDougl_ • GE • Itmeywet • IBM • Lo_JletKI
! 1/9190- I_e -8 Author. Brmdt Rhod_ Filcnzme:FuzzyLol_n)x Opefor SSF
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Topi_. • ProximityOpentims_ , .LLi
Presenter:. Andy_
Comment: Workhasbeen done duringthe lasttwo yearson automaticflight control
with a &mort.marionin 1988. -> RotationalControllercontaining31
rules.
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ENGINEER
DEPARTMENTOF AVIONICS & SOFTWARE, GN&C GROUP
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS SPACE SYSTEMS COMPANY, SPACE
' STATION DIVISION (HOUSTON)
16055 SPACE CENTER BLVD, MAIL CODE T6A
HOUSTON, TX 77062
PHONE: (713) 283-1047
• Introduction
!_ • ProblemFormulationposedAppro ches _
i • Summary . _ _
I
• Panel Discussion _.__,
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RENDEZVOUS GUIDANCE
' BY
ANDREW T. MCGUlRE
[] Introduction
• Space Station onboard software provide.s,maneuver commands
to cooperativeunmannedveh,clesattemptingto rendezvous.
• Constraints affecting rendezvous Include, station safety, fuel
consumption,time limitations,etc.
• Several targeting algorithms may b.e employed to obtain the
relative guidancemaneuvercommanas.
• Two of these targetingalgorithmswill be addressed.
• -- LambertTargeting(point topoint guidance).
-- LinearQuadraticTarget,ng (LQT)(closed loop guidance).
--- SpaceStationFreedom .coo.._,oo_=.• _ • .o._ywe,,• _. • _k_._
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, RENDEZVOUS GUIDANCE
BY
ANDREW T. MCGUIRE
n Problem Formulation
• Onboard software responsible for unmanned vehicles in the
Command and Control Zone (CCZ).
• CCZdimensions:12 km radially,thicknessof 8 km
• The rendezvous maneuver brings the vehicle to a holding point at
the edge of the proximity operations zone (POZ).
• POZ dimensions: lkm sphere centered at the Station.
---Space Station Freedom ._oo._,oo_.• _ • .o.._o, • ,_ • _
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, RENDEZVOUS GUIDANCE
BY
ANDREW T. MCGUIRE
• A generlcrendezvousscenarlo In LVLHcoordlnates.
CommandandControl
Zone
point Space
+X
Proxlmlty
ne
Rendezvous
+z Trajectory
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, RENDEZVOUS GUIDANCE
' BY
ANDREW T. MCGUIRE
,= ProposedApproaches
e Lambert TargetingSolution
• Relativeguldar,ce solvesthe rendezvoustargetingerror function
for zero. 8(_)=fc(_;t)-ft(t)=O
"-- ft(t) is the target stateat the rendezvoustime t, fc(_;t) is the
rendezvousvehicle state.
.-- _ is the controlvector
_ Lr2r"_]=.Am where A_ and AV2 are the impulsivemaneuverburns
[;]--- The vector predictionfunction is defined as, f(,_;t)= where
as R and V"are the inertial10bositionand velocityvectors of the
vehicleperformingthe rendezvousat time t.
.-- f evaluatedwith a predictorand a(_) with Newton'smethod.
® Lambert Targetingonly satisfiesthe end conditions.
SpaceStationFreedom ._,_. • _ • Ho..y.o,• =. • Lo_,_dm
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BY
ANDREW T. MCGUIRE
[] Proposed Approaches (cont.)
• Linear Quadratic Targeting (LQT) Solutioni
The LQT scheme is a closed loop optimal control problem.
• Forces the system to track a desired trajectory over a given time
Interval.
• Using the Clohessy-Wiltshire equations our system is modelled
as: Xk+l=AXk+BUk , k>i ,with system output being Yk=CXk"
e It is desired to make the output state follow a desired reference
state rk over a time interval [O,N] so the cost function can be
minimized.
1N-1
1 )+__ _, I(Yk_rk )T Q(yk_rk )+uTRuk 1Ji =_(Yn -rn )Tp(yn-rn
" k=i
• x is the system state, u is the control, and the weighting matrices
are P->0, Q>_0, R>0, with all three being symmetric.
---Space Station Freedom- ._,on_,_.. c_ • Holy.e,• _ • _._
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B Proposed Approaches cont.
• The referencetrajectory is the desired rendezvoustrajectory.
© The weightingmatrices,are userspecified.
--P weights the terminal state values, Q weights the state
trajectory values,and R weightsthe control values.
• By manipulating the weighting matrices you can sculpt the
resulting trajectory to fit endpoint dispersion constraints, fuel
consumptionconstraints,etc.
• Advantageover Lamberttargeting
-- Desiredtrajectory can be arbitrary.(Can be contraryto orbital
dynamics)
---Space StationFreedom ,_oon_,oo,_-• _ • Hon._.o,• ,3, • Lo_h,,_
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[] Summary
o Lambed Targeting results in fairly high end-point dispersions.
• Can reduce dispersions by Incorporating mid-course correction
burns.
e Lambert Targeting is bound to orbital dynamics during the coast
_ phase of the maneuver.
• LQT can significantly reduce endpoint dispersions with little or no
additional fuel consumption.
• LQT can follow any reference trajectory desired regardless of
orbital dynamics Involved.
® The LQT weighting matrices must be reinitlalized with each new
referencetrajectory in order to perform optimally,
• Fuzzy Logic Control has been discussed as being potentially
applicable to the rendezvous guidance control.
e (Opening question for Panel discussion)
Can Fuzzy Logic control offer any advantages over LQT in
computational simplicity, or ability to eliminate weighting matrix
reinitlalization.
----Space Station Freedom McDo.._,Oo._.• _ • Hon_ywo,,• ,e. • Loc_.
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PATH PLANNING CONTROL
/
• Problem Statement
«6 Motion planning for redundant robots in a constrained
environment
• Current Approaches
!J" Model Based
!f Sensor Based
!J" Hybrid
)Z
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by : II
Malcolm Mc~ ...berts .~
Technical Specialist I tj
Advanced Automation Technologies Department,Advanced Product Development ~ ~I
McDonnell Douglas Space Systems Company, Kennedy Space Center Division I CJjMIS F530, P.O. Box 21233 ) ..
Kennedy Space Center, FL 32815
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PLANARMODEL
' TaskSpace
J Y Yq_
L
L
• t t
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: X X
_. 2 Degreeof Freedom 3 Degreeof Freedom(redundant)
02 02 03
f 0 tt
. 01 01
_., JoinAngleSpace
APPROACHES
• ModelBasedPathPlanning
o UsesCADmodel(a prioriknowledge)
o Transformationsdoneoffline
o Useslargegranularityfor efficiency
o Largesearchspace(exponentialin DOF)
_1 o Environmentmustbe static(i.e.no humans)
• SensorBasedPathPlanning
o Detectobstaclesbeforecollision
o Non-optimalpath(maywander)
o May havevery highdegreeof sensorredundancy
o Sensorsusuallylocatedon robot(work in robot space)
• HybridPathPlanning
o Bestof bothworlds
o Requiresfusionof modeland sensorinformation
0 .........
PROXIMITYSENSORARRAY
i
DEVIATIONFROMMODEL
SENSORS
SENSORRESPONSE ACTUAL EXPECTED
SENSOR LOCATION
APPLICATIONSFOR FUZZY LOGIC
• Model based
o Noclosed form solutionsfor redundantmanipulators
o Largesearchspace ....
o Interpolationsbetweentessellatlons
• Sensort'ased
o Combineredundantinformation
o Cancalculateapproximaterangeand size of obstacles
o Optimalpathbetween2 obstacles
• Hybrid
o Sameas modelandsensor
o Resolvingconflictsbetweenmodeland sensordata
Topic: PathPlanningControl
Pr_cnm-:. MalcolmMcRobo'ts - (
No no_s wcrc takenduringthisprcscntalion.
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ACTIVE DAMPING IN A FLEXIBLE MANIPULATOR ' _
b
Trung_. Pham u_
TechnicalSpecialist
Departmentof SE&I,Automation & Robotics Group.
McDonnell Douglas Space System Company, Sp.a.ce Station Dwmlon (Houston)
16055Space Center Blvd, Mall CodeT5H
Houston,TX 77062
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[] Outline
• Introduction
• ProblemFormulation
• ProposedApproaches
• SimulationDemonstration
• Summary
• PanelDiscussion ,
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ACTIVE DAMPINGIN A FLEXIBLEMANIPULATOR
by
Trung T. Pham(Continued)
[] INTRODUCTION
• TheShuttleRemoteManipulatorSystem(SRMS)is a hiahlv
flexibledynamicalstructurewhichresultsin vibrationin itS;links,
mostcommonlyseenat the end-effector.
• The vibrationis causedby severalfactors: deformablematerial
usedfor constructionof the links,non-rigidityof the brakesand
gearsat the joints,characteristicsof the controllersof the Jointservos.
• Inthis report,wewill addressthe following:
(I) Modellngof a flexlblemanlpulatordynamlcalstructure
(ii) Designingcontrollaw criterionthat minimizesvlbratlon
(III) CandldateAppllcatlonof FuzzyLoglcControlLawto the
Problem
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ACTIVE DAMPING IN A FLEXIBLE MAN:;;ULATOR
by
Trung T, Pham(Continued)
[] PROBLEMFORMULATION
J
• A pointmassin vibrationis governedby the equationof motion:
Ma+Cv+Kr=f
whereM Is the mass,K the stiffness,C the damping,f the external
force,r the displacement,v the rateof displacement,and a the
rateof v K
M
__ • A classicalapproachin formulatinga longflexiblerod is to treat
the rodasa set of smallsegments,eachrepresentinga point
, mass
.S," " // f
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ACTIVEDAMPINGINA FLEXIBLEMANIPULATfR
_;Ji by
__':.i_ TrungT. Pham
'_:_' (Continued)> "_,!
_, , [] PROBLEM FORMULATION (cont.)
,!'
• ControlLaws:
!_
_ min J(q,u) (J is the cost function)
S.t.
....L_..; =_ q = f(q) + g(q) T (the equation of motion)
7' Pi _)xiz _)t2 = P,(T,q) (the equation of vibration)
; whereq is the stateof the manipulator,u the vibration,T the Joint
_,.,',i!, torque vector, E_the Young'e modulus, p, the mass density, and
'\
,,:!, .,, x= the positionon link i withrespectto joint i.
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." ' ACTIVE DAMPINGIN A FLEXIBLEMANIPULATOR
by
Trung T. Pham
(Continued)
i! [] PROPOSED APPROACHES
./ • Definitionof sensor data; type, rate: The followings are assumed
provided by external sensors: state (joint angles and joint angular
velocities), joint positions, mass of payload; and by analysis:
equation of motion of the manipulator, equation of vibration
• Definitionof positive control authority: The manipulator is put
into motion by the joint torques. There are limitation in the amount
of Jointtorques, Jointangles, and Jointangular velocities
• Formulate the Control Criteria: minimizing vibration, minimizing
response time, minimiz;ng error & error rate, minimizing energy
--_pace StationFreedom McDonnellDouglas o GE " Honeywell • IBM • Lod_heed
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ACTIVE DAMPINGIN A FLEXIBLE MANIPULAT(DR
by
Trung T. Pham
(Continued)
[] PROPOSED APPROACHES (cont.)
• It can be shown that the bang-bang control is one of the most
efficient treatment of the previouslydefined optimal control problem
if v(q,u)< D then T = Tmax
else T = Tmin
F_
I
c_ e Since u is an estimation of the vibration, one can update this model
by camera obsevation data, with some relatively confident factor p.
i
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ACTIVE DAMPINGIN A FLEXIBLE MANIPULATQR
by
Trung T. Pham
(Continued)
B SIMULATIONDEMONSTRATION
• Thissimulationillustratesthe followingconcepts:
, .!i) FlexibleModelof a LongRod
tii) Non-RigidModelof a Joint Brake(iii) PIDControllerof a 1-Link,1-DOFFlexibleManipulator
L. \,
I
"-_pace Station Freedom McDonnell Douglas ° GE • Honeywell. IBM • Lockheed
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ACTIVE DAMPING IN A FLEXIBLE MANIPULATOR
by
Trung T. Pham(Continued)
B SUMMARY
• Techniquesto model the flexible dynamics of a manipulator havebeen ident,fied
o Control Criteria (specifications) for motion control of the flexible
manipulator have I:teenformulated
• Fuzzy Logic Control Law has been discussed with application to
the Shuttle Remote ManipulatorSystem
• (Openin_ question for Panel discussion)
Giv"en thesensor informationand the control criterion, can Fuzzy
Logic offer an advantage in computational simplicity, and what
approach would you recommend, eg. additional sensory
information, sensor fusion, end feedback control.
-_pace StationFreedom McDonnellDouglas • GE • Honeywell • IBM • Lockheed
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Topic: Active Dampingin a FlexibleManipulator
0(- Presenter:.TrungPham
Comment: (Sugeno) To apply fuzzy logic, should not use feed forward because this
system should include time data. Fe_lback is not so good if thereis a time
• delay. ..
Comment: (Pham) Would be ;ntere,sted in comparing these two approaches.
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TETHERED SYSTEMS CONTROL
,_mMDSSC-SSD ................. _=- - -
tH Introduction c_.,_ _.m._orController Generator
® Tethers can provide F-'L x. Delta II
- Momentum exchange v.(;=.).,•
- Mechanical/electricalconversion
- Electrical/mechanicalconversion
• Technologyapplications
- Accelerationenvironment control /
- Payloadtransportation |
- Electrical power generation T.,h., Mulllprobe
E - Attitude and orbitalcontrol _.,_odSp.. A.,o,h...oW,...k=
RecoverySystem J Measurements
[] Relevance [] Problem Overview
e Projectapplications e Operational phases
- Atmospheric science research - Deployment,retrieval
- Payload boost/deboost - Stationkeeping
- Spacecraft power generation • Dynamics
• Advantages - Nonlinear,time-varying,coupled
- Data gathering - Unstable,elastic,uncertain
- Application alternatives (Safety) • Performance criteria
• NASAnear term activities - Libration magnitude
- Delta II/SEDS flight experiment .- Deployment/retrieval time
- STS/TetheredSatelliteSystem - Payloaddisturbancesqam
TETHEREDSYSTEMSCONTROL
=====m.MDSSC-SSD=--.... --
PROBLEMFORMULATION y
B Rigidbodysimplifications Subsatellite
• Pointmasses(Stationand subsatellite) Z
e Stationmass>> Subsatellitemass
e Massless,rigid tether
• Sphericalearth X Station
• Circularorbit Earth r°
i_ [_)2+cos,,Z_)((Oo+6)=_r_2+3002cos2_cos29]1= Q__JL
mp
8+ 21(°)_+ _)_2tan_(O_o+_))_+3o_2sin0cos0_ Qompl=c s=
• 21_ 3(o_)cos=0]_ a_
_.-_- +cos_sin_)[(e0o+6)=+ mpl=
m Observations
e Dynamicsare nonlinear(trig,productsof states)
• Retrievaldynamicsinvolvenegativelibrationdamping
i
• • •
TETHEREDSYSTEMSCONTROL t
PROPOSEDAPPROACHES(CONTROLLERSTRUCTURE)
m Feedbackcontrol
I Physical Physical
Effe;:tor J-_ Tether Ser sor
Dynamics _lbJ J
cItl I FeedbaCkGains]-'_
" _ Recent am)roaches
• Nonlinear feedback
IN Quadraticoptimal c(t_ ! QuadraticOptimal _ • Optimalgainsnonlinear control Nonlinear ControllerI (Off-Line) I
J Ph_ ical J.--_ Tether _.e_J Physical IEffe _tor Dynamics Sen ot
cl,,
l,o.uo.,,o°l_,c(t) Feedblick _._Controller
, TETHERED SYSTEMS CONTROL
,,_.._-_,MDSSC.SSDu._-.............................. ,
', PROPOSEDAPPROACHES(PROPOSEDCONTROLLERS)
[] Quadratic optimal nonlinear controllers
® Tension Optimal Nonlinear Controller
- Newton-Raphson,steepest descent
- Divergence (explicit feedback, tension delay)
e Length Rate Optimal Nonlinear Controller (LRONC)
- Steepest Descent
- Direct damping control
o Suboptimal Nonlinear Controller (SONC)
- Feedback structure (gain optimization)
- Powelrs Method
[] Lyapunov-basednonlinearcontrollers
• Mission/distancefunctionconcept
e MissionFunctionControl(MFC)
e LyapunovOptimalFeedbackController(LOFC)
[] Sensor/actuatoroptions
• Measurements - length, tension, deployment attitude, P/L accels
• Actuators - spring ejection mechanism, reel, thrusters
•TETHERED SYSTEMS CONTROL
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SUMMARY
f
[] Tetheredsystemshavemanypotentialapplications
[] Tetherdynamicsencompasstypicalspacecraftcontrol:issues(stability,nonlinearities,coupleddynamics)
[] Tethercontrolimp.rovementscouldprovidebenefitsin suchareas
as retrievalstabil,tyand m,ssiontimelines
[] Question- Canfuzzylogiccontroltechniqueshelpwiththe
tetheredsystemscontrolproblem?
|
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0 Topic: TetheredSystemsControl
Prcscntc_. Dan Nowlan
No notes were taken during this presentation.
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HYPERBARICTREATMENT _ I
_ t
by ' !
Michael T. Amoroso ._;.
Systems Engineer • _ i
Crew Health Care System (CHeCS) i
_! _ McDonnellDouglas Space System Company, Space Station Division
' 1100 Hercules Suite 220
Houston,Texas 77058 !
Phone(713) 283-6541 .!
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HYPERBARICTREATMENT
by
Michael T. Amoroso
(Continued)
[] OUTLINE
e Introductioni
• Problem Formulation
• Proposed Approaches
• Summary
• Panel Discussion
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HYPERBARICTREATMENT
'_ by
MichaelT. Amoroso
(Continued)
[] INTRODUCTION
• HyperbaricTreatment- Purpose
• Decompression sickness - Description ,_
! • Sourcesof decompressionsickness
• Physicaldescription
® Formsof decompressionsickness
_ • Hyperbarictreatmentof decompressionsickness
• Durationof treatment
SpaceStation Freedom McDonnelIDouglas• GE • Honeywell • IBM • Lockheed11114/90
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HYPERBARICTREATMENT
by
Michael ToAmoroso
(Continued)
[] PROBLEMFORMULATION
o Determinationof duration of hyperbaric treatment
• Decision points in determining the duration of treatment
• Relationshipof exhaled breath gas composition to decompression
sickness
• Required equipment to monitor inert gases in exhaled breath
e Space Station unique circumstances
o,,,.,_,ace Station Freedom McDonnellDouglas" GE" Honeywell, IBM • Lockheedp11/14/90
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HYPERBARICTREATMENT !i
by _!
MichaelT. Amoroso :_!
, (Continued) ,',
D PROPOSEDAPPROACHES _
e Optimizethe durationof hyperbarictreatment ).
i,
Reasons
• Utilize all information available
- Types of data available
"\
SpaceStationFreedom McDonnellDouglas ° GE • Honeywell ° IBM • Lockheed11114/90
HYPERBARICTREATMENT
by
Michael T. Amoroso
(Continued)
la SUMMARY
• Deriveddesigngoalsof HyperbaricTreatment
• Traditionaltreatmentprotocols
• Instrumentationalreadyavailable
• Hundredsof hyperbaricchamberscouldbenefit
i
,'i
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HYPERBARICTREATMENT
by
Michael T. Amoroso
(Continued)
[] SUMMARY(Continued)
• (Openingquestionfor Paneldiscussion) .
Isit possibleto use FuzzyLogicandthe additionalinformation
availableto accuratelydeterminethe requireddurationof
hyperbarictreatment?
- The additionalInformationis :
1). InstrumentData:hyperbaricchamberpressures,pressurerate
of change, andthe exhaledbreathgas compositions
2). Theobjectivedatafromthe examiningattendant:patient'svital
stgns
3). The subjectivedata:fromthe patient'sresponsesto the
questionsof the attendant
4). The exposuredata:durationand pressureof exposure
SpaceStationFreedom McDonnellDouglas • GE • Honeywell • IBM • Lockheed11114/90
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HYPERBARICTREATMENT
by
Michael T. Amoroso
(Continued)
[] SUPPLEMENTALINFORMATION
-;_pace StationFreedom McDonnollDouola=. GE . Honeywell° IBM ' Lockheed
HYPERBARICTREATMENT
by
Michael T. Amoroso
Systems Engineer
Crew Health Care System (CHeCS)
McDonnell Douglas Space System Company, Space Station Division
1100 Hercules Suite 220
Houston, Texas 77058
Phone (713) 283-6541
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HYPERBARICTREATMENT
by
Michael T. Amoroso
(Continued)
i
[] OUTLINE
§ • Introduction
, • ProblemFormulation
• ProposedApproaches
• Summary
• PanelDiscussion
SpaceStationFreedom McDonnellDouglas ° GE ° Honeywell ° IBM = Lockheed
I 11114/90
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HYPERBARICTREATMENT
by
Michael T. Amoroso
(Continued)
il INTRODUCTION
• HyperbaricTreatmentis the medicalprotocolusedto treat
DecompressionSickness.
• DecompressionSicknesscan resultfrom exposureto a significant
reductionin ambientpressure.
• spaceStationcrewmembersriskdecompressionsicknesswhen
theyperformanextra-vehicularactivity(workingoutsidethe
SpaceStation). Anotherriskis the unexpecteddecompressionof
a SpaceStationmodule.
e DecompressionSicknessis characterizedby inertgasesin the
bodycomingoutof solutionandforminggas bubblesin the bodytissues.
i' !
• The mostcommonformof decompressionsicknessis the bends.Severecasescan be fatal.
!!
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HYPERBARICTREATMENT
by
Michael T. Amoroso
(Continued)
II INTRODUCTION(Continued)
e The only definitive treatment for decompression sickness is i
hyperbarictreatment- treatingthe patientwith pressureand
oxygenfor sustainedperiodsof time.
- A commonhyperbarictherapyprotocolis shown in Figure1.
Thistableandothersweredevelopedby the Navy,essentiallybytrialanderror.
• HyperbarictreatmentsforSpaceStationwill rangefrom 2 Hoursto
a maximumof 67 Hoursat pressuresas highas 2.8 atmospheres.
• Hyperbarictreatmentrequires3 persons,inadditionto the person
beingtreated. This involvesthe entireSpaceStationcrew.
0
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HYPERBARICTREATMENT
by
Michael T. Amoroso(Continued)
[] PROBLEMFORMULATION
• There are no quantitative measurements which can be monitored
to accurately determine the required duration of hyperbaric
treatment.
• Figure 2 shows dec!sionpointsthat terrestrialobserversuse to
determinethe duratmnof hyperbarictreatment.
- The decisionpointsare boolean. Noprovisionsare madefor
partialreliefof symptoms.
e Examinationof the relationshipbetweenthe amountof inertgases
inthe exhaledbreathandthe amountof Inertgases remainingin
the body.
- Nota deterministicrelationship.Otherdata needed.
• A formof massspectrometercan determinethe inertgassesin the
exhaledbreath.
- Thisequipmentwill beavailableon SpaceStation.
i _ SpaceStationFreedomr 11114/90 McDonnelIDou01as• GE • Honeywell • IBM • Lockheed
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HYPERBARICTREATMENT
by
Michael T. Amoroso
(Continued)
[] PROBLEMFORMULATION(Continued)
1
o UniquecircumstancesonboardSpaceStation
- Minimalcrewof4
- Farawayfromhelp
- NoMedicalDoctor
,I
I
- Limited amount of resources
SpaceStation Freedom11114t90 McDonnellDouglas • GE • Honeywell • IBM • Lockheed
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HYPERBARICTREATMENT
by
Michael T. Amoroso ir
(Continued) _,j,
,_ [] PROPOSEDAPPROACHES DESIGN GOALS _
/ • Optimize duration of HyperbaricTreatment to: i
- Get medical treatment to a crewmember in hyperbaric treatment.
/ i
- Return injured crewmember to earth as soon as possible. _
- Alleviate other crewmembers from hyperbaric duties to perform iicritical activities.
_, - Conservationof Resources.
",. • Utilize all available Information in determination of Ideal duration of
\ treatment.
- Objective instrument data
- Objective medical attendant data
- Subjectivedata from patient's responses
' - Exposure data
SpaceStation Freedom11114/90 McDonnellDouglas • GE • Honeywell • IBM • Lockheed
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HYPERBARICTREATMENT
by
Michael T. Amoroso
(Continued)
• 1 SUMMARY
• Derived design goals of Hyperbaric Treatment of decompression
sickness
- Reduce delays in treating other injuries
- Return patient to earth as soon as possible
- Free up other crewmembers for critical activities
\\
- Conserve vital resources
• Traditional treatment protocols do not optimize the design goals
- Boolean decisions based on primarily subjective Inputs
• The instrumentation to provide objective inputs will be available on
Space Station.
• Hundreds of hyperbaric chambers in terrestrial use could benefit
from an accurate determination of required hyperbaric treatment,
Space Station Freedom11114R0 McDonnellDouglas • GE • Honeywell • IBM • Lockheed
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HYPERBARIC TREATMENT ::
by
Michael T. Amoroso(Continued)
[] SUMMARY (Continued)
® (Opening question for Panel discussion)
Is it possible to use Fuzzy Logic and the additional information
available to accurately determine the required duration of
HyperbaricTreatment?
i:
- The additional information is : !
• i '
1). Instrument data: hyperbaric chamber pressures, pressure rate ii
of change, and the exhaled breath gas compositions.
2). The objective data from the examining attendant: patient's vital
signs.
3). The subjective data: from the patient's responses to the i
questions of the attendant.
4). The exposure data: duration and pressure of exposure.
Space Station Freedom11114/90 McDonnellDouglas * GE * Honeywell • IBM * Lockheed
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O Topic:. HyperbaricTream_m Control 7Presenter: Mike:Amoroso
_t: (Amoroso) Every time astronauts do EVA, they risk decompression
sickness. With decompression sickness, pressure and oxygen ue.atmem
must be in precise controL Three people arerequired to perf_m hyperbaxic
treatment-timekeeper,chambercontinUerandan astrotmutis neededto
controlthepressure.Theymonitorthreevariables- oxygen,pressure,and
time. - "'
Q (Brown): Is there a correlation between past treatments and additional data? (referto
the summaryon page 7 of presentation) =
A: - Exhaledbreathcanbeused,butmoreinformationisneeded.
- Durationof exposureandtimeof overalltreatmentis notcurrentlybeing
lookedatby anyone.
- Nodatato clarifychangetotreatmentables;theyweredevelopedthrough
trialand error. SCUBAdivingincidentsmakeup themostcasesof thebends.
- Activemodellingisnotbeingperformed.
- No bends on Space Activity. It is estimated that there is a 2-3% treatable
bends risk per EVA.
Q (Lawler): What about data from the Russians?
.
- A (Spoor): The Russians say they have no problems. There has been one instance of
joint pains which may or may not be attributable to the bends (both the U.S.
and Russia have reported this).
Comment: (Spoor) When dealing with human sickness, you often get "fuzzy" answers
(subjective information). For example, trying to detect the extent of
O numbness, how "weak" is an arm, "are you 'ok'?". The inputs to thedecision maker arc not distinct values.
Q (Aldridge): Has there been treatment based on anything other than the hyperbaric
chamlx_.
A (Spoor): It's possible to bring the Shuttle cabin down as low as is feasible; pump up
space suit as high as possible (1.3 - 1.5 atmosphere).
Q (Lawler): Will Life Sciences "buy off" on this application?
A (Spoor): They see the potential.
Q (Lawler): Have you talked with the CHeCS people (on the NASA side)
A (Spoor): Yes, we have been talking to Dr. Norfleet (Crew Hyperbaric).
Co_t: Value added of using fuzzy logic application -> elimination of using an
" extra crew memlxr for treatment.
• Q (StegaU): Is there some way to implement the applicationas an advisoryposition?
' A: Absolutely. The ultimate (medical)decision is with the doctor (on the
.... ground).
Comment: (McRoberts) There are three tests:
(1) How does the patient feel?
(2) Schedule of decompression
(3) Executing - sequential
411
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• I
by _
PatrickL.Andersonand MichaelT. Amoroso p., ,
CrewHealthCareSystem(CHeCS) _,
McDonnellDouglasSpaceSystemCompany,Space StationDivision €_
1100 Hercules Suite 320 r.R
Houston, Texas 77058
i Phone (713) 283-6500
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m QUTLINE
,., • Introduction
_. • ProblemDescription
, • ProposedApproaches
/ ,_ _ • Summary
.._. ® PanelDiscussion
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DAILY EXERCISE ROUTINES
by
Patrick L. Anderson and Michael T. Amoroso
(Continued)
[] INTRODUCTION
• Daily exercise and periodic stress testings are required on SpaceStation.
- Exercise Equipment: Treadmill, Dual Bike,MuscularOutputTrainer,
and portableexerciseequipment.
__ -Phvsiological Monitors: Daily - Heart Rate Moni!or..Periodic -
" BlooEIPressure Mo_:itor,Electrocardiograph, MetabolicLias Mon,zor,
and Body Mass Measurement Device.
• The equipment is configured either automatically or manually.
• Data is obtained from the physiological monitors and logged by
the system.
• Exercise physiologist monitors data and updates the protocols.
Space Station Freedom McDonnell Douglas ° GE * Honeywell * IBM ° Lockheed11113/90
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DALLYEXERCISEROUTINES
Patrick L. Anderson a_l Michael T. Amoroso
(Continued)
[] PROBLEM FORMULATION
• Exercise protocols strive to maintain cardio-vascular, and
musculo-skeletal systems at levels established by doctors and/or
exercise physiologists.
• To provide consistent data during stress test!ng, it is desirable to
\ maintain physiolog,cal levels without exceeding targets.
= Heart Rate
\ 'Oo, j._._..
•, o.-_.w rv--------._rp.,.,_jom
" \ Desired
i
• timetime
• Metabolic Gas Monitor data, exercise workload data, and
perceived exertion levels from interviews (subjective data) are
used to ascertain the physical condition of crew members to
determine modifications to protocols.
-----Space Station Freedom MaDonnellD0uglne GE . Honeywell. IBM . L0_kheed "
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DALLYEXERCISEROUTINES
by
Patrick L. Anderson and Michael T. Amoroso
(Continued)
[] PROPOSEDAPPROACHES
• Dailyexercisedataand periodicstresstest data is collected
on-0rbltand sentto the ground.
• Exerciseprotocolsare modifiedbasedonthe analysisof data by
an exercisephysiologist.
rModifled Crewman =reof EO)
Experience Exercise Executes
Desired Response Protocol Protocol
(Analysis of Data) (Update) (Use)
e Newexercise protocols are uploaded.
e Crew member executes new protocol.
• During stress testing, step function feedbackto exercise ....
equipmentIs providedto reauceoversnoolol iargel pnyslomgma|
parameters.
---- SpaceStationFreedom .cOon.o, Douglas * GE * Honeywell * IBM * Lockheed f11113/90
DAILYEXERCISEROUTINES
by
Patrick L. Anderson and Michael T. Amoroso
(Continued)
t
[] SUMMARY
• Analysisof exercisedata is performedby an expertand utilizes
subjectiveinput.
• Equipmentcontrolis providedby stepfunctionsusing timeand
magnitudeas input parameters.
• (Openingquestionfor Paneldiscussion) !l
, Is FuzzyLogica viablealternativeto the current approach?
SpaceStationFreedom McDonnell Douglas • GE • Honeywell • IBM • Lockheed .i11113/90 I
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Topic: DailyExerciseProtocol
Presente_. PatAnderson
Comment: (Berenji)Whereverthereis a control problem that experts can define
heuristicsfor the fuzzy rules, it makessense to model the processusing
rulesandfuzzylogic.
Commen_ (Weiss) Thereis lots of literatureavailable. If you treat system where
outputis heartrate,you cancontrolh_ by workload(i.e. adjustbungi
cordsso thattheoptimumheart-rateis achieved).
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ATMOSPHERICCONTROLSYSTEMS ,
by P"
MelanleMankam,yer _"
LifeSupportSystemsEngineer
FlightCrewSystemsDepartment,EnvironmentalControland LifeSupportGroup ""
McDonnellDouglasSpaceSystemCompany,Space.StationDivision(HB)5301BolsaAvenue,MallCode 15 1
/ HuntingtonBeach,CA 92647
Phone: (714)896-3309 Fax: (714)896-2937
I
s
m Outline
• Introduction
• ProblemFormulation
• ProposedApproaches
• Summary
• PanelDiscussion --_ _
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ATMOSPHERICCONTROLSYSTEMS
by
Melanie Mankamyer
(Continued)
[] INTRODUCTION
• The SpaceStation(andfuturemannedspacemissions)require
atmosphericcontrolsystems
e Spacecraftatmospherecontrolsystemsconsistof:
- Temperaturecontrol
- Compositioncontrol
- Pressurecontrol
• Compositioncontrolincludescontrollingthe majorconstituents,humidity,and tracecontaminants
• Temperature,pressure,and compositioncontrolare all
Interrelated
_Space StationFreedom McDonnellDouglas * GE * Honeywell • IBM * Lockheed
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A'I;MQSPHERICCONTROL SYSTEMS
by MelanleMankamyer(Continued)
\
[] PROBLEMFORMULATION
• Cabin temperature is selectable between 64.4 °F - 80.6 °F and must
, be maintainedwithinI °F
! _ • Cabinatmosphericpressureis set at 14.7psla and maintained
_ within0.2 psi
,, • Oxygenpartialpressureis set at 2 psla
'. • Relativehumidityis maintainedbetween25%and 70% (dewpoint
'_ temperatureis alwaysmaintainedabove59 °F)
t
I
i
i
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ATMOSPHERICCONTROLSYSTEMS
by Melanle Mankamyer (Continued)
[] PROPOSEDAPPROACHES
• The classical approach to temperature control is to use a heat
exchanger w,th flow bypass.
Q A liquid side bypass system is smaller but slower to respond
COOLANT _ Bypassflow ",,BypassControlValve
LOOP |
Feedback
AIR LOOP _ .1 Constantexitair temperature
• The air side bypass system provides a quicker response and can
also maintain humidity with the use of a condensing heat
exchanger
T COOLANT LOOP
Bypass AIRLOOP
Control Bypass flowValve " Constant exit
J Feedback air temperature f
-;_-Space Station Freedom _cDonnellDouglas" GE • Honeywell" IBM • Lockheed i
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ATMOSPHERICC(DNTROLSYSTEMS
by Melanie Mankamyer (Continued)
[] PROPOSED APPROACHES (cont.)
• Major atmosplhericconstituent control is coupled with pressure
control and is accomplished with a 2-gas controller
_ - Sensorregistersa dropIntotalcabinpressureof 0.2psi
-Controller checks the partial pressure of oxygen (sensor)
\,_ -If oxygen level low, a valve is opened and oxygen added until the
partial pressure is met, then nitrogen is aq_deduntil total
pressure is met
- If oxygen level is good, then a valve is opened and nitrogen is
added until total pressure is met
Cabin O- - Total PressureSensore- - Oxygen Partial
Pressure Sensor
Atmos Feedback
Supply
_Space Station Freedom .coo...,oou¢.• GE• Hor._, • aeM• _k_
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A'FMQSPHERIC.CQNTRQLSYSTEMS
by Melanie Mankamyer (Continued)
m SUMMARY
e Techniquestomaintainatmosphericcontrolparametershavebeen
Identified
• FuzzyLogicControlLawhasbeenmentionedforapplicationto
atmosphericontrol
• (Openingquestionfor Paneldis_¢ussion)
Whatadvantagesdoesfuzzycrjntrollogicoffertotherather
simplisticcontrolsoftheatmospheric ontrolsystems?
-_-oSpaceStationFreedom .coo.no,,oouo,a.• QE• Hon.w°,,• _e.• L_..
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Topic:.' AtmosphericControl
(Mankamyer)SpaceStationis notusingautomaticoxygencontroldueto
scrubactivities. Astronautmustmanuallycheckgaugesandmanually
adjustthelevelsas needed.No activemonitoringin the contamination
system.
• Comment: (Lea)Bettercostandtemperaturecontrolwithfuzzylogicusage.Such'a
_" systemkeepsrespondingtothevariouschanges(_, etc).
Container: (Mankamyer)Systemsan:mainlyworkedinWP-01.Temperaturecontrol
is in nodes/airlock.
Q(Lawler): Howmuchoxygencanyougo withoutbeforeyoucan detectthe lossof
oxygen(referringtofaultygascontrol).
A (Spoor): You candetectsu,.lesymptoms;a personcan possiblygo to 14,000-
14,500feet,afterthatyouneedoxygencompensation.
Q(Brown): Whatifthen:is avalveproblem?
A (Spoor): CarbonDioxidesensorsarepartof ECLSS(caution& warningsystem)
(Berenji)Cooperatingexpertsystemsis a strongpossibility(Thermal,
power,ere).
Comment: (Brown) Due to scrub activities, the type of work Dr. Berenji mentioned
wouldnotbepossible(noautomatedpower).
+
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ROTATIONAL SPEED CONTROL ,¢
\\ by , €o
\ Paul Bastin - ,
\ Flight Crew Systems Department ",€_
McDonnell Douglas Space Systems Company ,
Space Station Division (HB) :_
5301 Bolsa Avenue, Mail Code 15-1 ' €'_
HuntingtonBeach, CA 92647 _"_
Phone: (714) 896-1399 Fax: (714) 896-2937
_i [] Outline
• Background
• Requirements
• Application and Typical Solution
• Summary
_" o Panel Discussion
L_ t_
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ROTATIONAL SPEED CONTROL
[] BACKGROUND
• A life sciences centrifuge is scheduled to fly aboard Space
Station
• Live animal and plant specimens will be carried on the rotor
and compared with microgravityspecimensin racks
• The centrifugeprovides both a one-g control environmentand
variable gravity capability
• Experimentersindicate that specimensare sensitive at the milli
g levelunder microgravityconditions
• Centrifugegravity level (speed) variation must be minimized
® Acute studies involvingconstantangular acceleration.spin-up
and spin-downprofiles are also desired for neurovestJbular
research
Space Station Freedom McDonnellDouglas ° GE ° Honeywell * IBM ° LockheedIIIIIlllllll
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ROTATIONAL SPEED CONTROL
i 'i I
/ [] REQUIREMENTS/
/ o The life sciencescentrifuge holds specimensat variable
/i gravity levels between 0.01 g and 2.0 g (approximately2.8 to
40.0 RPM)
J
_ e Steady-stategravity level to be maintainedconstant to within
7.07 x 10-4 g RMS or 2%, whichever is greater
"_ • Maximumspecimenradial jerk ("g-dot") of 0.01 g/sec during
spin-up, spin-down,and changes in accelerat,on
• Repeatabilityof gravity levels to within 1%
o Specimenextractor rotor to provideangular rates up to 30
deg/sec2 with rates selectable in Incrementsof 1 deg/sec2or
ess
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ROTATIONAL SPEED CONTROL
[] APPLICATION AND TYPICAL SOLUTION i
!
• Centrifugerotor speed control _!
i
,,
TorqueCommend
SpeedCommand
I Omega(t) _ Controller
Space Station Freedom McDonnell Douglas • GE • Honeywell • IBM • Lockheed
ROTATIONAL SPEED CONTROL
B SUMMARY
• Key requirements for a case example involving rotor speed
control have been identified
e (Opening questions for Panel discussion)
l _ How can fuzzy logic control be applied to rotational speed
, control systemsto meet desired performance requirements
at a lower cost or complex,ty than conventionalmethods?
What are typical tolerancesthat can be held using fuzzy logic?
Doesthe particular examplediscussed have high suitability for
the fuzzy logic control approach?
Space Station Freedom_ McDonnellDouglas • GE • Honeywell • IBM • Lockheed
/J
e Topic: RotationalSpeed Control ..+Presenter:. l_ul Bastin _,. ,:
_t: (Bast/n) System is continuously running - requirement for up to 90 days
operation.
Comment: (Berenji)Fuzzylogicis abletohandleimprecisionsandpreconditionsin the
rules appear to have more slack. Overall, fuzzy logic system is more robust
and has betteradaptation with weight changes.
Commit: (Brown)TheffapancscuseFuzzylogicontrolinapplicationssuchasinthe
subwaytrainsinordertosmooththestartingandstoppingofthetrains.
Thegoalofthisapplicationssimilarintermsofthegoalofsmoothnessof
operation;fuzzylogiccanhandlethelargevariations.
Q 0-awler): How much "change" in the system?
A: Notalot-5%:o10%
Q (Lawler):How muchevolutioni termsofthe_ ofexperimentsarebeingallowed
for?
hn The system is able to accomodate new experiments and the current design
allows for the size of the envelopes to be modified and heavier loads.
Commcm_ (Jani)The acceleration should be measured by accelerot_ters.
O
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VIBRATION ISOLATION '_: i
by . €,
Paul Bastin , p.,
Flight Crew Systems Department .
McDonnell Douglas Space Systems Company ,
Space Station Divis!on (HB) .Go
5301 Bolsa Avenue, Mall Code 15-1 iHuntington Beach,CA 92647
Phone: (714) 896-1399 Fax: (714) 896-2937 I
[] OuUine/
e Introduction
• Space Station Vibration Requirements
• ProposedApplication
o Typical Solutions
e Summary
o Panel Discussion -_ _ __L_ .
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VIBRATION ISOLATION
I_! INTRODUCTION
• Many subsystems, payloads, and events on Space Station are
_otentlaldisturbancesourcesin the microgravityenvironment.
xamplesinclude
- Exerciseequipment- treadmill
- Rotatingequipment - centrifuge
- Plannedevents - berthing and docking
- Unplannedevents - crew motion
• Isolationmay be required bothto attenuate vibration from
"noisy" subsystemsas well as to protect sensitivepayloads
e Low frequency disturbancesourcesare an important concern
due to sensitivityof Space Stationflexible structure modes
.o
-----Space Station Freedom, ,McDonnellDouglas • GE • Honeywell • IBM • Lockheed' "
SPACESTATION FREEDOMPROGRAMOFFICE
MICROGRAVITYASSESSMENTCRITERIA
I
• Forcontinuousperiodsof at least30 daysand50%of theoperational
year, the following criteria applies:
-- No greater than 1 micro-g steady-stateaccelerationlevelsIn the rack
volumeof the U.S.Laboratory
-- Torque EquilibriumAttitude+/- 5 degreesof LocalVerticalLocal
Horizontal(LVLH)
",4
-- Induced Vibrationaccelerationlevels:
< lx10-6 g for f < 01 Hz -2
< (lx10-5 x f) g for 0.1< f < 100 Hz -3. io,-,,o,,.r ,....,,rL,odF
-4" / laboratory ,oca,_<:lx10-3 g for f > 100 Hz log ,_
-- Integratedaccelerationresponsefor a (glg°)-'_"
10 secondmovingwindowlessthan -6. I_
lx10-6 g-seconds -7 \ for 1130 volume In theB.a. Lab Module
--8" I
-, .-'3 -'2 "1 (] ] 2 3
log (Frequency (Hz))
_. , SYSTEMENGINEERING& INTEGRATION -'_
• !
VIBRATION ISOLATION
t
M PROPOSED APPLICATION
• Life Sciences Centrifuge
- Providevariable gravity centrifugationfrom 0.01 to 2 g for
_\ specimens(maximum 40 RPM [0.7 Hz] rotation rate)
_,, - Rotating mass approximately2200 Ib
- 2.5 meter diameter
- Mounted in Space Station Node endcone
- Independentextractionrotor spins_upand down to remove a
pair of specimenhabitatsfrom rotating main rotor
- DisturbancetoSpace Station limitedto 25% of microgravity
'\
requirement
\
- Disturbanceto specimenslimitedto 1 x 10-3 g in frequency
range 0,1 to 100 Hz
\
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VIBRATION ISOLATION
[] TYPICAL SOLUTIONS "
e Active vibration Isolation system
Sensor _ Electromagnetic ,
_ I Spring-Damper I,' i
'd
k,c k
Commanded
I
, _
" I d
_ _sw.y
Controller Space
----Space Station Freedom McDonnellDouglas• GE • Honoywell• IBM • Lockhoed
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VIBRATION ISOLATION
[] TYPICAL SOLUTIONS (continued)
• Activebalancingsystem
Transducer . _ IUz
Un
Bearing Housing_.._.._ I
o
I \ Pivot Point of Ilorizontal FlexureF---T'-'-I
C
Ul = Fi + Fz
Uz= Fn""-'6"--a. b .Fz. _a Data courtesy of Schonk Trebel
.¢
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VIBRATION ISOLATION
[] SUMMARY
e Techniques to control and isolatecentrifuge disturbanceshave
been identified
• (Opening questions for Panel discussion)
How can fuzz_ logicbe applied to Space Station vibration _,
Isolation systemsto improve performanceover passive '_
approachesor reduce the cost and complexityof active i
approaches?
Could fuzzy logic control be used to facilitate an Inexpensive
active low frequency isolator? Could a simple active controller
be implemonted to augment a conventional passive Isolator?
Can fuzzy logic control be used to improve signal to noise ratio
or responsetime?
-----Space Station Freedom McDonnellDouglas * GE o Honeywell • IBM,.. Lockheed
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' Topic:. Vilxafion Isolation
Pre_ntm':. PaulBastin .
(Knackst_10The problemofvibrationisolationmay havemoresn_gent
req_Is thanthoseofRotationalSpeedConn-oL
Cxxnme_: (Brown)Theconflictingreq_ts mentionedhavenoeffecton thefact
thathereisa seriousproblemofisolationofvibrations.The questionof
whetherFuzzylogiccanbe usedto buildanactiveisolatorortodesigna
passive isolatorto improve performanceover cost should be considered.
_t: (Berenji) The experiments on board need a steady, vibration-freeplatform.
Thesesystemsmustbestable,fuzzylogicisapplicable.Isthisproblemto
different fromthose of which fuzzy logic can be used?
Comment" (Jani) Fuzzy logic should not be too difficult in implementing a solution to
this problem.
Comment: (?) The "fuzzy" conl_ol surfaces shown in Dr. Kosko's examples were
"pipeorgan-ish"showing discontinuity. With Vibration Isolation problem,
the_ is agreatconcernforsmoothingtheoperation.
Comment: (Berenji)Ag_._iwithcommentthata non-smoothtransitionca create
problems.However,theexamples hown werenotnecessarilyoptimal
(whichisproblemdependent);multiplefuzzyrulescancreatea smoothing
( ope on
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WORKSHOP SUMMARY
BOB BROWN
MDSSC-SSD(
I
-:.. (
.
O SUMMARY - Bob Brim (._)
The objectives of this workshop were to demonstratethat(1) Fuzzy Logic is amann_
technology, (2) to prove thatit was well founded in basic mathem_cal principles, (3) to
show that the experts in the field were knowledgeable control systems engineers and
scientists, (4) to demonstratethat fuzzy logic could solve non-linear problems and (4) that
this technology was target to complex applications. In addition, we wanted to show-case
potential applications to our customers (NASA). In so doing, we sought to present a
spectrumof applications thatcould potentiallyresult in two funded lxojects.
Dave Wensley set the tone of the workshop and McDonnell Douglas's commitment to
advancedautomation.
Mark Gersh, NASA Headquarters,siated NASA's position and plans in his area of
responsibility (Space Station Advanced Automation) andwhat NASA was looking for in
the way of futureprojects.
Dr.Togaigaveanexcellentpresentationthewiderangingcommercialpplications
which demonswatedthe maturityof fuzzy controls.
Professor Sugeno discussed his projects in the development of autonomous flight
control for heficopters. Professor Sugeno, a control systems theorist, is funded by the
Japanese government to develop and demonstratethis capability. During the workshop
Prof. Sugeno suggested that he would like to join McDonnell Douglas in a complex
application of fuzzy logic on the Space Station Program.Prof. Sugeno's project caught the
attention of the audience because of the complexity of the problem and his extreme
confidencethathewouldsucceed.
Dr. Aldridge did an excellent job in preparing the workshop for the transition from
traditionalcommltheorytofuzzycontrol.HisexampleofIheinvertedpendulumgavethe
audiencea gooddemonstrationof thebasicconceptsandhowto applythemto a control
problem.
• Dr. Berenji offered several alternatives for providing training to McDonnell Douglas
personnel. Once the projects are selected.we will discuss the specifics with the Ames
,. ResearchCenteras partof ourTechnical Exchange Agreemmt.
_ Dr. Bart Kosko did an excellent job in the _ de_tation of Fuzzy Estimation
Theory. Many of the skeptics have had to rethink their objections to Fuzzy Logic as a
_: result of Dr. Kosko's work. Dr. Kosko gave the workshop the equivalent of a 6 hour
: lecturein 90 minutes.
/T The panel was imp_ssed with the wide rangingapplicationspresented by the speakers. _
../.-/ ! Thciroonclusionwasthatalllm:sentationswemgoodcandldat_forFuzzyContml. , _ )I
:--..... [
__ = _--- - _...2._=.___. "_
S_
¢
i:
" e ii _ Mm-kGersh,inhisummary,saidheplanstorexurntoWashingtontotelltheSpace
_! "" StationProgramanagementthathistechnnlngyismatureandthatheyshouldfundan
i! effort.
Z
ii , : The selection of thecandidateswill bc based on hnw well they meet NASA and
McDonnellDouglas'crim'ia.
AllthecommentsIhavereceivedindic,amthatthiswasaverysucc_sfulworkshopand
accomplishedall nf nurnbje,ctives. NASA liked the formatand plans to uscit in fumm
i
workshops.
i
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CONCLUDING REMARKS _
Mark Gersh, NASA HQ
Hamid Berenji, PhD., NASA AMES
1o %- pR,F..._..,D_GpAGE,_ HOT FILMED
4_
0
The NASA Headquarters Autonomous Systems Manager for Space Station
Engineering, Mark Gersh, made some concluding remarks which expressed his
impressions of the workshop. Overall, Mr. Gersh noted that he was "very impressed with
theknowledgeandexpertise"attendingtheworkshop.Hestatedthatthemwerescoresof
potentialappficationsforFuzzyLogiccontrolon the SpaceStationFreedomProgram
(SSFP). In addition, Mr Ge_h said he would takeback the message thatthis was a mature
technology ready forapplication andwould recommend that fundsbe set aside to fund two
projects.
Mr. Gersh gave some guidelines and comments for pursuing these projects. They
included:
1. Due to the high degree of maturityof Fuzzy Logic Control technology, it
should be considered for use in SSFP.
2. This technology is groundedin theory and science.
3. We need to find candidate programs to showcase the benefits of this
technology.
4. Considering the needs of SSFP, we should investigate how Fuzzy Logic
Control technology can help us r_iuce power usage and weight constraints.
5. We need to utilize this technology to help the SSFP meet it's requirements of
_/O limited computational environment.
6. The technology should be used to help maximize the SSFP's usage of crew
time.
7. In logistics, such as fuel re-supply, Fuzzy Logic should help reduce the need
due to it'soptimization qualities.
8. In development of a project we need to consider how well the baseline issue is
handled.
9. AnyFuzzyLogicprojectinSSFPshouldentailuserparticipation.
........... : 10. The project should influence the baseline program.
11. The early demonstration of Fuzzy Logic technology should be provided for ini+
anyfundedproject.
12. The application should be simplistic enough to solve yet complex enough to
_ show the importance of the problem.
:, 13. There should be measurable success in teams of solving a baseline problem
tt and benchmarking against conventional control techniques.
i
/t ;i
t
• +_,_._..,
O _ Inconclusion,MarkG_rshthoughtthatt_i_ shouldbe showcasedand thattechnology
he wouldproposethe supportof 2 proj_ts on SSFP to be selected based on NASA's
crimia.
,,.--(
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[ Concluding Remarks - Hamid Berenji
This workshop brought together a numberof distinguished researchers in the field of
'. fuzzylogicand alsoa numberoffuzzylogic ontrolapplicationspecialists.Although
NASA has taken the lead in the U.S. by sponsoring two previous conferences on Fuzzy
Logic and Neural Network applications at the Johnson Space Center (1988 and 1990), the
current workshop held at McDonnell Douglas was clearly a n_ajorStep forward in further
exposing this technology to a number of engineers and scientists involved in control of
major subsystems of the Space Station. The systems presented at this workshop were
unique in many respects and pose serious challenges to us in the design and development
of controllersfor theiractualdeploymentin space. Thepanelmembersand theotheri
workshopattendantsdevelopedsignificantunderstandingsoftherequirementswhichhave
, to be met by these control systems. In almost all the systems presented, panel identified
and foresaw areas for application of the fuzzy logic control .'*_.e.chnology.These
_....-- _ .observationswereencouragedinpartbydiscussingthesimilaritiesbetweenthesubsystems
L /,-- presentedandthosealreadyvery successfulcommercialapplicationsof the fuzzylogic
' _,.._. control.
, I believethatthisworkshopwasverysuccessfulin manyrespects.Althoughthefield
of fuzzy logic controlrequires further research in some areas, it has already matured
enoughtobeappliedin manyreallifecontrolproblems.A followupworkshop,including
: reports of actual experiences in applying this technology to some of the subsystems of the
: Space Station, is recoaancnded.
Finally, I would like to acknowledge the excellent works of Mr. Bob Brown and others
in organizing this workshop. Also, many thanks to the members of my panel who had to
[ travel long distances (e.g., Professor Sugeno who came from Japan) to be at this
, workshop.
e. B_'enji
Nov_nb_ 1990
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